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To: The Class of 1994
Re: Some Final Thoughts

1. You know I couldn’t let you leave P.V. without at least one more memo! A long and winding road led me to the Class of 1994, and it ended up being one of the best journeys I’ve ever embarked on in my whole life! You’ve taken me along with you in your joys, your sorrows, your triumphs, your disappointments. Thanks for letting me come along for the ride!

2. My heart is full of wonderful memories of you and your families. My deep thanks for your support, your encouragement, your kindness, and your example of what “FAMILY” really means.

3. Few educators are blessed in such a way that they are able to count as significant and special 262 separate students—and all at one time! I have been blessed by knowing you, and I am grateful to be able to say to my dear friends, the Class of 1994: You have touched me and I have grown. You have made me a better person than I was before I met you.

4. You will continue to be in my prayers and in my heart for all time. You are loved by this counselor.

Maureen E. Kolli

Advisor To Class Of ’94

June, 1994

As you take the next steps in your lives, I must say goodbye. We’ve been together for four years now and our relationship has been like that of a strong and loving family. We have shared each other’s joys and comforted each other in times of pain. We have worked together for a common goal and enjoyed the effort it took to achieve the goal as much as the satisfaction of a job well done.

The Class of 1994 has been a ground breaking class. We have initiated events at Passaic Valley that never existed before we had the vision to dream of them. Now these events mark the landscape of Passaic Valley High School.

We have been the “Can you top this” class and we have surprised everyone, except ourselves, as each year we managed to achieve in spite of the odds and the dissenters.

When I think of the Class of 1994, I think of many things. I think of you as role-models, I think of you as assertive, ambitious, challenging young people who have revitalized me as a teacher and as a person. I believe in you and I know you will each succeed at your goals because you believe in yourselves and you have the courage to achieve those goals against the odds.

To your families, may I express my gratitude for the opportunity to know you and your children and to have participated in their lives in some small way. I want you to know that I took a great deal more from them than I gave. I am the richer for having shared this time with them.

Someone wiser than I once said, “Your children are living messages you send to a time and place you can never see.” We can look at the Class of 1994 confident in the knowledge that they will shape and mold the twenty-first century with the enthusiasm and courage that has marked their careers at Passaic Valley.

With the comfort of that thought, I say, God bless you and God speed.
The Royal Family

Marc S. Fonzetti
"Fonz"
VICE PRESIDENT
Ambition: Doctor
Memories: 4 yrs Frosh # 55 Capt. 3 yrs Trk., 1 yr w/srs., 4 thr. 4 yrs
Crb. Grw W/DgMShmBeVI FDI GNB-MET Conc @ 2 yrs. /Mm Js
BnJn My. Fwy 91 "Get yours" Big
Ftbl Cmp @ w/MmJs RfS w/DgsD LATER! Lat in
NYC Tram Van w/Mm. Dr
Mr. Js d Acc & Dst in Lib. Crrng Cmp Bkn w/Bm Mds
Mm DgsMr Bg FDI Wksnd at
Trambers "Load Rom" FDI Dbl
NYC w/VJr Hm Mm Bg Dg
"Watch your step!" FDI Grls
Sw 93 w/Dgm Mds/ "2MchShz" FDI
At MD's 91-94 FDI WdlWd89
Flty Lsh. Shtrg Dn
MdtStrkr Msk. MM-DG your
Wem Mom, DAD, ELISA
Thnx 4 Evthng I LVE U
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Joseph Michael Porretta
"Joe"
VICE PRESIDENT
Ambition: Lawyer, Politics
Memories: 4 yrs FB & WrsrCvCpt 3 yrs VP & SS
StudSnrPrex NYSU w/JB, MB, Gd Cmm Crm Milk NYE 91
w/JB, Tbk, DD, MM MDW 93
w/NE & JB mphSpd Jr Cct
w/NE, RM, Jc, MM, JA CarDs
w/RM, MM, MB, JB, SD, VL
FriNitesAtMo's w/JP, MS, EB,
S M S Arrbowlw 91-93
Hd-ThcSoda FNF w/AR
MasBkn Trk Cchse w/ VL, NE,
MM, BN QRs MPP w/Crew
LH AtTruesFnd Cy CM, SM,
Jb, Jc, CC, EG 9-13/91 Lly U
NE 46v Thnx GndMr/Pa,
Mom, Car, Kath, Dad 4
Evthng BW Jon GLNxtYr
Jr
Zrle Ambition: To be able to
end "my story" with "happily
ever afer."

Michael Morano
"Mike"
TREASURER
Ambition: Business, Law
Memories: 3 yrs soccer, 1 yr
Football Cards Sun. Nt at JP's
hse w/RM, SD, VL. Frb Bn
w/EM, JS, BY-UHHP, JR, Cttll.
w/RM, Jc, JP, AM-"CIC" KTT
Sm. nIt JB-Bring your puffr?
Shrre 93 kout 4 Bk chrkse-
Frb Eng. w/BN-KERMIt JP-
Hw's your linkage? SD-Alyda
me let's tkt "bvt" PV NYE 91
whea the sex? Lunchrm crsE
JB Gt my 8t0? EG-IT's MI-
am4evr "Murder" NYE 92 JH-
I'm sitting' behind u Mom, Dad,
Gina, Anthony-It's been fun,
Thnx for everythng.

Tammy Star Rudy
"Grandma" /'Beener"
HISTORIAN
Ambition: Dentist
Memories: 3 yrs WHtE
CHEERING h94 w/KB 4 yrs.
VWcstMr. 7rsBFw/NE
GrXsw/km-Pole! KB, GT, CR,
RN-Royals. Smmwr 93w/the
guys Awwmn! MP & PS it wns
DONT TELLJ JP mt me at crn!
DN thnk 4 Dinner! MF-thng +
Ralphie! FS-Brian + Screech-
BuFAdurf 10/10/93 (Hd) MJT-
BD Party! VChes a plyr. AM-
thnk4lstng! JC + SD
ILvUGUys. CN-thnx4gr4hX-
RunawayCar. JB-UfgElrGr4nd!
J P, FS, M! Mario-
URVrySpcl2Me! 9/30/93 LlvU!
Mom, Al, Char, Chris, Mel,
Gm a Gmp-thnx4 bliewgmnge
I wouldn't hve done4t/tou! Llv uw/ail
myhe4rt!
Secret Ambition: To never be
confused before I get involvd.

Kara Ann Mancini
"Kar"
SECRETARY
Ambition: (Physical Therapy)
Memories: 3 yrs VB-hall>
Ind thrck, 1 yr Fh Big mmstake,
w/RK, LK, ST/GT & KB spies
us. We had sum grt X's
Lkw/Kng Kong/KC Gid
hve such a spec, BF:
Ya/JM wna go r
ing?Hangout w/RG/TJ
we bcm fnds. GTRGR srnd
seed 8-93 ST WW 91 & 92 Btt
inp 91, Thnx4allways being th
me. UR the best! KJ is
wearcuddles/GxX's w/LH-
we had a lot of fun X's mis
Mom&Dad Thnx 4 evthng
Mom I'm vry fortunate to 4
such a spec. mother. TJ&Aly-
best lttle bro &
S Grn&Gramp-I couldn't lv
you. I LVE you all more th
would ever knw.
Secret Ambition: To be success
and conquer all my drrms.

1B/SENR0S
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Donald Apolito Jr.
"Don, Smiley"

Ambition: To be successful in life.
Memories ... 2 YEARS FOOTBALL, 4 YEARS WRESTLING, 4 YEARS TRACK.
Secret Ambition: To be able to go one minute without smiling.

Mehtap Aydin
"Met, May"

Ambition: I want to be a lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To be comfortably numb forever.

Karen Allmendinger
"Dinger"

Ambition: Radiologist
Memories ... 3 yrs Yar B-Ball. 3 yrs BF w/LV. Grs 8Xw/NK, DP. RB, KB, JD. KM. Summer '93.LV 11 dcik shift. Wha's that picture? Don't 4get gr8 Xw/JR=n=s. DD fnd thm yr? RS Wst emuf? CC wait. JB blwout. KM & NK fun hou. DG braks up. PM don't fall. AB yr a gr8 frnd. KB u aril got us. They were plyrs. KB we will always be BF's. KK gr8 luck. LC=n=Ki. They were in our car. swtt. CP ura gr8 frnd. Don't change. VC, CP, TR pr-J. Jim-n-Gloria thnx 4evrything. Pete, Mom, Keith, Bill, Grandma & Grandpa I will always luv you.
Secret Ambition: To not conquer the world, but be friends with most of it.

Eric R. Ashim
"Bear"

Ambition: To financially comfortable.
Memories ... The summers of my childhood GCBRDIE BCBDDDJJO JMMABCLANY Weedsata and everyone else. The love u searched for the love I found Lindsay 4years FB Red GL. NYC DIBaR on the Rock Davidson always The Dreams Lost the Dreams gained The HARBOR Sun Cisco, midnile runs, and a friends hip never lost. GD I won't get into all the times they were great one's Hi JH DT we almost lasted memories Buick PP Libocinet and more Mom I Luv u and Lindsey 2 P.V. It was fun c-y Mr. B Mrs. LA. P Mrs. K
Secret Ambition: To live life on life terms.

Mary Frances Appio
"Fran"

Ambitions: To find Clayton on the road.
Secret Ambition: To be comfortably numb forever.

Robert Angelo
"Bob"

Ambition: Public Relations Major
Memories ... 4yrs keyClub & GD's wth KH, AB, AN, LS, JD, JS, KB, BM, MS, CN, KB, PL, DA, JM, ES, LW, AB, HD. LB, JL. T, JS, DC, TP, JD, MM, AS, MB, LH, RJ, JM, BR, JK, CH, JN, WS, AA. 1 yr LTG 1 Yr Dist Treas. Grl x's In Toronto. NWORKLS. FR SS AND THE GNG. In LVGSTON-I MDE Cookies 4 u! GD x's in PV wth CS, DS, SL, and JK. THNX 4 the Bowling Leans, bt u shd hve tld me LN222 1t1. wth Sal we GRT BT WE NEED TO OPN SME WINDOWS! I had a BLAST-THNX 4 ALL THE FUN- NW ITS GDBY.

Pierfrancesco Baccaro
"Pier, Pete"

Ambitions: To rebuild my Javelin to pristine condition
Memories ... There was me that is Pete, & my 2 droogs That is James G & Chris D therealso JohnZJoeMrich D RoseSJay GJoeGTnysF + FnrAbbeHy J KdsnBjoe P & MPMMLCT DHMMDDO-Thanxs forbeing MENO myBrothers NvrFrGike emFeschakemo EnochWVW AD & D-Dabron! PlacesAl'bhouseG + M + Quy ClffBlehersTower. EventsWidw tgeCrwAMCSprt BckGNcal SngsRelseSlepat thewhel PlushSgtPprRrdBldg RmWithAVr HsonthersgSun MrMen EclptnNYngs+ RVghn PnkFlydDrs LzZdpDd72 7Kl Was cured
Secret Ambition: To jam with my droogs
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Giorgio Bambara
"George"
Ambition: College and Minor League Baseball
Memories ... 2 yrs of varsity soccer. To AS oop Dad and Don't call God call Gus we make u 7 @ 10 2 PG learning to fly To DR JD JR BB EC there a hole in the wall. To PB there's a puddle at the PAL. To JD were's your hat. To AJ JD BB EC there a hole in the wall. To BB you wish you were better than me in tennis. To CC where's the BigNose to JD u offer me nothing to AJ seeing you get dragged in the mall to AJ DL let's go see the Griffers To AJ kill AR2. JB & BF they got straw up there nose. Secret Ambition: To become the Godfather.

Antonella Barletta
"Jerri"
Ambition: College-Make it big!
Memories ... BFFSw/SA RB MP AG. Grix'sw/AF JH GR HTLND! GirlsShow3yrs. 91 Sr CotGC 93 Sr Cot SS 95 From BL. Gelotiw/MF. MemDay WKD92+93 WLDWD. TG-Fullin out of Jepp-Jerli Lives 4ever! AG+MP+Luv4Uguys! RB+SA-thanx 4bngthere4me. AF+RBxw/AF. HTLNSA- Sicknite! LostiN Yw/SA + RB. Spcx'swSS. IMissEveryone! lowerevery thing2Mo! LuvU! UZLou + Dad. Pnnever forgetme!
Secret Ambition: To find my way home!

Dawn Balady
"Dawnie" "Dawner"
Ambition: To become a teacher

Edward Balloutine
Ambition: To Be Successful
Memories ... Hanging out Freshman Year with RH MM Playing Football with Mike P. Danny Ramm. Who is very rich, Justine Brujits who is very large. George B. Pete, playing football in West Paterson with SL, BD, JT, RM Having Good time down the shore with MH Wanna say thanx to my parents for being there Love yous very much TX to my sisters Jackie and Gina who I Love very much and to my brother who means everything to me
Secret Ambition: To Be Rich

Anthony Batelli
"Tone, Tony, Zip"
Ambition ... Police Officer
Memories ... 4 yrs Varsity soccer w/AF. Wildwood '92 w/AJ-YO AJ she looks 12 yrs old! EH & AJ "Yo AJ, I didn't know U were goin w/MF! Jr. Cotillion w/AJ & CP. PCA w/CP. AB-B thankful, I took U home, now it's your turn! JD, "Hey, moose, come here" AJ MSC bus to Rowan '92 MSUR hot! AJ-You big straddled ST-Thanx 4 a gr8 JRC. Mom, Dad, Mar, Eug-luV U DD nvr 4get! Secret Ambition ... To get a dozen roses, a guitar, and sere
nade the woman I love. if I only knew how to play the guitar.

Michele Barbieri
"Mich"
Ambition: To have my own day care.
Memories ... ToAM: UR the RSTST FRND evr! I luv u w/all my hr! GR Nvr fgt GAM. VVB! w/JA, LK, DB, AB, JR, TS, U R GRT, NVR FRGT FSAR PRTY at LK HS N PIZZA HT. JA u tght me so much UC alwz B spcl 2 me. Pizzaw + clrd w/J A L K. CIR GRD w/ AMDGALGR. Hng outw/AM, DB, AG, LH, MG, AZ. LH-Rmbr FSARNY yr ... jst kidding ur the bst. MG-Hang in there. U can alwz mke me lat-TNKSN. DB Wer the bet team I luv ya. Firda 93w/AM, GR, AG, "And stay out" To my fam-u guys B the Bet. Thks 4 supprting me I luv u all so much. Secret Ambition: To find the cure for broken hearts.

Peter Bassora
"Pete"
Ambition: To be an F.B.I. Agent.
Memories ... Hangin w/ SL JG RM DP SN MP BD MC TE AR DD RB and SH. Memorial Day wp. AP Look out for DP. TE when you gotta go you gotta go. DP were all friends. BD take my advice about Sunburn. MF Thanxs for Having us. SL cant understand me. AR catching Z's. BG come Join us. JG you're the reason CO Football n overmount B Ball. DP relax around turns. JB be careful! LS n JG "male bonding" U guys are the best. I'm gonna miss U. Mom Dad Rock n Jem I love u. PV "Peace"
Secret Ambition: To never regret anything.

Renzo Bellini
Ambition: College
Memories ... TOGA91 at/Dhouse. CANCUN92/GB, DS, RC, MF & JD. PRTY every wknd at myhouse. EveryMem Day/Wknd at Luv Shack. DP UR a great date to & relax arnd the tria. JD & DS nvr fgt get arstd.MF wch the curtaRC thnxfor theevae. HMD CR1 PTURs gr8 rntd, staycool inARIZ. Wd at evry girls show. All my friends PP, PB, MF, JD, DS, JD, JM The bet Mem. Dad, Gianni, Uncle Renz, Grandma & Grandpa. Thanxs & I love U all! CrpPv!!
Secret Ambition: To be half as successful as my father is.
Tommy Bencivenga
"Swags/T-Bone"

Ambition: To be INDEPENDENTLY WEALTHY
Memories: MOMS, POPPS, LOVEYA! THAX FOR EVERYTHING . . . . AND TO "THE BOYS", DUDERMAN, SMASH, STRA, KLIK, LOST, DEREK, DEN AL, CHRIS, VIC, PAUL, LOU, AND EVERYONE ELSE I FORGOT ... JUS' KEEP HUFFIN

Secret Ambition: To Be The Godfather

Kristen Lynn Bernice
"Kris or Krissy"

Ambition: To be a Psychologist/Dancer
Memories: 1yrRah, 3yrWhite Dance! & in 94w/DS-4vrendmis! 1yrVVBa1 BFWJ/DJG, KB, JD-Showme those white teeth! JD, GT, KB, RD-Wildwld93! TheT-Woman! JD MD, BG-the monestary! EM-SMell! GT, KB, JD-BamBamsJD-Where's the kids? GT-Priss Pot! KB-Keep playn w/hose dolls! JD-Use that kids? GT-Priss Pot! KB, JD-Keep w/hose dolls! JD-Remember sleeping w/this doll! JUS' KEEP HUFFIN

Secret Ambition: To be a Psychologist/Dancer

Peter Charles Bigelow
"Pete"

Ambition: To be happy and successful at whatever I do
Memories: Remember hangin out w/EC, BB, DL, TE, GB, JB, & SV. Screamin' at golfers EC & KR. JR Lunch w/EC, TE, JB bustin on GB. MP rmbr. thing on PB's nose. "Puddle" catch at PAL. Football w/BB, EC, TE, GB, DL, MP, & JB. Catchin' Z's in bio w/EC. TE stop crackin' your neck! Backing into the wall w/GB. TARTS at Mc'Ds w/EC. Stealing sings w/BB, SV. Scrapi'n butter Per7 w/Ed/h. Rmbr BF & AE. Bkbl at OG w/EC, BB, TE, DL. thanks for everything Mom & Dad . . . um . . . uh . . . Did you get all that? Go Brownie!

Secret Ambition: To be Art Modell's personal assistant.

Jonathan Booth
"Boofer"

Ambition: College
Memories: I might be cool Beavis but I can't change the future: Playing football with the guys: Drunk Dudes falling on us at the Jet Game DG: Doing Doughnuts with the Mailbox: our trip to the shore LFBF: Cars troubles 93-finally getting the Ranger + Hitten every Puddlr killing the Quadra Port + Beaten on the Warrio 9r trying to get a permit Stab + succeeding: CSNE. Don't make me smack you: uh Huh Huh Lets saw of his twt?? TR. Per4Lunch: Bustin on GB: Roof Running w/DG: tomyfamily THANKS 4 Everything

Secret Ambition: To build the fastest Bandee and move out to the Glimas Sand Dunes

Paul M. Benvenuti
"Bill"

Ambition: College
Memories: 4yrs X-C 3yrs Capt NYC CHAMPS Track 4yrs 2yrs Capt 4yrs wrestling BK BOYS RULE 80 secs SAVhamb093 BF '93 The pool Truzzi's special versatility football gm in the box & shed. Var&Italy Club Pres Fungoo Three Morning Annoc.Football Games-Shed Press Box-Mickey Sergio & Davide Sinatra. Joe Squeeze Its/Pizza Aug Yankee Games! Ginas Good Luck for 96 Mom Dad, Gram I love you and I couldn't have done it without you. Clao! Secret Ambition: To announce a World Series games with Phil Rizzuto. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

William Edward Berthold
"Bill"

Ambition: Sports Journalist
Memories: Hanging out w/GB, PB, JB, EC, TE, DG, DL. Seeing SHAQ bring it down; got CD's autograph at 1:30 AM w/PB. Bktball at Cdr Grv w/GB, PB, JB, EC, TE, DG, DL. STB games w/DG on 80 w/TE. Paul w/GB, PB, JB, EC, TE, DL, PB. there's a sign! GB. I'm better at tennis! The Van w/EC, TE, KR, DL. It's Rodney! Yanke A's game w/DG, that kid stole my cards! Fenway w/EV Sox almost lost! Go Yankees!! No good, wide right, the Giants win! Thanks Mom, Dad, Jim, Kathleen for everything.

Secret Ambition: The: 1 to 6 time Slot on WFAN.

Nancy Bloetjes

Ambition: Physical Therapy
Memories: Good times with Chris, Sue, Jen, Wendy, and Alisa. 4yrs French Club, bowling and STC. Suze and Suenne always remember the Hot Grill and the human roadmap . . . Just call if u ever need directions. AP and SZ the cart.SZ and monkey on RT 23.CC we've had so much fun Lunch playing jingle bells, making hats &gum! Remember all the times KIT! Secret Ambition: For everyone to get what they deserve.

Joseph Bosland
"Boz"

Ambition: to have my own restaurant
Jessica Braet
*Jess*

**Ambition:** To Get All The People in the World to Moo At Once.

**Memories:**
- Dance! WhtPosters HD94w/LO.
- Memories ... Hangin w/JH, MH, DJ, DA, JD, DD, FA, RM, RD, HP Dead show w/JH, MH, DD, FA, FG-FREE B VB w/DH & FA Moo AB-WENDY. DON'T BLAME COWBOY MR. COMPOURE BOPPOMIA LOO EAT MORE CHEESE DRAMA w/JS, TC, MW, JD, AB, HG, DA, MW-TLL ALWAYS BE THERE & THX DH-WHERE'S THE REY BK 4th PER w/DO, DH, GK, FA, JD, LOOK, A ROCK THX Dad & Edie TRIBAL DISADANCE RULES!!
- SECRET AMBITION ... To Get All The People in the World to Moo At Once.

Robert Bruce Britting
*Rob*, *Blinkie*

**Ambition:** To meet Mr. Rogers

**Memories:**
- Hangout w/NFOENJD HAY
- Always and 4-ever.
- Always had Gr8x's. Mom, Dad, Justin, Popop-LuvU! Thnx4evrythng! Gram-LuvU & Miss U! ... WAIT!!
- Secret Ambiton ... To someday live down the "whole pizza" joke.

Micah Orin Boutiller
*Micah*

**Ambition:** To See Tribal Disadance Play at Giants Stadium

**Memories:**
- Boys R Gr8! NVR4gETu! GR8x's w/NW, LH, KV, NE, DS, MG, BN, Jr. Cot.w/MM, LH, MB 1 1/4 hrs. Late! Soph, Soc 99w/KVH Tl 4am! JS-5 is That a BRD? SWET4BEVR! MemDay w/NE & JP-MPHSPEED!
- MEM-NZ Housed Whle pins at BN's. WD Sens-1st Snw in25yrs! Cherpmp95-4B's-NW, DS, KB, KB, NE, BN. Laura, Yarvard? I'm always thre4u!
- Nicole-Suprhippy Livzon! Always had Gr8x's Mom, Dad, Justin, Popop-LuvU! Thnx4evrythng! Gram-LuvU & Miss U! ... WAIT!!
- Secret Ambiton ... To someday live down the "whole pizza" joke.

Danielle Boycks
*Dani*

**Ambition:** To find and 4um! RC-Mms Wafls. MB, AF, GT-Church; Thor canz! Chris-My hrt blngs 2u. 2-7-93. I luv u always. Gina-My othr half. Id b-투-투-la and 4-ev-er.

**Memories:**
- Withi never gonna let u go! BFTE Luv Ya. 2 My Fmly-Thnx 4the support. I love u all.
- Secret Ambition ... To prove to "him" that I know everything

Kathaleen Brennan
*Kathy, Kat*

**Ambition:** To Find and Destroy ZOG headquarters

**Memories:**
- Secret Ambition: To find and Destroy ZOG headquarters

Amanda Ross Brown
*Manda*

**Ambition:** To be there For Being There Forme duringall theseYrs.

**Memories:**
- hangout w/NFOENJD HAY
- Always and 4-ever.
- Always had Gr8x's. Mom, Dad, Justin, Popop-LuvU! Thnx4evrythng! Gram-LuvU & Miss U! ... WAIT!!

Secret Ambition ... To prove to "him" that I know everything

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Amy C. Buck

**Buck**

Ambition: College Memories... 3 yrs VVball w/LK (capts), DB, JL, MB, & JP. 4r 8's x/w/DB, BK, DB, AF, JD, TE, JS, KM, JL, FJ, & many more. BFfE w/SZ, WLDWD '93 w/gang Cig pass pkwy/PtPlnt w/JK, I'm brst! Cdsie '93 w/JK, SZ, KB DB-ice crm ck? JDV- VBCEF 17yrs & stil going! luv u! TB- my swrt. CM-BCEF CD all nite/Wby/w/gang. SL-U stood by me-nvr 4get it-luv U! COT 92 JASON-N-AMY 8-10-92 w/through a lot, I love you always! Nvr 4 get the frntt x's. Mom, Dad, Lil'Buck-U put up w/a lot from me.Thanx I love you! CIAO PV!

Secret Ambition: Never to follow a path, but instead to go my own way and leave a trail.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

---

Anthony Buono

**"Bono"** **"Bones"** **"Ant"**


... OUTTA HERE

Secret Ambition: Can't tell ya. It's a secret

---

Christine Cannizzaro

**"Chris"**


Secret Ambition: To look into the future and never forget the past.

---

Joseph Casillo

**"Joe"**

Ambition: College and to be successful Memories... I love playing soccer and baseball and hanging out with my friends. I'll never forget great 4 years at PV and will miss it.

Secret Ambition: To make money

---

Margaret Bukowczyk

**"Marge, Mar"**

Ambition: CPA Memories... 4yrsF.H.-Opps-3yrs. C-Ya-Jenn! F/Hw/JS, NH, GR, EM, FC, MH, AG, BFFw/JS-Thanx4Al|TheMemories 2Manyw2Wite, URTheBest! GRTX Sw/NH, DR, EM, KC, JM, GR, NH-PrYRslnk'Out, SKUNK? CRASH '93 DB-WeRgoinInBanns, PopTarts. KCStyl, URSsSlow, ShUp! GR- Hw'sPB? OM(Ygod! JM-CA '93, FERGET, WW93-MDW/JM, JL "MJT-DBB" KB, GT, AF, JD-7-11. LO- Sorry4 Burnin YourLeg! CK-Thnx4 Ben MyPrsn DdyLuyVul Mom, Dad, Mark, Jeremy-Thanx4Every-thing, I Love You! OkayBye!

Secret Ambition: To Go "Where Everybody Knows Your Name"...

---

Michael Cannataro

**"Mike"**

Memories... Hangin With SL, JS, BD AR RM MF PB DP TE SH DD JG RHL. Good Times w/LS JG OG GC and the crew. NYC AR can I get over? RM What amnals. TE OOps! JL Sleeppn in it. PB You green. SL My front porch DT5.0. Hey Lowsire. BD Wake Up. SH I dont need no gun. JG Skeleton. DD Broken Nose. Crashn with JS. JN Hangin at CO Clff young mem w. JN Park SL Cats. MD Florida. Always remember good times with SC and the fun we had. SC Be good ILU. Mom, Dad, Rich, Steve, Jenn, & Marissa I Love You All. We Out 94!

---

Rose Marie Capalbo

**"Rosie, Rose"**


Secret Ambition: To be a wise professor in poetry and trout. National Honor Society

---

Craig Castner

**"Craiger"**

Ambition: To serve the Lord with all my heart. Memories... Phil4:13 I luv u. Fresh Thanks to everyone who believed in me #1MOM Never Forget7th Period IT-Alan Rock & Cornertone QP Waterballons CCS99-93 Bible Study. My Friends RM, PN, MC, MM, JL, MD, JK, MV. PP They only come out at night! Thanx Tommy for your love For the Lord. U inspire me. Press it sooner than u think! Jim thanx Praise the Lord I made it! The world said I couldn't but God said different AMEN!

Secret Ambition: If I told you it wouldn't be a secret.

---

Slovenian

Pete Bukowczyk

Memories... 4yrs AM, Scot & MD DD...We'll in My 2nd Yr Am- My Cotw,a do! To YMCA 94/95

SECRET
Steves Dominic Ciccarelli  
**“Steve”**  
**Ambition:** To be respected, admired, and imitated. 

**Memories ...** Gym class at the Newport YMCA has brought to mind the many memories that have shaped my life. From the days when I was a little kid, I have always loved sports, and I have continued to play them throughout my life. I have been fortunate to have had many great coaches who have helped me develop my skills. I have also been blessed with many great teammates who have shared the same passion for sports. I am grateful for all the experiences I have had and the people who have been a part of my life. 

**Secret Ambition:** To hit the lottery and stay single, unless desperate. 

Eugenio A. Criscione  
**“Eugene, Eng, Gene”**  
**Ambition:** To be in 2 places at once! 

**Memories ...** From Soph SocI to Jr Cot-a night 2 the edge And Never Have To say “I Should Have”
Brandon Damiano

Ambition: Success Memories... CO F.BALL, OverMtB.BALL, Goosy night. SS92, Packin in DT Car. Hangin wit FW/LH F & L. 1stMJ, SL, RM, JN, MDB, AR, RM, JM, SL re member that walk. MM/DA93. SL house, who's not asleep here. SL, your time will cum, AR & RM I'll ha it. DP were all friends. PB is green. JG 2PAC, DD & RH Fiends. MO relax, MF glad u came, SH thanx 4everything, Luv U guys. Hangin wit TS, I Luv U, Never 4get US93, Spags, SL, GC, TG. Mom, Dad, Ian, JAY, JD & JM/Bst X's w/MB, JS, DR, JM, KM, NH, LH/JM, MB, JS w/Jw. KM jail/Shut up. MB nice style/Thnx 4 grt X's/U mn a lot KM/meet U at the SPAI/NE-I had three/DK, KM, GR-shore 93-burr/TsShe's jigglin!!/Am-Andrews Dr/10:7-93. Cat 91, 92 w/AM/Pem 93 W/AM, JM, BC/AM-JP's hes 1-19-92/Spcl frnds w/WW/Wynn's Mine/Miss U Gramps/Luv U Gram/Jeff, Chris, Tom-Thnx & Good Luck/Mom & Dad I'll nr vry much/PSU94! Secret Ambition: To never lose sight of what is important to me.

Deborah Ann David

Ambition: College Memories... Good X's w/RB yr a psycho 2ysis tellbball 1yr bskball Mem day Wkd 93 w/RB HM JH Smash GC 93 w/RB crazy chnk Wldwd 2am Stick it to all my prtnrs n crime Cntic - was the bst Dan Man yr yr the bst DMC w/JH MH ZS JH Im still lighn u stface KV NW DD re memer us!! Jul Frth 93 EGG-HEAD JH hk me up wth yr bros ha RB Annie HM MS-JH LIM at NYU/night JH were not vrgns Monday wkd 94 Mom Dad Rob thanks for everything. Secret Ambition: To be happy

Jennifer Del Vecchio

Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do Memories... Good Times with AD, RS, RF, BW, TP, RL, JD, NB. NB rmbr bidUTE w/KTNJ, LE, EP ovn AD rmbr FRNDS N FR yrs. GDXs at the mall w/AD & NB.RF NR 4GET clinemeterks.RS thax 4 being there!! MM rmbr Budlmns cla.NB Solms stflg my RosBeh,NOTAD Carrei HW Gross!AL rmbr GarntmGYS, Santists w/JD & AD, Ca8el2! MO D'4get ihkPrJ Prom w/JP I Luv U NB rmbr PARY w/LR & JT & IS Ob BS. AD STVE 16th BDY & Prmght wks. TP D'4get Garnste mall AR & LouTP w/mustRD! AD & NB rmbr GdXs4ER. Class of 94 rules on. Secret Ambition: To model in Paris

Dawn Rebecca Czarnecki

Ambition: To be a nurse Memories... Good Times with TW, SE, JP, FS, RF, TC, DT, TV, CP, EK, PA, SA, JB, WS, JD, FS. Lets go see Rasta-Buma. Tara want one. Selma lets go cluben. Jen D. lets get the Butler girls. Just Just cut it Tara good luck with Nick, TC & DT when ya gonna get married. SE & DC you freeks. SE lets go to North 4th. TW, ES, lets go. Mr. B thanks for everything not that you really helped. Mom thanks for understanding everything I've done. Promise I'll do better in the real life. Secret Ambition: To marry L.L. Cool J

Sherry Elyse DellaPorta

Ambition: To become a Paralegal Memories... Great times at Tammy's Parties Tammy-Jaiume Gina Joe Cheech Mario Joe Denise. Memorial weekend with Robin. To my Best friend Jaime I Love you and thanks for everything To M.A.P. I will always remember you guys. Tammy your the Best cousin anyone can have I have I Love you with all my heart. To my mother and father thanks for putting up with me I love you To my father and Patty. Glad we got things to work out I Love you Both. Secret Ambition: To still have hair by the time I am 40.

Kara Lynn Cullen

"Kar" Ambition: Business Memories... 4 yrs. Stbl/Indtrck/2 yrs. Rah/2 yrs. Irlshow GREEN! RF w/KM, JM/Bet X's w/MB, JS, DR, JM, KM, NH, LH/JM, MB, JS w/Jw Irm jail/Shut up. MB nice style/Thnx 4 grt X's/U mn a lot KM/meet U at the SPAI/NE-I had three/DK, KM, GR-shore 93-burr/TsShe's jigglin!!/Am-Andrews Dr/10:7-93. Cat 91, 92 w/AM/Pem 93 W/AM, JM, BC/AM-JP's hes 1-19-92/Spcl frnds w/WW/Wynn's Mine/Miss U Gramps/Luv U Gram/Jeff, Chris, Tom-Thnx & Good Luck/Mom & Dad I'll nr vry much/PSU94! Secret Ambition: To never lose sight of what is important to me.

Antonella Bottalo

"Ann" Ambition: To be successful in everything I do Memories... Good X's w/MO, JS, JD, AL, RL, RS, VI, JZ, MD, GD, FD. Rmbr trips to shore w/JS. MO We're in Paterson! JD... Collectum? Jr.Cot w/NB, JS Ann Schults lived BS Rmbr Shaving in lunch. RL & VI we're on the wrong side of the road! Fun X's w/JD at the mall. FD Wayne again? MO watch out for me & those bridges. JD wut was really in those waterguns? RL-It's not safe! Al thanx for listening. Art w/SO-you're like a sister. AL & JD Rmbr Garrett Mt. The Class of 94 will live on 4ever! Secret Ambition: To own the NY Rangers

Amy Francis Davis

"Amy" "Aim" Ambition: Nursing Memories... Hey Kel, Da cops are comin! I wanna be a Space-man. Blame it on Jermain!! 93 Pinto go speedracer. Hey Kel, De10cton or No? Don't 4 get Da DIP. Kel, its OK! Jeyne Zitt Thanx 4 Everything I Love You! WT 11/25/92 HS Salami + cheese Brandon my under study! What up SV, WS, HM, JD wanna cut? No Fence Im 24! Mom and day I luv u! ThanX 4 everything! I made it! Sorry for the bad 13 yrs the rest will be better! Thanx EVH$ to all of u who's laughing now! No words 4 me HUH! Secret Ambition: To unlabel Kelley as E.D.
Michael DePope

**"Mike"**

Ambition: Performing Arts, Communications

Memories ... 4yr Drama, 2yr Crew.Gre8 w/"s on stage & off ... w/JS, MW, LU, MS, CF, PR, & rest. "Story... to Nois...-Fay. = "STAR...MITE...s w/PR, TC, MS. "You've Got to ... Thms ... Spraz & C" 4 evryth... Best Ac- tor '91 LbI-Once upon a Pan- t... Ah Wilderness w/JS- Maybe NOT! England '92-Jekli & Hde, Hcsey, Sum & PW w/LLM. LizaKP-Need a Zma! Cot. '92 w/AM, PH & Crew w/LU "Don't Jump..." Sum of '92 & '93 w/KK & RK-I Luv U 2 Thanks MOM, DAD, and everyone for everything. I Luv U Guys and I'll make you proud.

Secret Ambition: To live life as a play, and have the curtain never come down.

---

Sal DeSiervo

**"Cult"**

Ambition: To have money

Memories ... Delaware WaterGap, '93 ChillBMD CDBKTB Delaware water Gap '93 Chillin to all my good friends Good Luck D.C., B.M., T.B., Wanna go for a walk mmmm' with D.C., B.M., MX., R.H., T.B., at Matts house Flip at wreck Good Luck D.C., B.M., D.I., Hang 93 Chillin to all my good friends CDIBKTB Delaware water Gap. 93 ChillBMD Delaware water Gap. '93 ChillBmd

Jennifer DiMartino

**"Grease, Big "C""**

Ambition: Automotive Technician

Memories ... with the three...s, Destroying mutant fighter Throwing Rosi eintolocer... "You've Got to... arshy! D & Dw/Rose Pet...ebo MricBld & Asne...er building themalibu! Hngw/TSERPB... akeemgdxs's SatFriend Lysten nesees Eqad. ... Noway! Plusz... the love... ofy...e. Jimma & Pegot whe... Luvuu Slabhad anabubbly slim flabby...y... grey...poop... NAIH! Mom&Dad GrampsRic ThnsFor Srpprtimne thepast fouryrs Love You AllBozi... Whw Bono Kapet...sii RosellLove Yo...er! EMMM!

Secret Ambition: To marry a woman name Tallulah!

---

Matthew D. DiBrino

**"Matt"**

Ambition: Late Night T.V. Host

Memories ... 4yr FBbl. Excllnt X's w/BD and MC-My bys'll the end! Ort X's w/MM MF VL MR RC DG BG. Stl... R... NAKED wknrd SD & JS- Undr the...k w/BA JMGr. MF. As evl...s 7. Russ... Lts go to PP... MM-THE CUR- TAINs WILL ALWAYS BE RED. Mom&Dad Rich & Brian- Th...s for the Journey love ya's. 10/31/92.11/9/93... I LUV U KTO.... U R My Everyth... I'm Off To C The Wizard Secret Ambition ... To sit na- ked by a waterfall and compose my ow music and poetry while humming the Jeopardy theme song. (THOR)

---

Denis Din

Ambition: To finish high school before MR. DUH

Memories ... HANGIN WIT RH, AN, CN, RM, JN, MC, BD, AR, SL, MF, PB, LG, LL, PP, RA, MM, CG, FL, SL, ML, Thanks For all the Great Memories. Denis + Venessa 9-29-92 I will always have a place in my heart for you. Sorry for all the things I put you through. I love you all - forever. RH, AN, Have a Nice Trip. MR. Duh, were only kidding. Driving with RA, LL. Crashing the car. Chilling w/ RH, AN, CN, SL, JN, RM, AR, SL, BD, MC. To my family I Love you all and thanks for all your support! Secret Ambition: Swim wit Cypress Hill

---

Renee DeSantis

**Ambition: Professional Scuba Diver**

Memories ... Hangin w/MH JH HP MP DH. HP nomore sugar. Shut up Dave! Prosh & Soph yr w/AG FA DB. AG & RD BFPE He kicked me in the lip! FA don't 4get Good X's DB where's Dominoman w/light? Am Past is Past! Stop! Widw w/GT KB JD KB, Boots, Pumpp- kin, Dots, T-woman, thanx 4 wakin me "Mudder" JH We have 2 put up w/each other-FFE Mike-I'll never stop caring Infine- 12/16/91. Mike-still my BF- Mom, Dad, Jim-Thax 4 everyth- ing, Love always-Me.

Secret Ambitions: To go where the day takes me.

---

Jamie DeStefano

Ambition ... To be a success in everything I do

Memories ... WhtDance #1 Gr888 w/GT KB BN RN + frnds 4 EBFWw/KB MrBanana UR the Best 1 luv U. GT KB UZ2Rg6 Frnds. MDW90w/KB GT KB RD SLAM; GT KB-No Guys. GT- How many this weekend? KB GT-seeking w/ the Hot Red Jeep Guys. Bein Cis Flirtw/MD. TG-thx 4beljpg. BG-4ever in my hrt AP-dx 4 hein thre Oaz. I luv U. RN.-FFWW93; Rob I got 60. Thxobe Intire. GT KB- Goin to Tick Too/Walkin in Memphis. KB BD BG-The Monastery. Dad + Jim 1 Luv U Both. Mom thx bein more than amon but a frnd. I luv U. Nana + Popop- Iwh U wre hre; I miss U + Luv U.

Secret Ambition ... To find the true meaning of Real Love

---

Justin DiMinni

**"Cust"**

Ambition ... To open a Cobra

Kai Dojo

Memories ... 2 yrs. of wrestling. 1 yr. of x... Hangin w/AF, DB, DS, BR, BK, SC, RM, AB, GB, TE ... Lake George '93 w/Beef... Blarney and Yodel. July 4th wknd. w/the Perky's Gang Sat, Nites w/Pee-Wee/Turner & Meat ... BB Leaguing-Shawn M. & I ruled it!... Rolling around in the mud ... Where's my hatt?? Bingo w/AJT, MYK. + Josh ... Joe R.-It's all u!... 7th per Lunch w/AT, AJT, + EH. "Hey Mooze, C'mere... Mom, Dad, + Jen-I Love Yo Guys. ... PV. It's Been Real ... Secret Ambition ... To meet Abe Froeman, The Sausage King of Chicago

---

Christopher Thomas

**"Grease, Big "C""**

Ambition: Automotive Technician

Memories ... with the three...s, Destroying mutant fighter Throwing Rosi eintolocer... "You've Got to... arshy! D & Dw/Rose Pet...ebo MricBld & Asne...er building themalibu! Hngw/TSERPB... akeemgdxs's SatFriend Lysten nesees Eqad. ... Noway! Plusz... the love... ofy...e. Jimma & Pegot whe... Luvuu Slabhad anabubbly slim flabby...y... grey...poop... NAIH! Mom&Dad GrampsRic ThnsFor Srpprtimne thepast fouryrs Love You AllBozi... Whw Bono Kapet...sii RosellLove Yo...er! EMMM!

Secret Ambition: To marry a woman name Tallulah!
Karina Dotto

"Jay"

Ambition: Journalism
Memories ... Frisbee Roller Blading in cent. Park. Physics & Hist. w/SL Jr. Summer in Wash. Vir. w/SL, "I wanna see Hist. w/SL. Jr. Summer in Central Park, Physics & Math w/Lauren R. at Columbia U.

Secret Ambition ... To win the Pulitzer Prize

Jason Dunlop

"Tom"

Ambition ... College Memories ... 3 yrs soccer, 1yr Bball, playing ftdball w/EC, GB, BB, DL, KR, PB. B-ball at MSC w/Dragones. V-ball w/AF, DB, TS, GB, JD, AB, MB. RC. Hangin at D's w/AF, DB, TS, GB, RC, SB, DS, DG, Hangin at R's w/EC, GB, BB, DL, DR, AB, PB, KR, Deepin at GB's. Goin to Belmar w/Dragones. Goin to Belmar w/AF, DB, TS, GB, JD, JM. Hangin at T's, Duck Duck Goose. Cards at JP's, Dragones R Brother Brothers. EC's a baire. AC w/AP, MP, MW, LM. Cd think! MD PLAYBALL. Mom, Dad, Tee, Dee, Jeff, Jim, Momma, Zizi, Uncle Ron, Thanks 4 being there. Luv U. Secret Ambition ... To wake up when you wake up, not when you're woken up.

Thomas Arnold Eisele

"Tom"

Ambition ... College Memories ... 2yrs PREZ 2yrs SSV P 3yrs VRahRah Capt/BN & DS 4yrs WhiteEx Victory '94 Gr8X w/JP, MB, LH, BN, DS, NW BFw/TR Always b/fno matter what. Bfwa/BN MDw/JP, JB M.F. Londne/DS, KB, EG, & JB Curle 4Evr Truk ridesw/VL, MM, BN, JP, Shper, PB Hpttals! RM Nice shorts. Jrcott52 EC, JC, RM, MM, JJP NW I'll kill U! Long tilks w/LH. Chrng Cmp Broke 4Evr Jfmy hi school swirth Thnx 4 all the mens/Luv U91391 4Evr. Ma, Dad & GThnx r all the guys thanks for having me. Mom I Love You. Tone thanks for being there Brian Chris I Did It. Secret Ambition: To follow in Andrew "Dice" Clay's Footsteps.

Natalie Esposito

"Nat"


Stephen Dragone

"Beaver"

Ambition: College Memories ... 4yrs soccer w/AF TB TE 4yrs. Hoops w/DD RM Brk my nose SSw/NW Jr. Cstw/MG Hangin w/every1 New Yrs93 w/Moe & Bro Chillin at SURFCLUB 93 Gon to par- ties NO I DON'T DRINK ORSMOE Grsxw/JS MR DG MF MDB Playin cards at JP's w/BB MM JB JS&MDB-Under the desk w/JA AB-Where R U? LK & TE U Guys R Awesome JM-C U on Da Beach Vin sexy legs Spooey is da best LH Thanx for everything-GNSD To all my friends its been fun! Aunt & Stiff thanx Mom & Dad Anna Chris Marco Thanx 4 putin up w/me I Luv U & Ill mkeuprd Ciao PV. Secret Ambition: To learn all the rules and then break them.

Melissa Duran

"Tom"


Thomas Emolo

"Tom"

Ambition: To be a private investigator (F.B.I.) Memories ... BD MC SL AR MF PB RM JN JG AP I'll miss you MEMORIAL DAY WKND-sorry for the mess guys! We're all Friends! GOOD FRUITY FIGHT w/DD, DP & PB Aruba w/AJ NACHA, "Corn Chips". NY Scam w/ MD C.O. F-Ball & OVERMOUNT B-Ball. MF How'd you fit JB stay wrecked! MC/24/7 BD-FRIENDS FOR-EVER. SL-Keep dropin heads. PB thanks for being cousins w/ the right girl. MOM DAD & Christine Love ya's thanks for putting up w/me. PV Thanks for the memories-SEE YA! Secret Ambition: To follow in Andrew "Dice" Clay's Footsteps.
Amy Falconieri

"Aim"

Ambition: College

Memories ... BFPE w/ HTLND, CR, AB, GR, HNG w/ LH, Pfy Thr. On bch w/ NY guys. My sis U AB U SK "B". Crang w/ GR Sumar 93, Sirryn', swim',2 slw mgs. GR UR NUTS! MEM UPS 93 w/TLN, SA, AB, AWS tme at Cotuln 92! Prom 92 w/Fl. SpI IX's sp. yr. Skn' 2 SW/M. Hey, Mr. Dl. PrHs gys. Dnt U hve any plc 2 g2. 2 all the PizaSweties, ILuV U! Gd frends w/MF, our fantasies will com tru! Daddy, Judy, Mike, Chris, Matt, and Cheryl. TXS 4 Benglar. I made it! I LOVE U

Secret Ambition: To never let him see me SWEAT!

Anthony James Fersch

"Fersch, Perch"

Ambition: Physical Therapist

Memories ... 4 yrs Var Soc. W/TBM/DSOTE & Others Grt Xs w/JD Rembr LK. George w/BFER, BLARNY & YODELS. MEM Day & 4th of July 93 JF. "We managed wht YEAH" New Frget Xs w/TS/DB/JD/TE/GR (Big Head) will never Frget RCS but our special moments I LUV U and will never stop. JD how R the stmm paine Excellent Xs w/DB at 92 Cotil. JD "MUST WE GO AROND 12X's" Rembr Wlyball w/DB/TE/JD/GB/AB/JK/TS PM "howz BizNes" Grt movies "BK & DR" Thanks to MOM, DAD & MEL for being there I Love U. Finally RELX-U-FACHO

Secret Ambition: To Live in a House Made Purely of Mirrors

Michael F. Flood

"Flash"

Ambition: Computer Engineer

Memories ... FROSH-PBLL-Seaaside 93w/VI. BS-STOP SIGN! Evy Snday Ngt w/MM DG BS VL JS MF MAD STREAKER 93 FHN MF Party '91 FJ MD house 91, 92, 93, 94 -Mag? & Reeb Wildwood 93 w/VI. "Who was that girl Vic?" TrammerWknd 4-Wheeling. Curfew w/BS MM DG VL MF Seaside Fl. Plassnt w/KI-KU will always have a speel place in my heart. ILUVUMOM, DAD, KBY I made it so shut up PV! LSR!

Jennifer C. Francisco

"Jen" "Frannie"

Ambition: College


Secret Ambition: To meet Greg Jefferies

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Christina Marie Feakes

"Chris", "Cristy", "Tina"

Ambition: Physician


NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Joe Flororancio

"Bean"

Ambition: Mechanic

Memories ... Joe will never forget the time he ran cross country Freshman wear. Then he continued for two more years, and a little track for two years. I'd like to thank Mom and Dad for putting up with me. "Thanks." Lyia I think you qualify for the three legged race. Thanks Ms. C for not killing me. Tom see you when the Kings meet the Rangers. They will beat the Kings. I would like to thank P.V. for all the things I learned here. "Later" Secret Ambition: Drag Race with Kenny Berstein

Rosemary Flynn

"Flynners"

Ambition: To get out of this school

Memories ... Summer of 93 hanging out with MF and MM Hey Mike OW! Going to Clinton Rd and getting scared to death by MF, MF and MM you guys are great! JF Get your car fixed and lets go to the mile high! Anne lets PARTY! Cruzin with my budding FS "Hi How are you" FS lets PARTY!! Cruzin with my budding FS "Hi How are you" FS your a funny guy stay that way. MR Wards english class. JG & JK I am not on drugs. To my mom and dad thanks 4 putting up with me. I love you so much!! To Mike and Anne Thanx! Love ya's PV I am out! Secret Ambition: To graduate

Anastasia Fridshtand

"Nastja"

Ambition: College

Memories ... M.K., C.G., M.A., O.K., S.S., L.N., C.G. how's par-rot? I hope you'll learn how to skate. Thanks 4 everything. M.K. you're great. Have a great Life, everyone. I can't believe this is it. I'm getting out of here. See you URA!

Secret Ambition: Travelling
Donald Galante  
**"Don"**
Ambition: **College**
Memories: **4 Yrs.** Pftl 4 Yrs Bebl. Hangin w/ MF, JS, MM, RC, MF, BS, VL, MD & MK 4 WCN CRB Crew Turm WkndLtRm Rg. Fxcmp w/MM, MF, MR, JS, MF-Pry 91 Pd In NYC w/ VL, JS, MF, RC, BG & MM Pd AT GS 93w/ MF, MM & JS. DB 93 in LHB Ls Loss! Pd! At MM ShotGun! Let in NYC in TranVan w/MM, MF, JS, MR, VL.aked Wknd w/BS, MD, & MM. Wkld Wd 93 Yes Fd Mtslald 91 T-Van Wtch the cans endy nits at MFs Pd at MD 92-94 PJNIJLS w/JS & MM By MP ST w/SD & MF itskd. MD RU Ssian? Grl Xs w/JS, RD Man W/MM I'll nevr forget the great times. Mom Dad thanx a lot. I Love U.

**NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY**

Domenica Gallipoli  
**"Dee"**
Ambition: To be successful in life.
Memories: **KP, JO, MT, AW, DR, BB, GK, BK, ML. Hangin at TCBY w/JM, GR, JO, KP.**
Secret Ambition: It's a secret!!

Melissa Garbayo  
**"Mel"**
Ambition: College, Fashion
Secret Ambition: To be a Special Someone's Brown-Eyed Girl.

**NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY**

Marc N. Geanoules  
**"Paco"**
Ambition: Chef
Memories: **PRACTICE IN GDRUMS WITHJIM GerryPete ANDLamberti**
Recordshows withjim & Pete Kissconcert with JOHN KISSCON 934 years MarchingBAND FoolingAround with MAUR JAMMING ATJOHN'S HOUSE WITH THAT KEYBOARD DRUM THING, GIVING TOMYAN. RIDESTOP PRACTICE GREAT ADVENTURE 92 & '93 GOINGON SCREAM MA- CHINE AND BATMAN INTHREAIN SITTINGNEX TTORICHG. INHOMEROOM for fouryears
Secret Ambition: To Go On Tour With Kiss

Kelley Ann Galvano  
**"Kelley, Kell"**
Ambition: Cosmetologist
Memories: **AIM, da Cops are Comin! I WANNABE A SPACE- MAN, HEY AIM, GAMEA HORSHOE93 PINTO, GO, SPEEDRACERBLAM IT ON JERMAHEY AIM, DEJECTION OR NO? WE don't talk to AIM, KEL, Its OK NY 93, COLIANA, HOLLY, DANA, AIM KEL, MY SISTERS, LOV VAS! THNX TO MY BRO. I LOV U, U HELPED A LOT. JESS, MY BABY, I LOV U! LIS, U MADE ME CHANGE ILOVU! M OM I LOV E U! NEVA SHOWD IT BUT I DO! ANTONIO, MY HEART, ILOVU! TO MY DAD, WHO'S LAFIN NOW! HA**
Secret Ambition: To unlabel Amy as Ed.

Jimmy Galione

Waleska Garcia

Ambition: Be a good professional.
Memories: **Special Thanks to my Parents for giving me so much support.** To Mrs. Kolis for leading me through the right path, & To my friend Margar for always being there when ever everybody else walked away. **Secret Ambition: Finding the right guy.**

Darren Giangrasso

Ambition: College
Memories: **4 yrs. Football, Hut w/SW MW VG NC JK DG RS JB KB, Hoffa w/DJ DG SW MW VG, Tailgating w/Bill B, Snowfox w/DB MG VG JB NC KG, roofrunning w/Boofer Do- ing nothing w/ Mike W. Nick Vin Steve "The Rock" Mike W SPEECHLESS Nick CPA, Antony 25 days & counting VRL Dismount w/AG, VG, AL, M & J, CM & Boofoes Frankie Vaille Live! GBBall w/BB DL TE EC, GB PB Special Thanks Coach Norman Dale Mike Lupica Garth Brooks RUSH UH! SnakeFist w/Paul Jay Mike**
Amy K. Gilbert
"Amy Lou K, Carrot"
Memories ... Classic Frosh year FRED Summer 91 w/DB 6am the window Site 6 REFLEX! Rummi Infinity w/AM & AC Skin w/Lex & Dad She’s not modest! GREEN MACHINE 96X’s w/ DR, AM, BD, LC far away friends AW & JK Stage Crew I want the headlines! Renee Nice Moon Tan! STOP! Frasche 3rd Per. Van Halen w/AM Shminda Bri I LOVE YOU Thanx. MOM & DAD and all other honorary parents I LOVE YOU! Good Luck Class of 94! Secret Ambition: To join the Peace Corps

Jason Glogovics
"Glowgee, Bogus"
Memories ... HANGIN WITH AR RM PB TE BD JN MF MC DF SL. MEMORIAL DAY WK. GUYS WE'RE ALL FRIENDS DP 4TH OF JULY WK. TE DUMPS IN HIS PANTS HANGIN IN NYC ON DC'S BIRTHDAY MANY MEN HAVE DIED SUMMER 91 IN WILDWOOD LOLLAPALOOZA 93 SUMMER OF 95 W/ BMDCMJ. 3YRS BASEBALL SL CAN'T UNDERSTAND PB PB YOUR GREEN BRETT AND JAY 24/7 12/6/92 LUV U DC CLEANING UP THE HOUSE. NEW YEARS WPB JG BM DC AT BM'S THANKS EVERYBODY FOR EVERYTHING.

Dana Ann Greico
Ambition: Lawyer Memories ... 3yrs color guard-usr yr cptn w/AJM + AL Florida 93 w/GR MB AJM + AL-U guys R grt MF-wwl always B spcl frnds-frevr. 3yrs grl show-WHITES RULE! 1yr V-3al w/MB + GF. Semperubi sub uh! To my L0FWS frnds-AL + CF-we've been thrgh a lot at a place! Wnn wil smdy rle the wild! CS-luv u + wil meet u! Chris-never 4 get the life til AJM MB AL GR-I luv u grls. Nnn + pop to miss u. Mom Dad Marco Adir-I luv u all! Thank U! Secret Ambition: To make everyone laugh. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Robert T. Gourley Jr.
"Bob/Frail"
Ambition ... College/Criminal Law Memories ... 1yr. Football (Hurt) Hanging wit MD, MF, DG, MM, JS, MF, BS, VL, PB im coming. MF, SL, AR, JN, RM, TE, GC. MEM. DAY92 FRAIL! 93with-Will, Ronnie & Frank getting Wrecked the whole nine! NYCD's DG & the metal stair! Party's at MD's, JG DR & the metal stair. Party's at MD's, JD UR & 1 immy heart. CPTN Brawl Goodkis wit JG, RH, DD, SW, BM, SPPWW wit MM, MF. The cliff zallmyx's sweat it! Borrowing cars and holding hands with MD Moonlight (Twenthi) 2mygrls-KV, TG, LS, SB, LF, LUV YA Miami/dets fightsw/MM& of course MaryJane. Secret Ambition ... To once wake up in the morning and say I Love You with a straight face.

Magdalena Gorzkowska
"Maggie"
Ambition: Special Education Memories ... Great Times at Lunch with PD DM RF. BBF with JN and all great weekends spent together. A special thanks to Jessie Nicos for being there for me when I needed her. You were like a sister for past 2 yrs. Best time spent at Wildwood '93 with KR AK an MG. I won't forget the beach. I won't forget Mr. T for all the teasing he did. Special thanks to all my teachers for the past 4 years at PV. Especially Mrs. Kolis for leading me the right way. Secret Ambition: To meet the Peace Corps

Cerell Diane Grimaldi
"Cinderella"
"Veronoca Lake"
Secret Ambition: To not make the same mistake "He" made.

Tammy Gilberti
"Munchkin"
Margaret Guik

"Margie"

Ambition: To become the best interior designer ever (& I will) Memories... First of all did like to thank my parents, M.C.; M.M.; B.S.; O.T.; T.K.; E.S. & P.B. for loving me as I am, and being there for me, when I needed you most. I love you. Merry & Mat, wouldn't of made it without you. M.P. & B.R. -memories-CAFE NO or McD. It was a ball -BOOGIE M. You're one in a million. BFF. Mike, T Ame! Thank-you for being a friend! Last but not least, a special thankx to all the wonderful people I met at PV-you're great-I love you all. Wall-Keep amlin Lomo?! I Love You!

Secret Ambition: To have a higher income then M.C.

Richard Gutierrez

Memories... Richard Gutierrez

In my future I plan on attending college and becoming a state trooper. I remember hanging out in home room with Mark Geanoules and hanging out with Matt Bariso. It has always been a pleasure calling Mike Romeo a duck and Tom Kawalski a cat. I will try not to run my car into any more houses. I hope to see my friends at the beach this year so be there.

Laura Hannan

"Hannah"


Secret Ambition: To make them understand it's "more than words."

Laura Hayes

Ambition: Fashion Buyer, Retailer Memories... BPFE HL, TG, NP, DS ILUV U GUYS! Mem.Day W.E. 93 w/HTND + every1see scoop 34-5 HGN at LimeT w/NP, HL, TG, AF, SA, AB-missLena 1. Math?!. sneekn w/Badboys sum92 Fila 9293 w/DS RÜ. Gona eat this? SD FRM GRPLD BFSE DS + MP Kevi, yes? HAHA LO HSE all W.E. Priys at NP, TG, DS, LO Soph soc. MR Sorry? JBC otw/MB HGN at RB w/the rest of Crew. NP Paladium nvr stop makin me LAP AP Happy B-day! MF special BF 4 evryelse scoop 24-3 HGN at Larry's MOM DAD, John. Rodn't do it w/out U GUYS!

Secret Ambition: To never have to take the written permit test at motor vehicle a tenth time.

Nina Hazin

Ambition: R.N. Nurse Memories... Great Times w/ MB Thinks for always being ther for me CARNIVAL w/SH 2NH AH MH JH SA Thnk U 4 the car on my B-Day & the other gifts. I Love U Hangin on AH Porch w/SA AH SH & AH. AH Get off the couch! KD luvtte laugh. Never get suprised!! Thnks!! SA I luv U & I'll always be there 4 U In Ehk thinks 4 always being there. Mom & Brother Luv U & R the BEST. Mom I'll nevr get what U have done 4 me. I Love U Lots!!!!

Secret Ambition: To be able to give back to those I luv all that they have given to me.

Judy Hazin

Ambition: College Memories... 2yrs XC 1lyr Fsh Sibbl. BFSE w/NH AB LH DD LC ANT MISS U KEP SMILING SMR 91 w/NH BUCKWHEAT WHAT A JOKE SCALAGOUIE N.YC WASH SQUAR PK W/SH HA HA SMR 92 CALIP T'LL STAY HERE W/OREO LC I'LL VST U NEXT 2 FD HO US GOS- SIP GOSIP W/DD RR LC AB AT DMC DEB STOP SWIN'T UR SELF & MH SKT SO BURN THE BIKE GRT LHS W/HL TG NP MD DD GR AF LH UR STOVE IS ON FIRE LIM IN N.YC W/DD HM MS ANT MOM DAD AND ALL 700 FAMILTY MEMBERS.

Secret Ambition: To have 10 toes

Nicole Haussmann

“Nick, Collie”


Secret Ambition: To see everyone's true colors before my heart gets stained.

Emil K. Hemsey

Scott Henderson

“Hendu”

Ambition: College ... Memories ... Hangat GD/sw/ DO DB JM JD B YT BR MAR JNPS Bery the Cliff gtn angg dat Hckry Grdns! Prom w KND63 “fascil” “give me some soup” Malo Bonding night Br live aerosmith cnct 93’ WLDW D92’ W/DGP. Pink Skin “Faswick” JLY 16 w/LSHghn’ w/ECH NGN’ w/RS, DW PM BL w/art ed & gtn fired Jdryr rpnntsw/ BC “Does He look like allice in chains” Jny ryr Dr Wngw/ BDAIRR MAP “TdnNd the gn JOHN” whn on rad naon Vcton Brr mn lwn/ Bycpa chNap ndnat COMG DN1D69’ EGL SUHV eBn thr for me thnx mom and Dad I love you thnx Bill Kelly Joe Dan for yr Help I love you!

Secret Ambition: To follow in my father’s footsteps.

David Hilla

Robert Holmberg

“Rob”

Ambition: To never, ever have to work.
Memories ... Grtx’s w/ JNA Rm Mhdb Gld DwBG- LCN’ DD wnas me. -cliff jmpn (93) AM-Watch that step, JN-Mem. Day Weeknd 93’ LK Sis c Queen. RM-Moped crash 92 SW-Community Ser. SH-Clifton Ride Skl MLR- to many memories to remember. CN-Corrupted U! BM- your room is fill in up w/ water! ta got a school? PM-HI HO THE RIVER! Stacy- I love you too much! Don’t ever 4get it! ROB STACY 4-EVER-JMN- clff jmps. JMDH DW DID MY BBGE # Down thr. Lr Ulys MOM- I owe U my Life
Secret Ambition: To start all over again.

Ribbi Huzien

“Rib”

Ambition: Calais
Memories ... BF w/OH, PS, SH MH + ZS. NAJ. UR write. Wkend Candy’s w/ RS, PS. MH + OH + the Boys, got change? MB + AG stay cool. OH, FB wants a big speaker w/ the Mario’s gng. BL thanx 4 the shower. LS + JG we r gonna miss yos! RO, PS + FB Thnx 4 the lafs. Pushin 80w dwn Unin Blvd w/OH, PS, AR + Sh. Wn’t fit Huh? SH U R livin large. MO nice care. We R runnin away, suicide in NYC. 25 be honest 4 once. Mom + Ron I owe my life 2 yos. I luv U + thnx 4 everything. Nina, I always had them 4 U. Sol thnx 4 LT, AN, AC, DS, JC, + Go-Go

Secret Ambition: To see to it that my family’s life is filled with joy and happiness like they made mine.

David Jason Herald

“Dave”

Ambition: To play ball like Mike Memories ... Besides that school stinks it was alright. TJ you were Fling real High on the court at the Dark. So Far this year my Heart belongs to DS MR your the fastest. KG yours just like casper the Friendly Ghost. Maybe JT wont need the step stool in a few years. JG yor a rat. Now I’ll go hit the 40. I’m out.

Secret Ambition: To stir chocolate like JT.

Melissa Hoffman

“Mel”

Ambition: College, Success Memories ... BBFE w/ CKJSK DM GNDN w/ CKJSK MJLP TPSIPBASZ 4 yr V-Ball. WW’93 w/ VBTREAM-CKJSK MJLJ FTSA DBTFP CIG MISS PRTLY. Mem. Day 93’ w/ CKJSK MJLMB-1 did it CK! Harass at Me’d’s w/ CKJM SNAGGED by MSW! JSMK-I’m fine JYR w/ JS Mar.Off. - FFR. SSW/ANR MCM 5mo. w/ AN- I’ll never forget it! Wiks w/ CK IC. Gay nt JYS w/ JSKMC JKLCP at PS-CXK U Lucky! SW w/ JSJL at TCCK B-days was FUN! CC at BRKR. -DGDM JMHB KRTC NYW w/ DJSK RJMK KSCJKM New yrs. ’93-Hide it CK! When nxt pty?- JLS Thnx 4 Everything I lv u Mom Dad Scott

Secret Ambition: To remember that it’s not what’s on the outside, but what’s on the inside that counts.

Charles Iannancone

“Chad”

Ambition: To be an artist
Memories ... RL, Look at the Ded guys in the pool! Good times w/ ML AP, AT SPRTS Dog. Sadd Posse Rules! KL RRTA! MH, Go Speed racer! JB, Please don’t sing. RO, is waiter there? Raiders = 1 Fajita? Don’t get no vassos now, Mike! Hey! Look out for that wall! CK, Do you want that well done? STN is cool! Go gerber! ML, I can stil be U in Mr1 Kmbt! SL, Don’t whiplash me! JYSV and HLYHD R cool! ML n AP U are 2 atchka minsch kyts! Don’t ring it up. Thnx 2 Mom, Dad, Bobby, Kris, n Judy.

Secret Ambition: To find out “how they cram all that gra-ham”.

Martin Holy

“Speed Racer”

Ambition: Work hard, save money, live the dream! “348 Spider” Memories ... 2 Yrs of Tennis- Fal Crx in 87 IOBC-Z Mnn. 91 Grn MUSTANG-notch w/ RG. CS-bi SNR-knw MR, TK, RG, JK, MR, JD-crazy! Sm93’ stl-gld RIMS w/ RG. 2 Bad no race/ drk.grn MUSTANG. Thanks ev- everybody in PV but esp. Mom, Dad, uncle! SAM! Can’t wait to get out! But I’ll miss PV anyway!

Secret Ambition: Keep driving the way I do, and not have my license taken away.
Kristine Innocent
"Kris"
Ambition: Psychology
Memories... 3 yrs Varsity, Stbbll. 5 yrs Bill. 3 yrs Bill. Gt times with BK MF DG Dl. BK File the tgth! DR Thaxxx 4 being there nvr forget you! BK: Hey Bucky! DG rmb all the great times in 90-91. "Don't close ur eyes!" Nvr 4 got all the fun times with u! Saide, Pt Pleasant, spe Frms w/ MF, KM & KC rmb the prty B4 Stbbll! MF: Have a nice swim!! BK, MH, CK, KL, H.R. Buddies 90-94. DR ur only rite sumtims! BK & KI BFFF MF: Thanks 4 everythng ur so special to me to ever 4 get. I Love You! Thanx Mom, Dad, Pete, & Mark I Love use all!
Secret Ambition: To try to understand my own handwriting.

Imran Ahmed Jalil
Ambition: To go to college, a career
Memories... Well, we are finally going to graduate. It has been 4 great years at Passaic Valley. Now we will be facing newer, greater challenges in life. I hope 5 years from now, I will be able to finish and establish a great career. I also hope I'll be making a lot of money to go around with. Finally, I want to thank my parents for all their love and support over the years. I could have not done it without them.
Secret Ambition: Make a lot of money.

Lynn Karam
"Cow"
Ambition: Child Psychologist
Memories... Hangin out w/ POE NMM JDC PAL. KL Cst 99 ALRSAD 5th BK WLWD 93 A BLAST!! Alg w/ AWBM OFV Spider crash! CP. Keep UR Shirt on! MM-UR a great friend. Still time 4 "Dream come true" C- Vain Calif. Whip Cream ight Got cuttin cuittin school 4 getin down the shore. Who told? LKENPO BF... U guys r the BEST. No fel. U can't borrow the van! How's Cabbage patch FAcE: Oink! Bets. Great times at CD. firecrackers. try the window!
Where we? Mom Dad Kamal. Mantha thanx 4 everythng. I Luv U. PV I'm out ta here!
Secret Ambition: To live for to way to heaven so I could visit my Mother and Grandmother.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Nurjahan Khan
"Rima", "Reem"
Ambition: To become a Doctor
Memories... Best X w/ Mt. Nr Br
Rv Luk pms Mow amm Mg Cg De Lk. Jo Girls ho 93 Where r the kids? Lu what in the brown bag? Bt LURV Lunch 93 How was Nr the food fight Kp talk 2 much Nr 1464 made him sweat Ma Mg w glad got 2 nou. Thanx 2 nu family here r Banes PB habit BK Cndn't do tw/ or 3 my mom & Da umis U hop 2 make u proud wals UR here 2 bro Luv U goodluck 2 Liva & Kon aluv U2 best is. Nanu LuvU never 4 get what Udd 4 me
KUR in Luv Maria III mis U a lot 1 luv U 2 my ther mom thanx 4 UR kindness & love SK goodluck w/ """" Ch how is Eve? 2 all under gads PV is all yours
Secret Ambition: To find a highway to heaven so I could visit my Mom and Grandmother.

Louis Intrieri
"Louie, Lou"
Ambition: College
Memories... Hang in with JN, AR, SL, MC, BD, RM, DD, SW, RH, ST, MF, PB, DP, CN, AN, JG, FW, SH, FL. + Last Year's Boys! DD, Roy Rogers, Hit + Ron, DR Death, + Long walk Home. I think that's Enuff Said. Nights chillin at Olbon + the Cliff. Always Chillin at the Black Marker. JN out Break Fast in a snow storm + getting picked up be GRANDMA. Workin at the Ras cal with ST + BD. Crazy" Football games at the park. Duere greet r I Missed MMDay 93. MOM, DAD, Tina + Angela, thanx For Puttin up with me. LOVE ALWAYS LOUIE.
Secret Ambition: To always hangout.

Adrienne Kakaty
"AGE"
Ambition: To go to college not so far away from my family.
Memories... I miss my friend Jaime DeStefano and Grace Russo & All my other friends All my school teachers were good to me like Mrs. Shatel my Junior class Advisor last year. My dad has given me confidence & helped me through my high school and elementary years & I really appreciate what he has done for me.
Secret Ambition: To drive a car

Celeste Kattas
Ambition: Medical Secretary
Memories... HC, Remember Rachid and DG, for-4-rever. Dunkin' Donuts-blueberry muffin-Clinton ice tea WO, CG, Carnical 92/93 The Best yet DG, How's the Rinkyes? BT, Where's the guy at the mall? MS, "It won't go in the hole! Personal:Problem? Memories: Seaside Memorial Day Weekend "93 with JD, AND MS. Wildwood "93" with SM, Jm. Remember the door at Caldor. Mom and Dad, THANKS FOR NEVER GIVING UP HOPE WITH ME. JEFF AND KRISTEN, YOU GUYS ARE THE GREATEST!
Secret Ambition: To do away with Barney the Dinosaur.

Joseph Killeen
"Joey"
Ambition: To be successful
Memories... Thanx 2 MOM DAD & FAM & 4 SUPP. Gtmas W/FW JPRB BFUE Sum'93 Wildwo W/JMR MCB CG. Gtmas W/MJR UFPM INDIANA? RHJM the Garage JKRR JM taking ar don the Sweet Pickles bus! Hnns w/ SH & CREW Village w/ JMCGR Vill w/RH & CRJK SH Ornts W/ RC11/2 yrs thanx 4 everything! PM ffe Hnng the Re Kid Tommy FAM & FRNDS thanx again 2 all the 2 faced people you'll get w/ u Deserve! SR, TNZ, 2 R Care Ally Cng DMy Luf III Never Forget it! JKRC CMES JR. Cot. 92 2 SHLED ZEEP Pnk Pld C-YAPPI!!
Secret Ambition: State Trooper
Laurie Kloss
Laurie
Ambition: Top Salesperson
Memories ... 4 yrs svbl bfw/slcjamvfgtthanx 4 evry-thng f1p3yrs jrcotlpqgame wtfunsleurtlikais 2 mfgfaretltbok ouhgury? jnmyjwpw2n2 godipercxay rhbmfpercayisicof brn bernhaschiehshrmar jnaircr hillnvr 4getunaopyw3h1d playoolmnmapdyour grt mthtax4taik spfinaalyical wynnbfhmbrkfil peterpan therkm bangdwebecmbf mww honowlpf43421 rhsc douk nwurabcfpeyrlsen vkmbyelicherfilitty vnr re-gret anything jaalwbseny juffpw2 2manymem2rite dwndadmomedspark snoopouldnthav donitwouz locys frankumansat behowrd 2melovu4ever!
Secret Ambition: To never re-gret anything and to always hold on to the memories

Caroline Koenig
"Smiley"
MOM DAD & CHRIS- THANKS 4UR Help- I LOVE U!

Jason Konzelmann
"Jay"
Ambition: To go to medical school and become a doctor.
Memories ... VOPAH! to all! 2NVM. Ten Qtr 3 Grt yrs. BWAMDD Stage Crew ’92 RULES! Cor sini thanx 4 puttin up/w/ my constant joking. Great X’s w/ RG, RA, MT, LU, JVS, FP, JM, BG, SL, PB, & EB. Pier-physics w/U was grt! Brian- When do we raid the pool again? RA-Up, up & away and cure baldness. LU-U will always be a BBB. Chip- I WILL beat you in something-U just wait! RG-JD out of our lives 4ever! JVS-What’s that? A cheese? All-Good Luck in PV! Mom & Dad-When is the next cruise? Your the Greatest. Luz Yu!
Secret Ambition: To reach EDC Pinlevel before age 35. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Evelyn Koodray
"Lynne"
Ambition: To Be a Social Worker
Memories ... M.H. C.A. Frosh- Soch. D.C. L.M. C.P. TV. R.F. F.E. 96xw/CP. A.B. M.O. S.O. K.K. P.S. A.C. Krysi- U Are My other hal! Good Luck! FJ- Never Get our x’s 3 Gether! Itsy & Bitzy 4ever! Don-utr my 1 & only! THINS 4 everything. ill Always Luv Yu! 1-20-93 Mom-Words can’t express my thnxs! Marj aves cyn-thx 4 believing in me! Mat Jon J.J.- U Guyz R My An-gels! Dar-traxs 4 being U! Tom- there is a place in my heart 4 u! Ann R. I Won’t 4get our friendship! Alan-Good luck! Isaul- PV. Thesenthun!
Secret Ambition: To always have my dreams to hold onto!

George Kyle
Ambition: College
Memories ... 3yrs, Var Track. Gr8 X’s playin F-Ball & B-Ball w/ DR EC TE BB JD GB MP KR JB. Crushin w/EC. Hey Baby, 80-40. Race’n’Chase. 8h per. Bio. Ge Hall. DR-Lets go 2 the sto. I don’t have $4. JD-in all. u. PB-look out 4 the puddle. BY-1 beat u at BB’s house, I’m cured. DOLPHINS RULP! BB-don’t B scared. GB, get over Jen F. TE- How’s ur invisible friend. BULLS #1! To my family- Thanks 4 everything. Later PV

Rebecca Lynn Krattiger
"Becky"
Ambition: Medicine
Secret Ambition: To always be happy.

Dino LaBruna
Ambition: College
Memories ... 3yrs, Var Track. Gr8 X’s playin F-Ball & B-Ball w/ DR EC TE BB JD GB MP KR JB. Crushin w/EC. Hey Baby, 80-40. Race’n’Chase. 8h per. Bio. Ge Hall. DR-Lets go 2 the sto. I don’t have $4. JD-in all. u. PB-look out 4 the puddle. BY-1 beat u at BB’s house, I’m cured. DOLPHINS RULP! BB-don’t B scared. GB, get over Jen F. TE- How’s ur invisible friend. BULLS #1! To my family- Thanks 4 everything. Later PV
Shawn Landau
Ambition: Police Officer
Memories ... BD RM AR JN JG MCTE SH PB SP MF DD RH AP Never 4get u guys NYC 92 Which way 2 tunnel? Hick Gar thate Ryan! 93 MD TE OOPS! DP We're all friends where's JN? 1st MJ RM AR BS JN MD L + C walk BD JN RM PB U R Green MC Good joke AR Anything Good? FW Boo gres BD + RM On the run- Hot water JN 145 each LS thanx still waving GAT Long turn TS You'll never know To all my friend thanx 4 the memories + 2 all who don't believe in us hmmm .. well. Mom Corey Den thanx Luv U guys Secret Ambition: To go back in time and fix my mistakes.

Richard Landreville
Ambition: Computer Programmer
Memories ... Rember all the good times BM, JG, TW, RD, and PL. Rember Washington trip. PQ RANG on the wall. Thanks to my brother Paul. without you I would not be here. 2 years of soccer AJ = Roxanne. George work on your goal kicks. All Thanks for listening and being there. YVIE I love you. Dutch and the rest of the stupid. I'm out of here. Mom & Dad Thanks. I love you all Secret Ambition: To marry the girl I love.

Heather Lawson
"Heath"
Ambition: Textile Industry

Jamie M. Leonardi
"Jane" "Leo"
Ambition: College Memories ... 3 yrs VV-Ball 4 yrs GRN EXCRIZ "GREEN CHIEF" 94 EFFE w/Scheek, CP, JM, CK, MH, KM; CA91, CA92 w/JM PTGRS FRTS? BB prise w/CP, My PARTIES MMday 98 w/JM, MB, JL, CK, MH WLD WD WKND W JS, CK, JP, JR, MH- "CLIFF CREW" Lot us- NOPE! CIG PASS PKWY? Gs X's w/CP at farm. UH OH DG-Tve got in my way! BREA KERS To JM-Thnx! I will nvr 4got how much U mean to me! Bri-Always rmb the X's we went toghtr-l UV U! Mom, Dad, Joey, Junie, Jina + Joy- I wouldn't have made it w/out you guys-I LOVE YOU!!! Secret Ambition: To keep living my life to its fullest without looking back on what could have been!! NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Morgan A. LaNeve
"Cuttie"
Ambition: To become a well known Artist.
Memories ... Memories with DG, JB, KP, JB, KB, TL. Summer of '93. KGM and MAL True Love Always. KGM I Love You. MAL, GD, KP; "TCBY CREW". Hangin with: JC, SC, KB; "Art" "Crew". Cotillion "92"; DGKP, JS, KM, MM, MP, Mall "Rat's"; MAL, KP, GD, Beach Bums; MAL, KGM, Mom and Dad thank you for believing in me and never Letting me fall. "I'm cuttie!"
Secret Ambition: To marry the one I fell in love with.

Ann Linterno
"Annarilla"
Ambition: To help anyone in need and make a noticeable difference in society.

Seung Lee
Ambition: Pharmacist and Marine Biologist
Memories ... Jason D. Disk Rules! Virginia never again VOPAH! Mrs. C, Jay K. and The rest of the crew-may I die with a Swedish Fish in my mouth! Look Mal! No Socks! To PV I Leave my Portage Bag my walkman, leg socks, and of course a life time supply of Swedish Fish! Secret Ambition: To own the largest Swedish Fish company in the world.

Paul Landreville
Ambition: Pharmacists and Marine Biologist
Memories ... Jason D. Disk Rules! Virginia never again VOPAH! Mrs. C, Jay K. and The rest of the crew-may I die with a Swedish Fish in my mouth! Look Mal! No Socks! To PV I Leave my Portage Bag my walkman, leg socks, and of course a life time supply of Swedish Fish! Secret Ambition: To own the largest Swedish Fish company in the world.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Doreen Longo

"Wynonna"

Ambition: Bartender


Michael Macaluso

"Mac"

Ambition: College

Memories ... 4 yrs Pbl #13 Cpt 4 yrs track win Curb Crew w/DG MF BS VL GNR/ Met Cow w/MF JS BS BW "THE MAD STREAKER" Sun Nighta at MF's "WEEKEND AT TRAMMERS" the ld Ren NDKD W/RD w/DG MD BS FD] in NYC w/VL JS RC MF BS Wich yr styt DG FD] at G833 w/DG MF JS, BS Losee Im. Shit go Donl Let n NYC n TRAMVAN w/DG MF JS MR VL, M's w/ TRAM.witch cans MF/RC thnx u saved my life! FD] at FU w/MR Jmpn Jeks w/JS DG ROMN w/DG Thnx MOM DAD Jay Joe I Love u all!

Rita Lintern

"Rita Anna"

Ambition: Financing/Accountant

Memories ... AI, RI, MG, BF. ANNA I LUV YOU. I'M SORRY FOR EVERYTHING. DON'T EVER LEAVE ME, I CAN'T DO IT W/O U. "WHOOMP THERE IT IS" ANTI. STAY ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE ROAD. ROSIE, 1 NIGHT JOB AT A TIME MML. I LOVE U. IT IS U'R B-DAY, NO IT NOT BUT GO ANYWAY. KARINA. FRIENDS "4" EVER "PUTPUT" ALISA HE'S U'R MAN HEY JEN, PUTFUT. BUT W/ANTI. GOOSE. THANX 4 ALWAYS CHEERNG ME UP. CHILIS

Secret Ambition: To find out why people still call me Anna?

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Michael Lomagro

"Mike"

Ambition: Art/Music Memories ... Remembering all the good times at R.V. Hanging out with BB, JM, NL, TF, SH, SS, and of course MG. Hey, who forgot you? Going to see OVERKILL at the Ritz '93. Meeting them again on Mar. 19, 93. Seeing OVERKILL again at L'Amours in Brooklyn, NY. Seeing Anthrax at the Roseland. The summer of '93 what a great one it was. Best times hanging out with SS, TS, and NL. + BS tool. Going to Mr. Frasche's room late and getting written up. That was a fun class! No hard feelings Frasche, You are a great guy! And Thanks a lot to my family. It was a great time.

Secret Ambition: To Be Able To Go On Tour with OVERKILL.

Andrea F. Lorusso

"Ang" "Fontinella"

Ambition: Elementary Education Memories ... 4 yrs CG Capt W/ AM & DG. Fla 93-Grt Adv 92. 93-Ind Cnp 90. 91 Brn Cow-Assst HnWhite rbls-Gr7Xx w/MM, GF, MG, AM, GR, MB, BM, KS, MR, BS, MB, BM, MC, DB, LM, DP MM BFF CNT Wat4MD 94 CP-PIN-Nrr lost ubh TPttTE GF STOP NOW- BTTTLSS- NNSDGR Dg, CS will find Us LOESW what fun GFF! AM Glad we mad it thru u at FF! LMtink & Fred-GT & LM Jr yr Gym UWSH! GR-What mem we hav La nga Bby BPPDD- Ur 4 evrn my heart I Luv UNvr 4get me! BM + LG-Am be & Naomi, JB, Ride, BR Mom, Dad, Rob, Jon, Gram & Gramp Thanx 4 evrythng I Luv U Mom Ur so spcl 2 me

Secret Ambition: To have someone love me as much as I love him!

Vikram G. Lulla

"Trammer"

Ambition: Engineer


Mark Anthony MacFarlane

"Rark"


Secret Ambition: To Travel The Road To Nowhere
Holly MacRae
Ambition: Fashion
Memories... 8th grade BFFs, Jon & DJ, nice summer MS train? Hi, Thinks4he laughs Ant R my neighbor SW&LI my bro's Li Thinks4he bein there SW deep's MF 2 much 2 say RB I cry4u!- grtx's! Mr. JH S.H.V.? DP won't 4get the grtx's still BF? Mom Dad Jim Traci couldn't have mad it w/out u's. Mom Thinks 4bein there when I needed u most! I luv u guys! Joe 1-16-93 luv u! nvr 4get u!
Secret Ambition: "To never let anybody turn my world to black"

Jesse Maldonado
"Boober" "Shiny Mac"
Ambition: To make a lot of money by doing nothing
Memories... Good luck and KIT to anyone I forget. Thanks for all the good times Dog Pound. Alan meet me at Kwik Check. Bad to the Bone. Wayne M., Chris B., Chris P., Steve H., Jason S., Phil S., Ryan D., Craig P., and myself. D-- Hot Roders. School 3 gang Keep out of trouble. Nicole I'll never forget you. Mandy, Andy, Jeff, KIT. Wayne good luck with the Firechicken. Jason good luck with the Chevelle dream. Duffy good luck with the Charger and Randy with the GTO.
Secret Ambition: To completely rebuild a 77 Trans Am and make it the fastest car around.

Pelligrino Mariconda
"Rino"
Ambition: To be successful
Memories... 4 Years Basketball 2 Years Football Playing Cards at JP House with MM MB VL SD Playing WT Tag with DR JS And Li. Are you still digging JS? Can I go downtown? No, No, Sciammare, Jd. I Sweat You. Weekend at Trammer's House. Wildwood 91 92 93 WD Hanging w/JDS at FB Mom, Dad And Dom Thanks for everything.

James Brian Marino
"Jim, Jimmy, Homer"
Ambition: To own East Coast HTG/Alc and be better than my father.
Memories... Don Bosco Military DePaul PV Thank you so much for everything. Mom & Dad I love you. Sheila Anthony Lauren I'll always be here for you & I love you too everyone Good Luck & stay healthy. To Gina I loved you since 6-2-91 and I always will. I'll never forget you. WEEKEND at Trammer's House. Wildwood 91 92 93 WD Hanging w/JDS at FB Mom, Dad And Dom Thanks for everything.
Secret Ambition: To be the grand wizard of the K.K.K.

Elizabeth Markley
"Liz, Betsy"
Ambition: College and fulfilling life.
Secret Ambition: To never be late again (especially for my wedding)

Jennifer Ann Mandato
"Jen"
Ambition: CEO on Wall Street
Memories... CA91-92 w/Mr Ed. Wildwood 92 93 Hugs 93 w/ MB JL JZ. CAFL93 w/MB FERGET! MJT-BBB. JS-Im hungry! Im hot, your out! GS02-Whch Rules. BFFF w/KC-Shut Up KC DR-We cnt go this way! Cot w/Fs. 9-4-92 w/Fs. DG. MA. Senior Prom 92 w/BC KEM JZ. my big bro thanks 4 all your help. SJ-While we going to the beach? GrtX's and GF's w/MB JS DS KR GR JS KM NH EM! Or-Cream! RM-Stop Sweating! TFw/JS-thanks! JL-your friendship means more than u think! Mom, Dad, my #! bro Joe, and gram-thanks 4 all your love and support. I luv u guys! OKAY BYE!
Secret Ambition: To be a princess instead of a "Queen"

Vincenza R. Mariconda
"Enza"
Ambition: College
Memories... 8 yrs FH w/GR PC MB JS NH & WW BF w/GR & PC Its been a Long time. GR-What's new today? Frs/Blw w/JH JS & MM Does he ever stop saying Uhmm?? GXS w/MB JS JM & KC Sleight Riding at MB GR-Watch the tree! Driving around going nowhere w/KC & WW. It In w/KB-Shmell SD-Bring them home anytime!! JR/Gym w/JL Grf w/KB-Shmell SD-Bring them home anytime!! JR/Gym w/JL Josee Gosito AB-Are you moving in? Jr/Cot w/PD never forget telephone poll UR the BEST wldwd 93' w/FC Are you there? MOM DAD AND UMBERTO THANKS 4 EVERYTHING I LOVE YOU!!
Secret Ambition: To Turn Back Time...
Cherie Marquez
"Cher"

Ambition: Marine Biologist
Memories ... BFPE w/MR 16 yrs, KTO, CO, Luv Ya. BCPE w/ AB, GBX w/MR, AB, KTO, CO, MD, NP, PC, KD, RH, JK, MD, PAIN! C-Side w/MR WAIT! GRX's w/RH, Sum 93 C-Side. BMUDA w/NP, Dancin All Ngth. MR, AB, KTO, CdeDgh Much. Florida 93 w/KTO, CO, TS, Fightin w/KD in Gym, Luv Ya, MR, MAZ Thanx, UR Like A Piber To Me. Spin, Scal w/BB. Prom w/ MB, Jr Cot w/ES EDDIE-UR the GRTTEST. I LUV YA. THANKS JOANNE For the talks and GBX's. THANKX MOM AND KEITH, I LOVE YOU. You R the Best. Grandma, I Miss You and Love You. LOVING. #1. Thanx to Keith. Secret Ambition: To Keep Smiling Forever.

April Joan Matera
"April" "Ape" "A"

Ambition: College Memories ... CLR GRID 4 YRS, CAPT 2 YRS. WHIT EXERCISE #1. MB + AM BFPE MBU MEAN SO MUCH. NVR fr time ILUVU. TB Thnx 4 everything. BF, I LUV U. BK + WW Psych 93 + Sar Lch. DB Wht you always use u FFGNR-NVR 4get GAMLJID. It was fun. Wht it lstd. DG + ALGr 8adv 92 + 3 Luv U Guys, MB DG AL GR PLRDA-90RLD. TR-HINGIN thre-U Looks Pretty tdy. Grx's w/ MF TB DG AL GR BK DR JD DN JM TB ME + IA, Jull-HVE FUN- 1 gos BY 2 FST. Dinaglkstar keep Snging. DAD-Thanx 4 the CAR + pincse. MOM-UR MY LIFE. Gram-ILUVU + MSBU-Where rur. 2 MY FAM-ILUVU ALL. Secret Ambition: To never forget these past 4 years.

Lucy Aurora Martinez
"Lu"

Ambition: Marine Mammal Research and Trainer Memories ... "Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference." Robert Frost/Thank you Mom, Dad, Dora, and Manuel for everything you've done for me. High school's over!! Yes!! To all my special friends, thank you for all the memories we share. Secret Ambition: "To gather life's roses, unscathed by the wind's kiss."

Brian Mazur
"Mazur"


Sheri Mae Marshall
"Sher" "Peep" "Ronda"

Ambition: To become an actress Memories ... Great x's w/ JY DM WM GW SW JM JD and SI. JY and JD what fence? JY I will love u always 4 the rest of my life. WM would u like some pickles? When the garbage can says pull do not pull it across the floor. GW foods again. JM is it Larry or monkey? SI get your license soon so u can drive me 2 school. MR Junior yr lunch. DM my best friend. Watch that lamp. BM Godzilla. To Mom and Dad thank u 4 everything. U R the best. I Love U 2 forever. Secret Ambition: To find the man with the other red shoe.

Jennifer Marzella
"Jen"

Ambition: Recreational Therapy Memories ... Hanging out in AW's backyard w/AW, LR, PM, MS, MM, MP, FT, ET, JT & EA. Dankin P's everyday. Getting lost from MD & Crushing the car. MS & MP Made it Back from SeaSide. GA w/ MS & bro. Beegging out at KP's room, GD, KP, KL, SC, EH miss you hanging out, Always remember the good times. SPAZ MM SUBSY. MS DPTF?! DT CRANK IT! AW GMT FOOH! MP & EA Let's go to Dee's, LR Jinx! PM the ojtboard. Never Forget the memories. To JC Always in my Heart. TM THANX For the guidance. To family Thanx. To MOM & DAD LUV YOU & THANX. Secret Ambition: To stop the Energizer Bunny.

George May
"Meish"

Ambition: Commercial Artist Memories ... "Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference." — Robert Frost/Thank you Mom, Dad, and Baby Bop. To my best friend. Watch that lamp. BM Godzilla. To Mom and Dad thank u 4 everything. U R the best. I Love U 2 forever. Secret Ambition: To find the man with the other red shoe.

Kerry McCave

Ambition: College Success Memories ... 4yrs VBall 2yrs SBall BFPE w/JS, CR, MH, JL, Gt Xsw/ AB, SZ, TS, DB, AP, CP, CM mm Day w/JS LBI Wilded w/JS, CR, MH, JK, JL Cig pass pkwy Kick out! Cot w/MS Z100 Shoutout w/CR, JS Harass w/CR, MH Breakers crew-love ya "D-" ... DM-good mems!! pty's at JL, TCS-93 have Brawl Lambert cate-Acorn fight knitting Factory Burrito Loco w/DM, CR, JM-I'm fine Long tks w/SH JS + Dark thanx 4 everything "Plse don't go" Thanx Mom, Dad, Larry, Erin 4 Everything I love U. Secret Ambition: To live the life of a fairy tale and always live happily ever after.
Pamela McMahon
"Pam, Pammy, Crazed One"
Ambition: Author/Journalist
Memories . . . 2yrs Drama, 1yr Crew, 2yrs Choir, GV-Chiapet, turn the sheep green Georgie! ML-which one is it this week? (Tent) JK-What does VOPAH mean? JD-the bar at L.B.I NN-I can't feel my face! KD-Washington is EVIL! VT-thaxx for the paint! JR-you're crazy! Jim is ELVIS! MD-It's not that bad! Your're a great actor. Luvyah!
MSAg(92) TF&MD Luv You Guys. You're the Best! POLO MALLETs ARE ESSENTIAL to MOM, DAD, and the rest of my twisted family-thaxx for putting up with me (and my room)! BYE!
Secret Ambition: To prove once and for all that Ross Perot and Frank Perdue are the same man!

Robert B. Melofchik
"Muf"
Ambition: Graphic Artist
Memories . . . toot, toot! Hangin at the patio w/JM MR&PN. BK-the food! Cruisein w/FQ & MR. Grdn St Mall Shilllen times. I'm all wet! PQ-watch this-craash! Soph Hlsty w/JD AF&NW. Ilin w/CC-Dancin. Best of times w/CC. By the way-you married yet Drop some cable. FOUR! Hangin at SW w/JM PN JT. 2-almost 2-years of baseball. PQ&M&B could dance all night w/my fave song. Frshm Bio-DD&NW-Stop bothering me! JD-Red white &Blue. CC I need A job! Tiny Tim-Art Port. Jeez. Thanx Mom Dad Jen&Gram! "I Love U" Secret Ambition: To make it through the day.

Melissa Meola
"Mel"
Ambition: Radiologist

Ryan McMahon
"Dust"
Ambition: MAILMAN

Rebecca Merino
"Becky, Bex, Peck"
Memories . . . BR-Fran 1m On Fre Pnk Pntfr Fith Rle Mntn Wilks Rinkskn Oh My Grt Vrte Asrot Brett EMKP KMLY faEga BJCYrM's Ptry NYC Boek Mep Cld2 Polste Fkin Yr Mllx FUGYr Own SP Scott-1Chwd AHlein Yr Swt Shrt Eas Vae92 Gd Stf! I loved U Lauren- Sttnln The Rd Dnk Dnts Suana WW1 chrt Bch W TCG B FA + JG Joe GAI My Widow ABltolf Rn Jim GPrt BuF Freb frah Yr Whata Crazy Nt Rich-Fr HipSmk Hip! The Mal Art-Brit- Anna Blane luch Summers At FVCd w JS Ranch C792 Staf 93 All My Friends-Thanks Mom Dad Jen Ray Nanny + Family I love You! NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Wayne J. Miller

Faith Meyerhoffer
Ambition: To get married and have children
Memories . . . I Faith Meyerhoffer leave P.V. to the underslassen and years to come. I also leave knowing I've made some new friends. Thanks P.V. for a wonderful senior year. Secret Ambition: To lose my parents.

William Miller
"Bill"
Ambition: Navy Seal
Memories . . . Chillin with TB JG DC SD DI BK RH TRIPN ML Punchen moving cars New Years eve JG BG FB DC Island Parties wit MS MP JG GM JN Never forget DH Best time of my life Goin CRAZY at the Delaware wit PT EA MA SD DS BK KB DC DH don't forget the craziest time at the Dec Knocking People out at QC with PS Rose Place wit DH JR Thanks Mom Dad and my sisters could not do it without all of you. Secret Ambition: To legal my best friend.
Michael P. Minieri  
**Me-ted**  
Ambition: College/Lawyer  
Memories ... Wish I had them back.WW92 SPR BG DD U PYRO.I LI Watch 4 the wall. OLF Death to Scotti.DD In AnP 40/SENIORS  
Secret Ambition: To eat green eggs + ham

Sharon Lorraine Mahon  
Ambition: To become a pediatric nurse and work for Bob.  
Memories ... I've only been in Passaic Valley for a short time and I want to thank everybody who made me feel welcome. No need to name you because you know who you are. Mrs. Kols I appreciate everything you have done for me. You really helped me clean up my act so I can graduate. Tina and Jamie, you are really good friends whom I'm glad I've meet. As for Jamie, you better start behaving yourself. Oh, Irene, thanks for Fridays!

Pamela Rose Munsey  
**”Pammer, Pam”**  
Ambition: Navy-Marine Biology  
Memories ... SH & JK U Guys Are Great Thanks 4 Everything AW Thanks 4 Being A Friend Summer ‘93-AW/ HouseW. TBro, MS, MP, EA, LR. MM. QM Circle Of Friends Till The End! Cosmetics Plus Buddy Saw. DD. JB. JS. AWBiD! Collifilm? Remember Benice GMtheOUD JIBRD ISLEING! LV&KA WhosFollowing Us? DTS Bas-  

eament Jums! LRHand InThere.  
UGuys RSHIES! LVGood Times RAhead! SHYROOL! JKURMY  
BestBuddy - The Circle Of Friends Always And Forever!  
Bye  
Secret Ambition: To Hold Onto Forever

Jason Nagel  
**”Spunky”**  
Ambition: College  
Memories ... HANGIN W/ MC  
AR RM. JG SL. BD PB MP TR. RD. DD EA DT. MEM Day At The VOGUE. TE Dumps in his pants. 4th of July w/ JG RM AR DP at RD condo. Party at SL House 4 3 nights. Cliff Jumpin w/RR. Going DOWN w/EM & AR AKA. REAS & DUST. AR U R  
Rickett Like Vandum PB You R all GREEN RD RM SL. Remem- ber the walk in the cemetery. MOM. DAD and ALLISON thanks 4 Putting up w/me.LUV U GUYS.  
Secret Ambition: Not to lie more than 3 times a day.

Ryan Moscoso  
**”Rosco, Moscosis, Ry-guy”**  
Ambition: To have my own construction business.  
Memories ... Ryan will never forgettime with MMP in Diner class Hey!MMF How’s the Little Fella? AB Neverstop talking in the AP PA How about a GT? Hey! AB How about we get some to-  
matoes PA Never get MFS house with the soda PA How’s the Hi-Tech? Let’s jump AB in Wt! Neveraget the Joe in the rm Hey guys guess who finally has his license? Just want to say THANX 2MIRANISH for help in Construction I would not have made it without you!! Just to say 2 my Mom, Dad, Gran, Poppy-PEACE  
Secret Ambition: To become a Navy Seal.

Elizabeth Louise Napoli  
**”Beth”**  
Ambition: Professional Dancer  
Memories ... WHITE CHIEF94  
4yrsWD Srs Vbailahah Cap60w/ NE + DSSTMartn91 w/NE  
Whats flting in the H20 Dino  
GF. Thanks in the R2O GNRM.  
Concertw/ MP JG. MM + BS JS  
”where’d u get the chicken”  
NYCw/ MG MDW90 w/GMGUH  
+ NW ”I need a fish cube Truck”  
Ride w/JP. NE.JP. VL + MM. MM ”Austinie” MM RM Lets Get this over w/ NE cut your toenails C995SL Seaw/NE.  
NE + JP. JR. BS - NeonGreen  
JrCol95/w/ MP SrProm93w/ SG  
Mom + Dad Thanks for every-  
thing. I couldn’t have done it w/out u I luv u!  
Secret Ambition: To find out who Kentucky Jack really is.

John Anthony Modica  
**”Helmet”**  
Ambition: Work in the medical field  
Memories ... PV Baseball, Olden FB, GRTX, Stranded n Wildwood w/ JT. PN. LP. RC. TS. Nice car Joy! Hey Pete, I’ll meet ya there! Wildwood w/ PQ. Hang’n at the Patio w/RM. MR. PN. Tennis w/RM. Duh Rosel. Lets go to Burger King! Good job, way to go! Where the remote TTB. Thkn for being there! MR, shut your alarm! PQ, my tints better? Nice dive JT! Wrkn at TDO w/ KM. TR. It’s been real! Got any stories TR? Keep Run- 
ing KM. To Mom, Dad, Eddie Thanx for everything! I luv u guys! It’s finally over so long PV!!!  
Secret Ambition: Live Life To The Fullest!  
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Alexis Musket  
**”Lex”**  
Ambition: To leave Jersey  
Memories ... Summer of ‘93 at Spano’s w/ JR BS AS&the  
cru. Mom’s w/day “I Remem- ber You.” Schminda we’re so lost, watch out for those wet leaves. Rummy infinity w/ AG & AC. I’m not talkin to ya. Get the CHARMINGS. AG’s Green Ma- 
chine. Your What guess we’re not goin to GA. Hang’n at P.B. w/JG DP LQ&SVt outta control DF. GrSx’s/w/LC AG WM CP JS CB CP&SH. Bathroom Buddy’s w/CP in Denville. Gvn ’93, my fault!! ’97Stang. KENTUCKY  
JACK. Thanks 4 everyting your a great friendsister. We are INSEPARABLE. Mom Dad your GR8 Thanks Love Ya.  
Secret Ambition: To find out who Kentucky Jack really is.
Elizabeth Marie Nargis

**“Liz,” “Betsy”**

**Ambition:** Success and Happiness

**Memories...** BF w/ FO&LK U’s R the Best LuVYa 4evr! Nxt time WeCut Schl to go dwn the shore Lts nt at Cht! Gr X’s w/FO,LK, CP, JD, RM, MM, DG, BB ozt agt in NYC Wldwd & Folrida w/FO AxPK93 CP-Keep y’re snrt on! BN-Amy more stories! Tlm the van tr a drve LK-Whp Crm Fngt Getem? Fo-goin &wn the snre w/TL Dn’t Drv; wrkn at SW; MenDay wkdn-Whos rm R we ln! LK-Nvr 4get CD. Fo-Let’s go DUTT I’ll nvr fgt all the grr times I had CYA PV! Mom, Dad & Family Thnx 4 evrythng I’ll make U proud

**Secret Ambition:** To realize how good something is before its gone.

**NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY**

---

Myseline Nelaj

**“Missie”**

**Ambition:** To Be Set In A Business Career!

**Memories...** S.A., J.D., R.B., I’ll Never 4Get U Summer of 93, Fiat tire going 2 NYC W/ Stel H.M., J.H., M.S., WILDWOOD 92! A.M. LOVE U ALWAYS! N.N., C.D., I DIDN’T 4Get U! Coolin in C-Side 93/A.M., J.K., S.A., Action Park! Coolin on the Ave, in NY, Lodl! C.D., N.N., M.J., S.A., Quick Check Brawl. Gettin suspended, detention, etc! S.W., J.D., Caught cuttin’! S.W. Thnks 4 being there! M.P., H.B., Garbage! R.H., we share a common enmy. 11/1/92 is ours! S-W., J.D., Caught cuttin! S.W. Thnks 4 always Bein’ there-BFFE TG nice blak tong. an caut ya lookin. Girls Show at my house! Mel D.-Indian girl Ambition: To make the best of everything Memories... Grt X w/MN, JD, FS, JD, TR, FO, EN, DG, FS rem. all the Grr X we had. 2 many 2 wr. I’ll nvr. 4-get U. I lov U Lit. Br. TR stay in bwr, the lines, U’re so crazy. MN hanging at BB. Wally Left w/my keys. JD need a inv. 2 her nth. Running fr. big lips on the B-walk. Thanks BP, FO&EN nvr. 4-get my str. in br. Mom, Dad, Gram & Grnnys I made it. Thanx 4-everything! I lov U guys so much. Johnny you are very special 2 mealways will be. I love U. Jim, Lou, Joe, John thanx 4 the Grr X I lov U guys.

**Secret Ambition:** To find true love and never let go of it.

---

Lillian Oldja

**“Lil” “Stripe”**

**Ambition:** Business Major

**Memories...** HTLND-weeknd at my house! Mel D-Indian girl an cool ya lookin. Girls Show 93-94, ST Thanx 4 always Bein there-BFFE TG nice blak tong. MB my leg’s burnin’! M-D-eco class 2gether. KD-no Jak La Lane an ‘r a great frnd. NP was my drivway? ST & HTLND-U’s lost that love & Feeln’ weekend party. D&LH-Did a almost get shot. ST-where’s the remote. DO-Grup great huh? CD-U’re the best Thanx, DV-Luv U A & F. Under Bordwak 93 w/ LH&DS, Mom, Dad, Mike, Indya, Alex & Baka-I luv u guys. Secret Ambition: To look back and never regret anything.

---

V. Peter Nguyen

**“Paisan”, “Pete”**

**Ambition:** College


**Secret Ambition:** To prove to everyone that I am really Italian.

---

Robin Neil

**Ambition:** To make the best of everything Memories... Grt X w/MN, JD, FS, JD, TR, FO, EN, DG, FS rem. all the Grr X we had. 2 many 2 wr. I’ll nvr. 4-get U. I lov U Lit. Br. TR stay in bwr, the lines, U’re so crazy. MN hanging at BB. Wally Left w/my keys. JD need a inv. 2 her nth. Running fr. big lips on the B-walk. Thanks BP, FO&EN nvr. 4-get my str. in br. Mom, Dad, Gram & Grnnys I made it. Thanx 4-everything! I lov U guys so much. Johnny you are very special 2 mealways will be. I love U. Jim, Lou, Joe, John thanx 4 the Grr X I lov U guys.

**Secret Ambition:** To find true love and never let go of it.

---

Felicia Oldja

**“Felish”**

**Ambition:** Law and Mr. Right

**Memories...** Best Friends w Elizabeth N. and Lynn K. U Guys R the greatest! Gr6 X’s WRN, RB, JD, CP, DG, MM, FL. LK-can I borrow the van? MOO! EN, LK-Wuna go dwn the shore! Lts not get caught this time! Nvr frget Wldwood 93 and Florida w’EN-had fn d’dnt we? CP-Whrs ur shrt? RN-got any mor stries? Hi Robbie! EN-goin dwn the shore w/LT-can I drive? EN-Wuna go out? wrkn at subwy WEN-ILUV Ya Bab! cot92 PEACE PY LK-waaya Mom, dad, bro, unc. Vic & Fam Thnx! Luv YA I’ll make u proud.

---

Chris Nestico

**Ambition:** To achieve spiritual enlightenment

**Memories...** There are three things that I hold fast and prize. The first is gentleness; the second is frugality the third is humility, which keep me from putting myself before others. Be gentle and you can be bold; be frugal and you can be liberal; avoid putting yourself before others and you can be a leader among men. L.G., MW, JR, DS, TS Thw was “reallyrockin”

**Secret Ambition:** To become a shaolin monk

---

David O’Neill

**“Dave”**

**Ambition:** Audio Engineer

Memories... SK MK and the ren-Fest JG TB PB JP DH WM SH FA NH MP MM LO DS TG LH MP and DH hummin rides JN GK Thanx to Neen! Frasche is a Loony! DM-walk the track? AW-“oh my God, it’s a can” 4-ft-19! Yes, have Some! The coffee Incident. Deicide with Goon. Tribal Disadenc THC and all the other bands we’ve played with and DREADLORD 5-ft-19. School was the most fun I’ve ever had asleep!” AP-“He goes ...” And to all those who have offered, I’ll have my revenge! Suffer!

**Secret Ambition:** yes, have some.
Melissa Oxley  
**"Mel"**  
**Ambition:** Education  
**Memories:** ... Good Times with AD MS & JP JD JK SC CP & HD Always Remember Don't Laugh He'll Know! MS Jr Year Nissan Collector McFly & Dutch Boy. So Car Action! CP Sheepards 93! AD Get us Outta Here! 2nd prl w/ LM & RV. JK How many days left? JK Next time the range! HD & SO Conquer the mambos in 94! AS 4th? MS & KP What do you want to do? 6th pr with JD MS KP JK MT. AD I'm Mr. Personality! Mom, Dad, sue & Ann Thanks for everything! I Love You Guys! Secret Ambition: To Be Successful in What Ever I Do ...  

Michael Anthony Palladino  
**"Weiner"**  
**Ambition:** To be a big time musician.  
**Memories:** ... island parties with mm, ma ss, ms, js, jf, ep, gm & whoever. mm: 44 2, gto, hanin at beach: ll, t, le, en, 274 unk. Kay? glor ... Mark! Wolvy, Sand worms, no cash! Hand Natalis, ma, mm, mm, jf, et, dt, jr. mmf: Fence stepa's house! mm: Let shust tonight. th piv munch in at dld. All the good times with: mm, eh, ms, jr, et, dt, cd, sa, jr, ar, jk, le, gs, ms, jr & dt. The elfjr, diked att. & temp. jk: under ground. The studio shows, exacty rules for ever thanx: mm, ma, et & jf. Down the street. Ozzy's #1 what up slash! Thankx to my family, friends, & pv. seeya!  
Secret Ambition: "To ride on a Crazy Train."  

Alisa Joyce Pampanin  
**"Lees"**  
**Ambition:** To open a daycare center  
**Memories:** ... Great x's w/ EM, WW, MB, JF, DP, PL. To SZ! Don't frgt all the good x's and laugh! TP&UR a great friend. Please frgive me 4 mving! Good Luck in the future! To Anthony- UR a great boyfriend and more importantly a wonderful friend I luv u! To mom and family. I love you all! THANKS for being there 4 me!  
Secret Ambition: To meet the Fruit of the Loom men.  

Kellie Patterson  
**"Kel"**  
**Ambition:** To be successful in life.  
**Memories:** ... DG, JO, GR, JM, MT, TCBY CREW, Seaside 93 WWMEM. Wind 93 w/ AW, DG, we made it! JO Prize winner, catch me if you can! TG, Fresh. Gym class passe, NOT! JA, Phone Calls. Mare, can you sing for us? Jr. Prom OH What a Night! MS, 2-12-92 It was fun. DG, your the best friend anyone could have! Cruisin cousin! Milton I luv you all SM. It will all work out for the best. MT, DG, lets bug. something right!! Mom, Dad, Gram, Gramp and Family I luv you all. Cyta PVHS!!!  
Secret Ambition: It's a secret (snhh)  

Christina Palkewick  
**"Krysl"**  
**Ambition:** Happiness  
Secret Ambition: To Always Hope For The Best But Be Prepared For The Worst.  

Michael James Pasquariello  
**"Tusk"**  
**Ambition:** To be filthy rich  
**Memories ... Hanging w/FC MD CM & EM. I'll never 4-get w-outs w/Muzz, Blinn, SL w/ FC & MD we need ins. Jr yr w/ GR US2 were we ever there? Brmd "92" & 4th of July w/ CM rnrn Violet. Pro. Leet have jibes & TOS at VL's prkt. NANA w/ FC MD & GR Thanx 2 CPC 4 lettin us out. 93 w/ MD & Curm's Dr Lovel 3 yrs TIB wuz it ever over 69. Mom Dad & Johnny Thanx 4 everthing I Luv U!  
Secret Ambition: To live out all my dreams and never have any regrets.  

Nancy Palumbo  
**"Nance"**  
**Ambition:** College  
**Memories ...**  
Secret Ambition: To blow up the kids of Beverly Hills 92010
Tracey Perrone

Ambition: Business/Law
Memories ... 2yrs. FB 2yrs wrestling, memories of mem, day wkend w/PB, AR, TE, MC, RM, BD, AP, SL, JN, JD, MF. TE use the charm. Funnel '93 AP. Sorry 4 rage. MC. relax. 4th of July w/TE, SL, BD, RM, AR, JD, PG, PB. Leave us alone. MM
Its on fire Garden ave crew. RB
The Best Date 3602 Brawlin ThnkS GB, BB, MF, JD, PB. MF. Keep holden on. Brillo GP w/GB.
Doug Petty

Ambition: To make sure someone is always looking

Kim D. Phan

"Hamburger"

Ambition: To make Mom and Pops proud of me.
Memories ... Hangin w/my 2curs Sab n Die. Where R we goin, play pool? SomIis lookin at ur r very remembe 7-11 & dads van? Miss old Xs w/AP, JC, JD & DL. Ghengis, wnta hear bout my wkend? Hey Sab, nxt time vitus ovr, mke sure yur Mom can't come hme erly. MS. I will always R there 4U, may Biday I will tell U my problems, and MO, may Biday Mel will listen.

Natalie Pico

"Nat"

Ambition: To own my own business.
Memories ... BFBE HT, TG, LH, MP, DS, I Love U Guys! LH, MV, JD, JL, RS Pathway Old! SW, JG Hive Fun In Closet! DS, LH Kevy Yes? HL, SLW Dnw! Mem Day 93 w/HTLD LO, CD, AB Miss U, Cot 92 w/FL, Lime-light w/HTL, SA, AB, AF, Hgzn at Larys. TG see Blak Tung! AF or Mr. Van! LO Great Party! Snakkin w/The Red Boys. Faln off the Dek at RH Hse! LH, ST wach the car? GT Im still bakin! HTLD I wil Surviv. Dwn the Shore 93 w/HTL, Scoop at Park all Nite, 92. Mom, Phil, Frnk, Nana, Ant Mel Your the Best. Thanx for every thng. I Love U.
Secret Ambition: Never to Stop Laughing.

Craig M. Puglise

Ambition: To finish highschool
Memories ... Hangin w/af, TB every summer. Great times with the gang WM, PD, SH, CB, JS, RS, AJ. They play field hockey. LM I want my mouthwash!! Aa, JD, LM, WW Golf every weekend. KW lets go to the beach. Who has the cow?? TB "The Pal," WM, CB, JM, JS, FD, RD, CR "Bad to the Bone" HR I'll never forget you. all my friends thanks for the good times! Mom, Dad & Kristin Thanx for everything.
Secret Ambition: To get my 69 Camaro.

Kris Petty

"Groucho"

Ambition: To work in a TV Studio
Memories ... Freshman year tickets and attendance for Girl show. softball tryouts with JM. Sophomore gym class with MO Drivers ED with Mr.T Junior English class with Coach Sauter. Im not so Bulet! Juniors lunch with MO MS MD. Dont worry Mike I eat! Senior class with MEMS Leonardi thanks for being there. Special thanks 2 Mom, Dad, Claudine, John.

Secret Ambition: To have the chance to meet Roseanne Arnold and John Goodman.

Nicole Rennee Porte

"Nicky"

Ambition: To work in a TV Studio
Memories ... Freshman year tickets and attendance for Girl show. softball tryouts with JM. Sophomore gym class with MO Drivers ED with Mr.T Junior English class with Coach Sauter. Im not so Bulet! Juniors lunch with MO MS MD. Dont worry Mike I eat! Senior class with MEMS Leonardi thanks for being there. Special thanks 2 Mom, Dad, Claudine, John.

Secret Ambition: To have the chance to meet Roseanne Arnold and John Goodman.

Andrew A. Picarelli

"Groucho"

Ambition: To turn back time, and know then what I know now.

Clark M. Phane

"Hamburger"

Ambition: To make Mom and Pops proud of me.
Memories ... Hangin w/my 2curs Sab n Die. Where R we goin, play pool? SomIis lookin at ur r very remembe 7-11 & dads van? Miss old Xs w/AP, JC, JD & DL. Ghengis, wnta hear bout my wkend? Hey Sab, nxt time vitus ovr, mke sure yur Mom can't come hme erly. MS. I will always R there 4U, may Biday I will tell U my problems, and MO, may Biday Mel will listen.

Natalie Pico

"Nat"

Ambition: To own my own business.
Memories ... BFBE HT, TG, LH, MP, DS, I Love U Guys! LH, MV, JD, JL, RS Pathway Old! SW, JG Hive Fun In Closet! DS, LH Kevy Yes? HL, SLW Dnw! Mem Day 93 w/HTLD LO, CD, AB Miss U, Cot 92 w/FL, Lime-light w/HTL, SA, AB, AF, Hgzn at Larys. TG see Blak Tung! AF or Mr. Van! LO Great Party! Snakkin w/The Red Boys. Faln off the Dek at RH Hse! LH, ST wach the car? GT Im still bakin! HTLD I wil Surviv. Dwn the Shore 93 w/HTL, Scoop at Park all Nite, 92. Mom, Phil, Frnk, Nana, Ant Mel Your the Best. Thanx for every thng. I Love U.
Secret Ambition: Never to Stop Laughing.

Craig M. Puglise

Ambition: To finish highschool
Memories ... Hangin w/af, TB every summer. Great times with the gang WM, PD, SH, CB, JS, RS, AJ. They play field hockey. LM I want my mouthwash!! Aa, JD, LM, WW Golf every weekend. KW lets go to the beach. Who has the cow?? TB "The Pal," WM, CB, JM, JS, FD, RD, CR "Bad to the Bone" HR I'll never forget you. all my friends thanks for the good times! Mom, Dad & Kristin Thanx for everything.
Secret Ambition: To get my 69 Camaro.

Kris Petty

"Groucho"

Ambition: To work in a TV Studio
Memories ... Freshman year tickets and attendance for Girl show. softball tryouts with JM. Sophomore gym class with MO Drivers ED with Mr.T Junior English class with Coach Sauter. Im not so Bulet! Juniors lunch with MO MS MD. Dont worry Mike I eat! Senior class with MEMS Leonardi thanks for being there. Special thanks 2 Mom, Dad, Claudine, John.

Secret Ambition: To have the chance to meet Roseanne Arnold and John Goodman.

Nicole Rennee Porte

"Nicky"

Ambition: To work in a TV Studio
Memories ... Freshman year tickets and attendance for Girl show. softball tryouts with JM. Sophomore gym class with MO Drivers ED with Mr.T Junior English class with Coach Sauter. Im not so Bulet! Juniors lunch with MO MS MD. Dont worry Mike I eat! Senior class with MEMS Leonardi thanks for being there. Special thanks 2 Mom, Dad, Claudine, John.

Secret Ambition: To have the chance to meet Roseanne Arnold and John Goodman.

Andrew A. Picarelli

"Groucho"

Ambition: To turn back time, and know then what I know now.

Leo Pulido

"Lucky"

Ambition: College
Secret Ambition: To turn back time, and know then what I know now.
Patrick Quigley

"Pat"

Ambition: To Succeed
Memories ... Cruising in my SAAB TURBO with MR, RM.
Hangin with JT, JM, ST. Trips to the shore and skiing in Vermont.
Cruising LBI/WLDWD/SS.
Secret Ambition: To make more money that I can Spend.

Christina Raspantini

"Chrisissy"

Ambition: College
Memories ... Great times w/Amf. WldWd 93 Hanging w/Cap L. On the bech w/Yoner
guys, what can we do 2nite? Boardwalk? QT & KB We'll al-
ways B BBFE. Never 4-get all the gree times 2gether! WldWd 89-92
w/QT. DR wher can we go now? GR your crazy! Cot w/XP Never
4-get the 2yrs we shared. HS fo
downtown! AD we're lost. JC
forupd me! Luv u guys! 2 the
ST Cros, Thats Shootown! 2 my
FBIL. Stop Walkin the dog so
late. AP. Thanx 4ev erything!
Daddy, Mommy, Lisa Thxs 4ev-
erything. I love U Guys.
Secret Ambition: To fall in love
again.

Anthony Ricci

"Reas"

Ambition: Business, Law
Memories ... 4 years wrestling-
Mem. Day 93 TB "watch your
Fante" "DP were all friends"
Best time wth the crew-where's
JN, 1st smke. BD, SL, MD, JN,
RM, Shout Outs-SL "Eyes Met.
BD" "I Here Ya Wanna RM"
"Sleep over" JN-enough PB
"Your Green. Just RM elon,
FW-throw it in the trash comp,
SH 40 XMS BG-too much
MJQAT learn "CA" "Watch
Out" TMZ boyz rule-we all crew
Dust. SK 93 & Rees Fall 10th PB.
MF, BD, SL, RM, JN, BG, JG,
RM, All WP. Boys Kick "it!"
Anthony-n-Jaime 5-2-93. To my
Family Thxs. PV 2 Short. I'M
OUT!!
Secret Ambition: To Never Say
Sorry!!

Ashley Richards

"Ash"

Ambition: College
Memories ... Drama 4yrs.
Marching Band 2yrs. BFP w/AB
+ DG Gd Tm w/DG, AB, GM,
WW, + LR Drms Comp 91 '92,
+ '93 Bn Camp 90
Englnd/Scotld '92 w/AB, MD,
"Henry!" "Pika Dots!". U2 Chert
'92 w/WW Dysy. WYD '93 Chb
D-Steph Prts Wkd '92 w/K
Mom thanks, I luv u! Thanks to
my family for all the love and
support throughout the years. I
love you all!
Secret Ambition: To stay gold.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Nubia Reynoso

"Nub"

Ambition: To become a doctor
Memories ... Best time w/FT,
MT, RK, RV, CG, KP, MS, RS,
CC Bonnie taller finally. Joyce
leslies. C Gno more pictures
Please!! RK Very smart for a
little girl Marie calm down and
est something RITA stop talk-
ing about Italy 93. Kim P Gym
92 Ms Didn't do your hw again
Rose a lot talk about CC Great
tennis season 93 Mo & Dad
Thanks for everything you have
give me and all those great ad-
vices that help me through high
school I love you guys very
much!!! To all my friends I wish
you the best of luck for your
future because you guys deserve
it!!!!!
Secret Ambition: To accomplish
my goals for life.

Danielle Rickert

"Dan" "Dani"

Ambition: Accounting
Memories ... 2yrs B-ball. 1yr
V-ball. Grt X's w/JS. MC, JM,
KC, + NH. Wldwo 93 w/JenS.
wittage w/WM, JS. + LD. RM-are
you still diggin? JS ABG. RV
- you got the popcorn? CR-where
do you wanna walk now? LV-B-
ball camps. STANCES. It tastes
like grape, + running into the
Ponderosa. NH-which way? CR-
Thanks for listening to the Donell. It’s
me + you 4ever. 3-9-92. I love
you! Let's go to ToysRus. Going
to the shore w/KC, GR, + KM.
MB-owning our own CPA firm.
Joe-f1 Brother-Thanx 4 every-
thing. Mom + Anne-I'll make
you proud.
Secret Ambition: To stop dwell-
ning on the past and live for the
future.

Daniel Dennis Ramm

"Dan", "Danny"

Ambition: Architectural Designs
Cartoonist
Memories ... gr8 x's w/ak. dl,
jd. af; db. ts. gs. te. ec. ab.etc.
f-n-ki-u2r gr8-hope u stai thi
way? jd-how u got so dirty? af +
jd what's a facho? gb-u past at
last! dl-wlnk2 d'stao + givn' me
84: widwood 93 w/Rt, al. + gb
4da-day. ab-thnx4 all. da help
w/everything! aj- will ub my
nayo? rk-un da! best thnx4 u
gr84 yrs. I will always b hre 4u!
I luv u-n u will b n my hart
4ever. 2 my family-thnx 4 b-ing
there me. I luv u all. Crashin
"My car 8-31-90! I hope I fixed
the door my now! I'm histry!
Secret Ambition: To Have Ev-
erything in My Life Completely
Organized For More Than 10
Seconds.

Gina Ricciardielo

"Gr" (Deputy Sheriff)

Ambition: Social Worker
Memories ... JBM, JR, MB, AL,
AJM, DR, TR. KM. Ms Clrgd.
Florida Bd trq WHBS Ahn cntr
2 Slp? 2 yrs Bwling. Hngn at
TCBY w/JBM. JO, KP, DO. 2yrs
Gym & hith w/Maza. Jr Cot
w/JBM. Seaside w/JBM. GT,
RM. FM Station w/MB. AJM. &
CBS Crew. GAM BFFE. ABF
Sne KDGRDN. Mom & Dad
thnx 4 puttin' up w me. I luv U.
Jaime Ur my best frnd & sister.
I luv U. Gram. Mona, Aunt
Narnie, & Fmly. I luv U. Jimmy,
ever frgt the times we had.
321-92. I've loved U since
6-2-91 & I always will Good luck
& be successful. I love You Baby!
Secret Ambition: To some day
own a house big enough to have
101 Dalmations.
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Kevin Michael Rolls

Ambition: College, Engineering
Memories ... 3 Years Football. 2 yrs Track. Memories include Football at the PAL w/ PB, TE, BB, DL, GB, MP, and EC. B-ball w/ the same people and anyone else. Hangin at ECS w/ PB, TE, BB, and DL. Driving GB, FG, EC, and DL around in the 'SkyHawk'. Nice matchbox GB. PB, stupid what? Yeaaa, I'll give you the donuts EC. Give back the salt TE. I'll pick you up in the Montero some day DL. Sitting w/ BB and DG in lunch, shut up. Drop the curfew EC, I want to stay out later. Thank you Mom, and everyone else.

Michael A. Romeo

"Bubba"

Ambition: To pursue a career in electronics.
Memories ... I enjoy good times at the Patio with my friends John, Pat, and Bob. I enjoy eating Pizza and working on my one thousand watt car stereo system. Mainly I just like hanging out with all my friends and having a good time.

Secret Ambition: To have my own business

Jennifer Rossi

"Jen, Jeniphre"

Ambition: To buy and sell people like cheap wine!
Memories ... Mike, Will You always be my beaver? Meoww! Pame, Why is G.P.O.U.? Your all crazy! Beware of the Pregnant Yak walking backwards! Love Ya All!!

Secret Ambition: To eventually inherit Mrs. Kolis's wardrobe.

Michael C. Russo

"Reese"

Ambition: College
Memories ... 4yrs. PTth #54 Capt. w/13, 35, 5, 44, 49 & 45. More. Great X's w/ MM, MF, MDB, RC, JS, DG, BS, VL, MF, SD & others. Act Pk: RC lgd us, what he say? MM ptry at MDB's hly! JS say YWA. Nam Wknd w/DG & MF, MDB: mg a fl of yrf at FP. Drinks at MF Rgrs flbl emp/w/DG, MF, MM, JS, VS. PJL at FF w/MM, LBI w/RC, MF, NC w/RC. Frnds w/NW, MG, LH, RC, Thankx OOT w/LH, NW-nt the wsl. CM w/RC MY INSEP. Lat in NYC, TRAVAN. KG-Thanx 4 spcl X's, U'w always hid a pic in my hrt. Mom, Dad, Jen Thank you for all love & support. YEA WE LOVE YEA!!

Matthew Romaine

"MATT"

Ambition: Paramedic
Memories ... SM PER 4 LUNCH. TM LOOK OUT FOR LARRY LP RIT. GOOD LUCK IN THE ACADEMY. JK STAY OUT OF THE RAIN! KZ SAY HI TO THE SAS FOR ME. IT'S A CODE! GOABS HI GUYS! BEST OF LUCK TO CR, DR, JS, JR, JF, AND KR. THANKS TO MOM AND DAD AND TO THE DRS WHO KEPT ME ALIVE THESE PAST FOUR YEARS.

Lauren Arida Rosolen

"Laur"

Ambition: Writer
Memories ... Sr Prm 91 TC 5-30-91 Gr 8xs w/ TC BH RS JC -Grnch Vg. NYE 92 Hi wn 91 Thnx 4 franchp Lafa & Br. WW- Bick Thrs-S/ Y & R. COUF- frsh undr GdXs w/ EM, 4yrs GREEN chr Hd 94 w/ MY. 4yrs Dr Ch-LBI. RMMA- Evl Hs. Souu, S & Ds, Gr8 tiks EM- Bch W/ Te, St, Qry, JZ my Turt? ST- R sky Bns! TS-#1 Ch MEX 94 AW. Jr Cot W/ JM. SUM 93- Crl Frndz- AWA Bkyrd AW PM DT JT ET MP MM GM MS-M 93 DIP? MM Gr6 Mixrs MS. Hkn Utp. 80mph DTS Bike-Ur Gr 8AW Xnt Xs W/ Jr. Dn Hi wa@ Ina DTS Benmt. COL U w/JD bws Thnx Mom Dad
Secret Ambition: To be "borne back ceaselessly into the past

GRACE RUSSO

"Gray"

Ambition: College
Secret Ambition: To Finally Re-alize What I'm Doing.
Blair Salveson

Ambition: Business Memories...4 yrs Bebl. 42-ing curb crew w/MM, MF, MF, DG, VL, Trammer Weekend "92 "LD RM." Sun nights at MF NKD wkd w/MM, MD, DG FDI at MD's 93 DG M20 in Jeep! ,where's your shoes? Cfn Brawl! MM "MAD STREAKER" Summer DPW w/MM "Work It!" Lunch Room Polls $5 Man MF- Wanna go to the bathroom VL- "murder" MF "Stop Sign!" DG- "is in the crs" and "where's the sub?" FD everywhere possible MF-Listen to my system "Moonlight Lg." Thanks Mom, Dad, Ho, Deb, Sis, for everything! Later! Ehhi!!

Bill Sandri


Karen Santaniello

"Kar"

Ambition: Accountant Memories...1yr. FH, 2yrs Ital Cl Sn Yr. Sec 3yrs PH Pres Sn Yr Gt Xs w/MM, AL, AM, MB, DG, AL, RL, GR, AP. Dwn the shr w/MM-Mr. DB in the wrt it lks like a prne. 4th per 1ch w/MM, AL No I dnt lke hm. Anyway he's a hll chry. Shh-yr-AL, MM, LD Who tght the chs? Me. AP- fll dwn any strs lasty? RL & AL- U 2 R th bt. Rmtr always sit w/a bus drvr-nms r free, MM-wnt me 2 go and 1 mx X? But wy I'll always be hre 4 U. Mom, Dd, Mich, Carla, thxs 4 eveyr Luv ya. Secret Ambition: To never say I should have NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Jennifer Michelle Scheck

"Scheck"


Mike Seiferth

"Seit"

Ambition: Electronics Engineer Memories...GM, MMM, PMP DT, EA, JH, ET, and the Best of the gang. Hangin with the gang at AW's or at DT's. Death run with DT and EA. MMM-Don't trip on the chick peas. GM-Close the light. MK-Keep on jammin. Good Luck to Extacy. The gang at D N-D's every day, MH-A. KCP 2-12-92 Thanx 4 the best year of my life. DG-Thanx 4 all of your help. I owe both of you a lot. To KCP, DG, and the Gang keep on livin it up. Secret Ambition: To stop the Energizer Bunny.

Douglas Sannik

Ambition: Carpenter Memories...The things I would like to remember from my four wonderful years at P.V. my friends in all my lunch periods. The 3 years of Foods with Mrs. Erzet. Helping with all of the class of 1994's fund raisers and class dances. Other than things in school I wouldn't remember anything. Except "the great crash of 1993." Thank God we all are getting out of Pascack Valley High School. Secret Ambition: To finally beat the wz.

Dana Sarappo


Joseph Sciarrone

"Joe"

David Sgro
Ambition: Graduate college with a major in Business
Memories ... Soccer, Baseball, Wrestling, Varsity Golf. Versailles. Yankee games with PB SV BH and PJ. Squeeze its Truzzi’s SS, Sinatra, Paul McCartney. FMSU and GFPC RB and the town guys. FB snack bar, Varsity Club Treasurer, Italian Club. PV Honors Society, Italian Honor Society
Secret Ambition: Get a job on the New York Stock Exchange.

Tiffany Siegel
“Tiff”
Ambition: Accountant
Memories ... Gr8 X’s + Long talks w/Mike. Thnx Honey I luv u! Don’t 4-get Minigolf Wilwood ’93 rules w/MD, CD, FD, SA and everyone. 3 strikes + u R out. Mike! BFFE w/Jenn F. We’ll always have SR in common, someday maybe you’ll have KL. 4-get about MR. Thanx CD 4 being a gr8 friend. Per. 6 lunch rules. 2 yrs. on Var Tennis w/PS + almost CD. Don’t 4-get fresh Bizo “T” those were the days! TS + MD 4-ever 9-26-92 You mean everything 2 me! Mom, Dad + Steph-l luv u! 
Secret Ambition: To marry my high school sweetheart.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Daniel J. Sterba
“DJ”
Ambition: To be an Accountant
Memories ... Best of times with ST-Age Crew Members Jason and Laila and anyone else that I can’t remember I will never forget Wildwood ’94 w/ anyone and everyone that was there. 4 years of A/V with Mr. Rucia Jamie Phil Pri Dom and Herb. I can’t in no way forget my 3 years of golf with Marc Pat Ryan and Mr. A (3 cheers for Mr. A) And last but certainly not the least everyone who was in my life for the last four years. We’re finally free!!
Secret Ambition: To bungi jump naked into a cold river.

Cary Stone
Ambition: Become a Physical Therapist
Memories ... The things I would most like to remember about Passa Valley are the great things that happened to me during the many baseball seasons. I also would like to remember the fun times I had helping at the football games especially during the wins. I hope I will be able to keep in touch with as many people in the class as possible.
Secret Ambition: To talk more freely in public.

Melanie Shellhorn
“Mel”
Ambition: To be happy
Memories ... Good times w/all my friends. K. P. -Best friend I ever had, thanx 4 putting up w/my dilemmas. I’ll B there 4 u if u need me (wanna tell me anything)? M. O.-My Best amiga who brings me back 2 reality. I owe u4 “trying” 2 keep me outta trouble. Remem: Collector, DutchBoy, and our CONTRACT. So how would u like UR AIWA delivered? S. O.-Wanna go 4 a ride? G. K.-First, Best and only-wanna play? to all the jerks in PV (u know who UR) Get a life! Thanx guys: DAD-thnx 4 letting me B my own person.
Secret Ambition: To be rich and successful, living in a million dollar mansion in Florida.

Yoonjae Song
Ambition: Cardiologist, businesswoman, lawyer
Memories ... I really thank to my all nice teachers who taught me well not only studies, but also everything. I’m going to miss all of my teachers and my friends including my best friend Bob, Karin, Rose, and so on. I love R. V. I love you all.
Secret Ambition: Billionaire, nice mom.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Rosaria Stile
“Rose”
Ambition: To find a career
Memories ... Good X’s w/ MT, JM, RW, AL, RL and NP. NT 1 day U’ll B on Broadway! JM Don’t 4 get field hockey. AL and RL thanx 4 always being there. NP Thanx 4 driving me 2 school. Studwomen, the flood’s over! Robin, when R U gonna pick me up? AB, let’s hang out Fri. Jr. C. What Happened? AD No more Mike’s. 123B-cth! Mom Dad Thanx
Secret Ambition: To turn my dreams into reality.

Joseph Suckow
Ambition: College
Memories ... Transferring JrYr-Good times with SV, AT, JF, JL, JD, SV and PB 7th. Lechard games, subpoenas. JSB Hey Moose, LBI ’93, Where did you go?? Where is that?? Thanks Mom, Dad, and Beth for your love and support. PVHS was a blast, but time to move on.
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Theresa Christina Sundlin

**T**

**Ambition:** Happiness

**Memories**... 4 yrs VB-WOT! So may laughs w/ BC, DB, AF, TE, JD, GB, JM, KM, LH, MB, KM, JS, JF, JL, MH, BK, DR. Frosh Bio w/ TS, KC-Jiggers. LR # 1 coach. LG 93 Blast w/ RC, DB, AF, JD, Wilder 95-WAWAS at 4 DB-Paliland. 92 Copung w/ TE-WOT! JD-Yowza its good. Rose-UR going the wrong way! LMPSHDE Mex w/ RC RC-Secaucus (Dnkn-donts). Rose-thanks for being a great friend-the best. RV-thanks for all the laughs-I hate to admit it but I had a great time. Rob-I wish the best for you. Mom & Dad-IOU so much-thank you and I love you. Secret Ambition: To have someone notice when I'm not around.

**NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY**

Ambition: To live successfully.

Memories ... 4 yrs FH 1 yr cpt. C-Ya Marge-RFFEwMR-UR the Beat! The rat R dodol Grrrs w/w JM, RC, DR, NH, LV, JB, MB Wildwed 93w/DR-AB GW TTAG WDR, EM, LDL-let'sdine? DRI will always be here 4 u! JB-So Many Laughs! Grt Nightgs At DR's Hse! Graphics "sweat" class! "AW-he wants me bt I'm nt sure! JM-RU HNGY? JUMP UGLY! I'll always be hot you'll always be not-GR-Squeeze It 1st! Mom, Dad, Tracey-It's been tough-but I am worth it! I LUV U! OKAYBYE!

Secret Ambition: To always get what I want. To always get what I need but never to get what I deserve.

Jennifer Marie Swartz

**Jenn**

**Ambition:** Journalist

**Memories**... 3 yrskcal 1yrED. 3yrs Itclb. 1yrtrk. Bet frnds w/RK, CG, BT, NR, DL, RV, RR-Kr-Grise '93-mkk-dgrs! Caramello! Payy! Flavvrc eku's! n'tat! CG-thdntsll trn mtntvll! BTRthg ur g gr! Mr. P's sec dnm! NOT! NR-Colg trp-w/ Get damac! NL-Dst - Ds Vawovux? Im Qntrn aft 7thel! RV-Mrtn n Shanyana. Engnls n Mr. D-what blst 293- Wemsags. Lu-at? w/Da maku! MS-unur buttrf! MO-is ur fut sat? MDP-UR most drmn! I'll maya! 2Pa n Ma-Ti vgl! benetnat! Thnx 4 everything Joe-b's ur turn-bcro Secret Ambition: To know before I judge and to master my driving skills.

Maria Giovanna Tasca

**Ambition:** To be a writer

**Memories**... 4 yrs VTrk 3 yrs VTrk 2 yrs VScr CC 2 albms JSDB DBUs is Per 7 lunch Yr Yr. TB the Nte w/JD CP JC n RL at LBL. TB bus 2 Rwn who btr the Dgy. Ntg me goa thn away Fsh Concert DB JM CPTB NYx Evats ndys TBS Salad Cr Bing OJ DJ SM Tme Rule st 93 JM KK LL MC JD Blx mak 4 movy MDM thanx 4 evrythin TB 25 ct sat annds. GBI thr th ds hole JD LM CP Who Get Cow Oop Dnt cal go das Iguns JD UR gr8 Thanx 4 evrythin I Luv U. Secret Ambition: To live in the world of cartoons.

Gina Marie Tasso

**Ambition:** To live successfully.


Secret Ambition: To love "him" more than yesterday but not half as much as tomorrow.

Bonnie Thompson

**"Bones", "Bonner"**

**Ambition:** Special Education teacher

**Memories**... Always remember good times w/ NR, MT, RK, RV, DL, CG, LU, MD, MS, WG & CK. NR where are the purple houses? CG the ball goes the other way! Lunch of 92-93 w/ RV, BK, LU and teachers. MG & JK wth the Fabio calendar? CG & NR did you forget someone? DL & CG Carle sab night. Rowbeating w/w Ggt Verona Park. DL, LG, CG & NR at Ve- rona Park. 93. College tours w/ MB, MT & CG. NR, MT & CG where are the vending machines? I need chocolate. CK Hof the guy across the street. I will alwys rnr my 17 Bday. Mom & Dad thanx for everything Love you Mom, Dad & family.

Secret Ambition: To be there.
Maryann Toscano

"Mare"

Ambition: College/Broadway

Memories ... Good X's w/ BF's RS, JM, RW, DG, KP, RT, & evry1 else. RW went 2 ride down stairs in a box! Iron Mike nice seckal RS Stud wmen age 5, watch the floods! DG & KP went 2 dance in TCBY prklot all dressed up! Get out yur miss & sing gals! DG JV Cheering ruled 93! DG & MT wicked games with/Cindyman. RS & JM i hope she SHows! KP & DG Grum in the Cougar & Boomin' in the Jeep w/ JA! DG, LV & CK Gym NO,1 hit static cling! DG & MT w/ CT & H 3-14-93, sash its a scrt! RS Late 4 HH MOM DAD BEN & PAUL Thnks 4 evrythg Luv u Gys

Secret Ambition: Not to be at the train station when my ship comes in.

Gina Marie Trombino

Ambition: Music Industry

Memories ... Gr-S X's w/KH, HP & TM-wildwood 93 w/KH, HP, TM & BS-Rolling Pennies w/KH JR Gym w/ LM & SL-Be hind the wheel w/ LM SL & his Terce Heavy Metal Ruiz concert etc. w/9G & LB-Front Row Extreme-Meeting NuNo at the China Club-Distress at the Pipeline Crussin' in the Funbird w/ FD, WM, CB & SH-FD, Guess what i'm doing? Never 4-get Good & Bad X's w/AW & Kvh-Thanx Mom, Dad, Chrisay & Family-I luv you Ken You mean the world to me! LUV YOU

Secret Ambition: To open for Extreme at Madison Square Gar den

Sal Tumino

Ambition: Fashion Merchandiser


Secret Ambition: TO BE YOUR SUCCESSFUL AND LIVE IN THE VOPAH STATE OF MIND ETERNALLY!!

Sapna Uddin

"Laila"

Ambition: Fashion Merchandiser


Secret Ambition: TO BE YOUR SUCCESSFUL AND LIVE IN THE VOPAH STATE OF MIND ETERNALLY!!

Brian Vacante

Ambition: Physical Therapist

Memories ... 4 yrs. Var B-Ball Gr8 X's w/KA, PM, AW, JS, DR, KM, KP, SC, JB, CC, RB, KB, DO BF-KA 3Grs PM-Thanx 4 evrythg. AW-Bd bt fnt JS- NVR4get U Crnval? DR STANCE! Do bunnyhop, Ped-resal! KM-Peel lke dying on Zipper? KG-went our ways bt thanx 4 evrythg KP-sty the wy Ur. NVR4get gd & bd x's shard. SC-Wht's up cokiemnstr JB & RL Roy Rogers? NK-Hve fn nxt yr. Miss ya! KA-Sum 93' Thnk he found them? 1 lock shft! Wverner. Don't fall, UR the best thanx 4 evrythg, Mom Jim & rst of fnly-Thanx 4 the support Luv You!

Secret Ambition: To never dwell on what could have been and only think about what could be.

Lauren Valentine

Ambition: Physical Therapist

Memories ... 4 yrs. Var B-Ball Gr8 X's w/KA, PM, AW, JS, DR, KM, KP, SC, JB, CC, RB, KB, DO BF-KA 3Grs PM-Thanx 4 evrythg. AW-Bd bt fnt JS- NVR4get U Crnval? DR STANCE! Do bunnyhop, Ped-resal! KM-Peel lke dying on Zipper? KG-went our ways bt thanx 4 evrythg KP-sty the wy Ur. NVR4get gd & bd x's shard. SC-Wht's up cokiemnstr JB & RL Roy Rogers? NK-Hve fn nxt yr. Miss ya! KA-Sum 93' Thnk he found them? 1 lock shft! Wverner. Don't fall, UR the best thanx 4 evrythg, Mom Jim & rst of fnly-Thanx 4 the support Luv You!

Secret Ambition: To never dwell on what could have been and only think about what could be.

Donna Lynn Vandenbree

"Dee"

Ambition: To open a child-day care center.

Memories ... 4 yrs RAH-RAH. 4yrs Girls' Show. Grtx's w/ friends. DG-Cheering huddies. Who broke the light?? CP: Blow cobwebs on AB from JK! Do my brake lights wor? BS 93' w/RC. Got puled over! Burger King w/ JA. Dinner is on me this time! RM-Does your fam. know mine? Finish it HOL! JW-Party at my house! Hangin at DIY's studio! KD-are the champi ons! JV-thanks 4 all the help on my Eny. Essay! Love ya 4 ever! 5-30-93! TV-only 1 move yr 2 gd! Hangin there! It's not that bad! Mom-Dad-Thanx again! Love you! PV I'm out of this so called school!! Cy ya later!

Secret Ambition: To say it now and not later.

Tracy Lynn Van Dyk

Ambition: Criminal Justice

Stephen A. Verrone
"Steve, Sergio"

Ambition: Scientist

Memories ... 4yrs XC, frosh basketball, 2yrs Outdoor, 2yrs Indoor; b and g, Sec Varsity; Trez Italy; Truzzi's, Versailles w/PB, C, JH Freshmen Bio w/NW, DD See anything? SC no CLASS! What flat? Prom 93 w/ VC The one I Luv, Nvr say goodby byel GTI nvr 4got R frndship! Vin, you'll alwys hold that specl place in my heart 4EVR! I'll nvr stop loving U! Mom, Dad, Mel thanx 4 evrythng Luv Ya!

Secret Ambition: To never feel the pain of a broken heart.

Kristin Rose VanHandel
"Kris"

Ambition: To be a success in the field of art.

Memories ... 2 my frnds I'll nvr 4gt U yrs, Ul r the best! Aw th rue vrything & everyone we're still BF! 4yrs BC gtr times at Soc & Cot. Rm br hit n pole at Q chck! SeaSd 91-92 w/AW, Wild Wd 93 w/DD, HM, JH get n pud ovr, kickd out, what else? JB, LIH, th nvr caught us! KN JD rm brth ag yrs! Soc 93 until/4w. JH. Freshman Bio w/NW, DD See anything? SC no CLASS! What flat? Prom 93 w/ VC The one I Luv, Nvr say goodby byel GTI nvr 4got R frndship! Vin, you'll alwys hold that specl place in my heart 4EVR! I'll nvr stop loving U! Mom, Dad, Mel thanx 4 evrythng Luv Ya!

Secret Ambition: To never feel the pain of a broken heart.

Scott Vitale
Ambition: Architect

Secret Ambition: Design and build my own car.

Rita Vigilante

Ambition: To be a secretary


Michele Wells
"Shelley" "Mildred"

Ambition: Adverture

Memories ... Gb X's w/LA & SD: 7-4-92, Thnk Ur Moms Gng ... ? How Mch 2 Gt In, Sublim Notes. Put it away, etc. 2 Mny Memrys-Luv u Both-TBFFE. Frosh: Lasalle, Brown Cows, Galileo. Soph: G.C. Hr Ur XMas Gft, The Rug, Chem Lab 92. WW: Hrm Desk, Bert, etc. DF: All the fun. Miss U, still BF. MB: Thnx 4 Bing ther I subm! Rocky 92-Riz! Drama Club 4yrs: Scary Monsters, BX fgs, Play doh etc. Parsons 93- RED! LA-Dent Boo Drm! MB 4yrs 4F. I will nvr go under a bed agn! Thnx family-Luv u all. Later much PV!

Secret Ambition: To be eternally 17!

Wendy A. Warren
"Wendell"

Ambition: Unlimited success

Memories ... 4yrs gs, 3 yrs fh. chw, prqre + frt pbbls w/kr, bug prtl, coc, y + r. thnx vrythng uma, am + bk-psych 93 rules. aj, lm, cp, mp-where's waldo?? gumby-wtrslng mts, mimi gif, rice, brshy plts, your "horse", grt, adv-luv ya hon! sx, by, sv-homerm dme, shlc, olympcs. mw-stnd immclt, '91! crketsk- men, gis + bon bns wht got th cow?lm, aj, jd, cp, gf. nb-great x's in jcr. lunch-paper hts. Brown cows rule all! I love you mom, you're the best! Thank you dad, Kelly, Carol, and Jon. Peace + happiness-. Secret Ambition: To have a fast food chain named after me.

Steven Varneckas
"Steve"

Ambition: To never step back Memories ... GOOD FRIENDS w/MH SL, MZ, SD, RR, DA MC JR KC JY Labor and Memorial Day Weekend and mid-night trips to Wildwood and Seside with everyone Bungee Jumps Icebox Jumping w/SD "IT" Killer SK! Trips w/BD, MZ DA SL Blizz 93 Always having fun and making fools out of ourselves Playing fun in lunch w/MH SL Weight-lifting w/MH AC w SL "Smooth" FBall games, camping, carnivals, and mountain climbing Thanx to my whole family for everything. Later

Nicole Marie Ward

Ambition: College

Memories ... 2 yrs V RahRah 4yrs white dance WHITE RULES! BFFFE JB LH U guys R the best! GF: KVIH MG BN NE DS MDW w/MG LH BN Flash cubes? Wildwood w/LH the gr8st time at the rambler! Laura-so caring U mean so much 2 me Jess-U R a true friend so many laughs! MR-Thnx 4 bing ther I subm! Rocky 92-Riz? Drama Club 4yrs: Scary Monsters, BX fgs, Play doh etc. Parsons 93- RED! LA-Dent Boo Drm! MB 4yrs 4F. I will nvr go under a bed agn! Thnx family-Luv u all. Later much PV!

Secret Ambition: Keep the memories, but learn to let go.
Shane Anthony Wercholuk
"Trauma"

Ambition: To be a record producer

Memories ... lout 2 this ex-school! Free at last 94 class! Ain't takin' no bs crewp rh dd Mr. Chronic Madness: li cn dd st tb bm. Much Much Crew: rm jn pp ar sl. My hugs: hm jh ts rm nn nh mn td sister list: hm jh phat x'e: rh-probation 92. nest. car. school 27, mnd-jagger! hm dd jh mf sl dd's dad is cute. rip list 92 95. Mr. b-satin got nothing 4 me black-mar space: li laugh like a monkey all night, rights. t. t. m.t. It was fun while it lasted. Love 94 last but not least-gramz-pope love sw thans!

Secret Ambition: To live today without the worry of tomorrow.

Alexandra Ann Wisnowski
"Alex, Al"

Ambition: To be the Next Edgar Allen Poe

Memories ... My bckyrd w/cof. buz max 94, kv. rm. dipl do. acan! nyyeve, dg. kp. sc. eh, kv. mm. mp. ms. gm. fun while listd. gt. Gary! kv. badl ja. he wants u! dg. my shoulder 2 cry on. br. mm. 2 m4 m'mmm. sc. smr 92. uwln. ms. hookup! mp.slash. secret. pm, hair cr r. go eacty! eomt. gang. hanggin dt's beemnt. a ratl. kv. secole 93 92. t me mad euster. vr. friends. bffe. gmtfoo! ir. jump my family. im nothing wout you. luv ya. lr. pm. mp. ms. gm. dt. et. ja. ea. circle of frrns 4 ever.

What attitude?

Secret Ambition: "To Hold A Candle In The Cold November Rain"

Tara Woods

Ambition: To be a nurse

Memories ... to Mr. Bernstein and the best of the est thank you for everything you all have done for me over the past four years. Dawn, Tina they left us at Pennington! To my Mother, Manny, and my sisters I'm sorry for all the problems I have gave you for the last seven years I couldn't have done it without you. I love you all. To papito we're on are way soon. But most of all to my booger: Nick I love you now and forever. You have changed my life forever I love you always. I'm out pv!

Secret Ambition: To get off the cat

Glenn Wittig

Ambition: College

Memories ... 4 Years Baseball w/JM & MP-Catch the strikes Crds w. JP. PB. SV & PN 3 yrs hnrn w/SV. WW. SZ-the dime & the shoeaces! STP concert '93 w/GB HA HA! Bhall w/DL You never beat me & you'll never be cured! Nature walk w/JP during lab-good donuts Frosh Bhall w/SV Mansfield '91 Soph lunch w/PB. PR. MP & RM. Mom. Dad. Len. Bry thanks for everything- I'll Make You Proud.

Suzanne D. Zvalaren
"Sue" "Suzie-Q"

Ambition: Marine Biology

Memories ... 2 yrs Shall. 2yrs browning AB. FB. NB. w/AB BPPE w/AB '93 Seaside '93 w/KR. AB. JK. Buck-Can I POPP? I'll never 4-get you. You were always there 4 me. Luv Ya! NB-my roadman. BG is the best. KR-Summer & Seaside '93 you are the best! I'll love you 4-ever. 4yrs isn't long. I'll wait 4 you Keith-n-Sue 1-24-93 Why do you play with the cap like that? Dad. Mom. Alisa- Thanx 4 everything. Love you! Sorry If I forgot anyone! KR-can I COY?

Secret Ambition: To find out if chocolate milk comes from a brown cow.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Robin Maria Wurczinger
"Rob, Robbie, Tut-Tut"

Ambition: Fashion Designer


Also Graduating

Maria Morano
We, the bicentennial babies of late ‘75 and ‘76, entered the halls of Passaic Valley on September 8, 1990 to embark on the journey as “the Great Class of 1994.”

Freshman year... we were the underclassmen, the peons, who quickly came to understand our place in the lunch line—forty consecutive, stagnant minutes of hunger pains, as those “high and mighty” seniors meandered their way to the front, without an ounce of remorse. Fall brought about not only the change in leaves, but a change in our lives as well. We adapted to the lifestyle of a high school student and to the new friendships that would forever be remembered. Our freshman athletes had their first taste of triumph and defeat as “Hornets” and built the strength and skills needed for the fall of 1993—our Senior Year. The Class of ‘94, under our advisor, Mrs. Carol Schatel, brought back the dances, starting with the Freshman Mixer, the Super Bowl Dance, the February Boredom Buster, and the Spring Thing. We initiated yellow ribbons on behalf of the Class of 1994 in support of our troops in Desert Storm. The class also involved itself in various activities and clubs: the fall play, Crimes of the Heart, the Christmas play, and Once Upon a Mattress, the senior play. There was the annual Winter Musical, and winter sports came and went. The girls had their very first Girls’ Show, ending in a white night. There was the Art Show, the Pops Concert, spring sports and spring fever, the Spring Concert. The class participated in the Super Cities Walk for Multiple Sclerosis, raising money for people other than ourselves. And then the summer of 1991 came—the time to leave PV for two brief months of tanning and vacationing.

Sophomore Year... We were no longer the “frosh”, one step closer to our diplomas. The class, as a whole, became one of the richest classes Passaic Valley has ever seen. Again we had the fall sports. Some athletes played on the Varsity teams, while others remained on JV. There was another fall play, Teach Me How To Cry, the dances, and the National Honor Society induction ceremony. Winter brought about winter sports, the Christmas play, and the Winter Musical. In the spring, there was spring sports and the Senior play, Starmites. The class instituted the first ever Sophomore Social, which has become a tradition at PV ever since. Girls’ Show 1992—the Greens swept every major event, walking away with the night flag. Then there was the annual Art Show, displaying our budding artists. Friendships became more solid, and although there were fights, the good times always outweighed the bad. Another summer flew right by, bringing us to... Junior Year... We became upperclassmen, only one class was ahead of us. As juniors, we began to concentrate on our post-
graduation plans—college and technical school and jobs. The country elected a new president, Mr. Bill Clinton. The entertainment industry was booming, but still, the Class of ’94 remained strong. The Junior Cotillion, “Take My Breath Away”, was held at the Manor on December 3, 1992. We held a ring-turning ceremony when we received our tiny trinkets of membership of the Class of ’94.

There were sports and various activities throughout the year. The Whites saw another victory in Girls’ Show 1993. Most of us got our licenses and found ourselves in our cars, driving down the infamous Jersey shore on Senior Cut Day. Once again the summer came and went. About twenty-five of our fellow classmates attended an extended education program at universities and colleges. And finally, the moment we had been anticipating for three, long years . . .

SENIOR YEAR . . . We were the Seniors, the top class at Passaic Valley. The traditional senioritis kicked in as we entered PV on the first day of school, September 9, 1993 for the very last classes and those little freshmen on the lunch lines. WE were the ones who were presidents and other officers of the clubs. WE were the Valley Green and Valley Echo staff members. College application produced the usual hassle and stress to many of our class members. Over eight hundred transcripts were mailed, pleasing Mrs. Kolis with the surprisingly high number of students applying to college. Acceptance letters poured in and scholarships were granted. There was a final Girls’ Show, one last Art Show, wrestling matches, basketball games. We waited in anticipation of the Prom, the parties, the signing of yearbooks, the goodbyes, final exams, Operation Graduation, Senior Cut Day and Memorial Day Weekend, and the inevitable night of Graduation. Standing together as a class one last time as the cameras snap and the hats fly and the tears fall, the Great Class of ’94 may depart and move towards success and happiness in future endeavors, but the friendships and experiences shared throughout our four years of Passaic Valley will be forever remembered and fondly cherished. True, we have all torn our school to shreds and looked at it with disgust, but when we flip through our yearbook and see our Circle of Friends, we will appreciate the meaning of “Those were the best days of my life”. Our last night together as a class after the long haul through Passaic Valley never ends. The final flicker of our existence together leaves us standing on Walton Field and disappears into the night, searching for the good path of life or even just a road to follow, hoping to be reunited once again . . .

- Lauren Arida Rosolen
For Her Love
For Her Caring
For Her Dedication
For Her Humor
For Her Guidance
For Her Strength
Throughout Four Memorable Years

The Class Of 1994 Salutes

Mrs. Carol Schatel
Twenty six years ago Mr. Harold Green accomplished two important things: he became a teacher and a husband. Since then, Mr. Green has taught such subjects as Photography, Cabinet and Furniture making, and Wood Tech. He has also succeeded in raising two fine sons.

After retiring, Mr. Green will continue to run his golf course and hopes to spend as much time as possible with his family enjoying his new found freedom. We wish Mr. Green a wonderful retirement.
ANDREA LORUSSO
Her royal activities include:
Color guard, Gymnastics, Girls show, Peer Helpers, and Italian club

MICHAEL CHIPOLONE
His royal activities include:
Marching band, Cross country, Math league, Academic team and the National Honor Society

CHRISTINA FEAKES
Her royal activities include:
Marching band, Peer helpers, Stage crew, Spanish club, and National Honor Society

MICHAEL DEPOPE
His royal activities include:
Drama club, Stage crew, Peer helpers, Key club, and French club

PAUL BENVENUTI
His royal activities include:
Cross country, Wrestling, Track, Varsity club, and Italian club

AMY RUCK
Her royal activities include:
Volleyball, Math league, Interact Club, Varsity Club, and the National Honor Society

JASON KONZELMANN
His royal activities include:
Stage Crew, Science league, Academic team, Math league, and Italian club

AMANDA BROWN
Her royal activities include:
Marching band, National Honor Society, Film club, Passaic Valley Honor Society, and Drama club

DAWN BALADY
Her royal activities include:
Volleyball, Drama club, Vocal ensemble, Spanish club, and Math league

ELIZABETH MARKLEY
Her royal activities include:
Gymnastics, Girls show, Band, Ski club, and Varsity club

58/ACTIVITIES
Thus It Was Then ...

So It Is Now!
64/THAT WAS THEN
A Look In The Crystal Ball

Bob Brown: Somewhere, but not here.

Rose Capalbo: I'll still be driving a bumperless Fleance.

Mike DePope: I'll be appearing nightly on Broadway with Heather Garofalo in our underwear in the revival of "Noises Off".

Anna Linterni: I'll be a supervisor in a successful corporation, making a lot of money and enjoying what I do.

Judy Hazin: I'll be delivering you gossip on the Joan Rivers Gossip Gossip Show.

Andrea Lorusso: I'll be on the cover of Parents' magazine as teacher and mother of the year.

Amy Falconieri: Hopefully, I would be happily married and successful with a family that I can show off to our Passaic Valley 10 year reunion.

Rita Vigilante: I will be sipping Pina Coladas under a palm tree on my own island.

Lucy Martinez: I'll be swimming with Shamu at Sea World.

Enza Mariconda: I will be appearing on Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous regularly.

Lillian Oldja: I will be in the Bahamas living with my rich and good looking boyfriend.

Bill Miller: I'll be a scientist in New York.

Micah Boutillier: I will be touring the world with my band while riding on top of a purple elephant.

Laila Uddiri: I'll be rich woman not knowing what to do with her money.

Alan Bruggeman: I'll still be playing in my band in some other state far away from here.

Mark Facciolio: Own my own business.

Natalie Esposito: To become a board member for Passaic Valley so I can get things accomplished for the better of the school.

Jaime DeStefano: I'll be rich and famous by letting my husband do all the work. Mike Lomagro: To become a great musician. Bob Young: I'll probably be sleeping. Amanda Brown: I'll be rewriting my English paper.

Mike DiBrino: I will replace David Letterman as the King of Late Night.

Louis Intrieri: I'll still be in detention.

Anthony Buono: I'll be a clown in the Ringling Bros. circus.

Mike Flood: I will be supreme ruler of the world.

Justin DiMinni: I'll be on my own dude ranch out in the midwest, chewin' tobacco and shootin' the breeze.
1st Girl's Soccer Team

Hornet Football

1950's Sophs

1950's Seniors

SPIRIT

PASSAIC VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL

SPIRIT WEEK
OCT 20-25
PEP RALLY
OCT 25 7:30 PM

1993 Pep Rally

Bleacher Creatures

GO HORNETS

50's
Royal
Games
The 1993 Hornets had a better season than their record indicates. They were 4-5. This includes an excellent 3-0 start, in which they beat West Orange, Orange, and West Side. In the fourth game of the season they lost a heartbreaker to Lakeland.

The Hornets played their first home night game in years against Clifford Scott, but they lost to the eventual division champs. The next game the Hornets, who were still in playoff contention, got back on track by beating West Milford. The Hornets dropped their next 3 games to DePaul, Montville, and Wayne Valley. All these games were close. The average margin of defeat was just 10 points. Although the team did not accomplish what they had hoped to they put much hard work and dedication into the season.

**HONORS**

- **Don Galante** - Defensive End
  1st Team All County Star - Ledger
  1st Team All Passaic County
  1st Team All League
  2nd Team All Area Herald News

- **Joe Sciarrone** - Running Back; Kick Returner
  1st Team All League (Kick Returner)
  2nd Team All League (Running Back)
  Honorable Mention All County

- **Mike Russo** - Center
  1st Team All League

- **Rino Mariconda** - Defensive Back
  2nd Team All League

- **Eric Aschim** - Defensive Tackle
  Honorable Mention All County

- **Pete Nguyen** - Slot Back
  Russian Hall Award

- **Rob Cuccinello** - Linebacker
  2nd Team All League
  3rd Team All Star Ledger
Sciarrone goes up and over

Galante seeking to destroy

Mighty Macaluso

Hornets getting ready to block a punt

Superman Mike Welhorsky

Rino on the rush

Fonzetti charging to the action

Cuccinello eyeing out the opposition

DiBrino does it again

Aschim has a thirst for more
Pete Nguyen-The Italian Stallion

Russo rushing to the rescue

Tackled by a swarm of Hornets

Casanovas going to crush

Cerrigone setting the pace

Mac makin' the call

Timmy holding his ground

Porretta on the punch

Giangrasso-Nice Catch

Casillo and Aschim-A Bonding Moment

Cooke preparing for battle

Morano on the move
The Passaic Valley Marching Band underwent a drastic change this season. Under the direction of Mr. Chris Bernotas, the revitalized band and colorful guard put on a wonderful and entertaining show featuring "In the Mood", "Linus and Lucy", a drum solo, "Danny Boy", and the dramatic finish of "Swinging Chariots". The band entertained fans at football games and many competitions, including Championships at Giants' Stadium. This season was fun and exciting for all, good luck next year!
1993-94 Varsity Cheerleaders

Ms. Pat Sandy, Miss Yvette McNeal
Captains: Natalie Esposito, Beth Napoli, Dana Sarappo

Back Row: Jody Beesley, Bethanie Bargiel, Vanessa Vanderborght, Stephanie Lucas, Elisa Gaeta, Lisa Mastrogiovanni, Kristen Gorski, Nina Lorusso, Middle Row: Nicole Ward, Maryann Toscano, Donna Vandembree, Gina Tasso, Kathy Brennan, Kristen Bernice, Jessica Braei, Front Row: Dana Sarappo, Natalie Esposito, Beth Napoli

74/VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
The 1993 Passaic Valley cross-country team was a return to glory for the boys team while the girls had a successful rebuilding year. Under the direction of new coach Vic Mizzone the boys posted a 17-0 record and won the Northern Hills Conference Championship. Behind county champion, Mike Grant and the boys finished fourth in the county and qualified for the state meet. The trip to the states was the first for PV in ten years.

The girls team was in a rebuilding year in 1993 but still had strong individual performances from Ali Hawkins and Tara Nicolla. With the entire girls team returning next season the team looks to be a force in the county and conference.
Court Entertainers

Captains Elizabeth Markley and Caroline Koenig

Junior Renee Constantin

Sophomore Julie Matera
The varsity field hockey team, lead by Coach Erynn Murray, did not enjoy a season full of victories. The 1993 season ended with a very disappointing record. However, it does not reflect the determination, aggressiveness, and effort that the Lady Hornets showed in every game. Under the leadership of captains Jen Swartz and Wendy Warren, the varsity team played with great spirit and sportsmanship and enjoyed a season of cheers, fun, and friendship. The 1993 field hockey highlights include Dance Beat "93", Daisy Dukes, and mascot Wayne Stolen. Next year's field hockey team hopes for a better record and as much fun as we had this year.
Grace with the pass back
Team Defense
Michelle dribbles the ball to the goal

Defensive Corners

Look at the girls with the Daisy Dukes

Linh and Wendy go for the ball
Grace and Enza

Jen fakes out the opponent
Goalie Jenn DiMinni

The Juniors
Retiring nine four-year players signifies the end of a dynasty. With the farewell of the Class of 1994 and the tremendous volleyball talent belonging to it, Passaic Valley loses an irreplaceable team. Placing second in the conference, second in the county, and reaching the state semifinals tournament, the 1993 Lady Hornets pushed further than any P.V. Volleyball team to date. Also, it would be remiss not to mention the outstanding contributions made by underclassmen Jamie Apuna, Gina Kang, Christine Vicari, and Jaimee Pruiksma. Under the instruction of Coach James Hansen and Captains Laurie Kloss and Amy Buck the hornets wrapped up their season with a record of 15-5.
The tennis team finished their 1993 season ranked fifth in the county, with a record of 7-11. Co-captains, Poonam Shah and Lara Sokalski, played first and second singles, respectively. Lynn Fisher held the third singles spot. Seniors Christine Cannizaro and Nubia Reynoso, occupied the second doubles position. While Lauren Allu and Heather Lang, competed in first doubles. Megan Mendillo and Chris Casner contributed to the team effort and were very supportive. The squad thanks coach Vu Phan for his guidance and is looking forward to next season.
P.U. Tennis

Senior Christine Cannizaro

Junior Poonam Shah

Junior Lynn Fisher

Junior Lara Sokalski

Senior Nubia Reynoso

Sophomore Megan Mendillo
Capt. Anthony Ricci

Eric Ashum

Jason Caruso  4th in State

Coach Mark Steinmeyer and Anthony Minella

Capt. Paul Benvenuti

Bob Brown

Coach Ed Lobst

Mike Grant  State Qualifier

86/WRESTLING
Anthony Ricci

Dave Fox

Jason Caruso

Jay Nagel

Bob Brown

Eric Aschim

1994 District 13 Champions
P.V. Wrestling 1993-94

P.V.  61 Montville  10
P.V.  52 Clifton    12
P.V.  25 Belleville 38
P.V.  55 West Essex 12
P.V.  69 Kennedy    0
P.V.  39 W. Milford 31
P.V.  45 Lakeland   25
P.V.  39 Bloomfield 27
P.V.  53 Ridgefield Park 22
P.V.  41 North Bergen 25
P.V.  60 W. Orange  9
P.V.  49 Wayne Valley 18
P.V.  48 Par. Hills  15
P.V.  65 Orange     6
State Sectionals
P.V.  28 Garfield  30

1994 Passaic County Champions

Paul Benvenuti

Sal Marra

T.J. Sakas
When the 2:25 bell rings, the 1994 Indoor track team fills our halls and local town's streets sprinting and running many vigorous miles. The team was led by seniors A.J. Tesoriero, Mike Chipolone and Steven Verrone. Jamie Kimberly won the 1600 meter race in the Northern Hills Conference and made first team all-league honors. William Bierach placed second in the 3000 meter race in the Passaic County Championship and made second team all-county honors. The indoor season is used for preparation for the outdoor season which looks very promising. Next years team should do very well.
This year’s bowling team has improved greatly by finishing in third place in the Northern Hills Conference with a 10-4 record and improving their overall average by 80 pins. Highlights of the team were the top three bowlers bowling above 170 and being recognized for that. Tom Fierro and Brian Heinhold being selected for 2nd team All League and All County and Dave VanWay receiving a Honorable Mention All League and All County.
GOLF IN THE KINGDOM

Dave Sgro

Brian Hong

D.J. Sterba

Mike Minery

Coach Frank Ariola with Drew McMahon

Ryan Malone

Larry McCave

Ken Hong

Rob Fava
The 93-94 Girls’ Basketball Team, led by captains Lauren Valentine and Karen Allmendinger, showed a great deal of talent and teamwork throughout the season. The young PV Hornet team possessed a lot of aggressiveness throughout the entire season. Considering their tough season, their record fell just below .500. Valentine and Allmendinger were the only 2 seniors on the team. The rest of the team consisted of 3 juniors, 5 sophomores, and 1 freshman. With most of the varsity squad coming back next year, the future for the Lady Hornets looks bright.
The 1994 Lady Hornets are very determined this year. With the four experienced seniors, Kristine Innocent as pitcher, Kara Mancini at short-stop, Laurie Kloss at second base, and Kara Cullen at right field these girls should have a successful season. Backing up our senior veterans are juniors Jen Hunter at first base, Mandy Yurkosky at left field, and Jamie Pruiksma at center field. Also helping the team are sophomore Kris Vicari as catcher and freshman Carissa Roan at third base. Twins Jill and Kristen Dolinsky also add some much appreciated speed to the team. With Kathy May, Sharon Corby, and Tom Elliot assisting Coach Jim Ferretti these Lady Hornets should be on their way to winning the '94 State Championship.
The P.V. Varsity Cheerleaders are not known to be quiet girls, and they certainly lived up to their reputation at cheering camp this year. Once again, they managed to break just about every rule that the UCA staff had established. After a full day of grueling practice, these crazy girls topped off the night with water gun and shaving cream fights, a toga party, and sneaking in a few outside friends. The good times and great friendships which were formed will never be forgotten on that weekend in August.
The 1994 Hornet baseball season looks very promising. The club led by captains Blair Salveson, Don Galante, Jason Nagel, and Mike Welhorsky look to have a very strong season due to many returning seniors. This year's varsity squad consists of 6 seniors, 3 juniors, and 2 sophomores. Passaic Valley looks to have a lot of success due to the team chemistry. Rather than having a couple of superstars carry the team, the 94 Hornets will rely on their ability to play together as a team, which will definitely result in a successful season for "94".

Paul Meyer - Pitcher/1B
Jason Nagel - Pitcher/OF
Cary Stone - Outfield
Mike Pasquariello - Catcher
Jay Kilpatrick - Outfield
Chris Porter - Shortstop
Mike Welhorsky - Catcher
Joe Seiferth - Second Base
Blair Salveson - Pitcher/OF
Don Galante - Pitcher/OF
Rob Young - Pitcher/1B
Coach Milewski and Captains: Jason Nagle, Don Galante, Mike Welhorsky, and Blair Salveson
JUMPS AND JAVELINS

1994 GIRLS TRACK TEAM

Teresa Wicosia  Jen Shields  Melissa Saida

Teresa Wicosia  Kim Kowalcik  Bethanie Bargiel

1994 BOYS TRACK TEAM

Dino Laffrana  Joe Sciarone  Mike Chipolone

Paul Benvenuti  A.J. Tesoriero  Steve Verrone
This year's Track team is looking for yet another successful season. With many returning Varsity players the Hornets should be contenders in the league and in the county. Under the leadership of Coach Sauter and Coach Callihan the Hornets should have a very successful dual meet season and keep the winning tradition that the track team has built.
The Boys' Tennis Team is looking forward to a winning season in 1994. Coming off a good season in '93, the Hornets hope to continue their good play into this year. This year's Co-Captains are Senior Peter Nguyen and Junior Frank D'Amaio. Pete Nguyen has been County Champ since his Freshmen year and will definitely boost his fellow teammates' play. Some key players include juniors Dave Cuccinello, Chris Gerber, Carlos Perez, Jose Flores, Mehmet Kinak and sophomores Ron Stell and Kevin Happle. English teacher Paul Pacifico has taken over the reigns as head coach and hopes to bring the team to a new level.

Co-Captains Peter Nguyen and Frank D'Amaio

Pete Nguyen stroking the ball

Frank D'Amaio practicing his forehand
THE FIRST VOLLEY

In 1994 Passaic Valley adds another sport to its list of activities. Boys' volleyball will no doubt become a popular activity. In its first year the team looks for success under head coach William Humes. Although the team consists of mostly underclassmen, the main nucleus of this squad will be senior Joe Poretta, and juniors Pete Koukounais, and J.J. Serapiglia. It is a new team, and they are young, but they hope to rise to the top with hard work and dedication.
Poretta reaching for the spike

J.J. spikin' it home

Air Gasalberti

Pete flyin' high

Abe hittin' it hard

Jeff with the amazing serve

Nice save Pic
Foot Soldiers


The Passaic Valley Boy's Soccer Team finished off with a 8-9-2 record. The Hornets were satisfied with the season as they faced toughest competition in the Northern Hills Skyline Division in years. The Hornets were disappointed as they were eliminated in the county tournament in a sudden death shootout. The Hornets were led by coach Bob Osieja, Seniors Anthony Fersch, Tony Batelli, Stephen Dragone, Giorgio Bambara, Tom Eisele, AJ Tesoriero. Juniors Marco Dragone, Tony Errigo, John Macchiavello, Frank DeMaio, Marcello Cosentino, and sophomores Bryan Prael and Anthony Cappello.

Anthony Fersch- 1st Team Northern Hills Skyline Division, 1st Team All Passaic County, 1st Team All New Jersey State.

Anthony Batelli- 1st Team Northern Hills Skyline Division, 2nd Team All Passaic County, Honorable Mention All New Jersey State.

Marco Dragone- 2nd Team All Northern Hills Skyline Division, Honorable Mention All Passaic County.

Tony Errigo- Honorable Mention Northern Hills Skyline Division.

George Bambara- 2nd Team Northern Hills Skyline Division, Honorable Mention All Passaic County.

Steve Dragone- Honorable Mention Northern Hills Skyline Division.

Seniors Captains Anthony Batelli and Anthony Fersch.
Tony with a terrific save.

Captain Anthony Fersch setting up for the score.

Giovanni and Frank: Brave and courageous.

Heads up Gene.

Fancy footwork Fersch.

Tom ready to attack.
The King's Champions

Anthony Ferenc

Michael Grant

Eric Aschlim

Joseph Sclaroni

Karen Almendinger

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Training For Knighthood

The Junior Varsity Program lays the foundation for future success at the varsity level. Even though some JV players never reach the varsity level, they still compete with the same intensity as if they were part of the varsity program. JV players are usually not recognized for their accomplishments while varsity players are constantly praised. JV players receive “hand-me-down” uniforms and are not as respected as varsity players. Young upcoming athletes should be commended for their hard work and ambitious attitude. Even though it may sometimes seem difficult to be a JV player, athletes have to remember even Michael Jordan played on a scrub team.
Soul Mates

I 12/BEST FRIENDS
Fashion is something we create on our own
And here it is shown
In the pictures around
These styles are found
When you walk through the halls of our school
You see what people here think is cool
Everyone likes to dress their own way
That's what makes the fashions of today!
The greatest honor at Passaic Valley High School is becoming a member of the National Honor Society. The requirements to become a member of this prestigious group include a grade point average of 3.6 or better, leadership qualities, and community service. Under the leadership of Ms. Kowalsky the elite group of young individuals tutor students and become involved in community activities. The National Honor Society is a continuing tradition and distinction at Passaic Valley.
Best Looking

Mike Cannataro/Laurie Kloss
Jon Cooke/Melissa Garbayo
Doug Petty/Melissa Duran

Most Dramatic

Micah Boutillier/Dawn Balady
Mike DePope/Michele Wells
Mike Russo/Lauren Rosolen
Scott Henderson

Most Popular

Matt DiBrino/Natalie Esposito
Marc Fonzetti/Dana Sarappo
Bob Brown/Laurie Kloss

Class Rebels

Jay Nagel/Fran Appio
Micah Boutillier/Jen Rossi
Jim Galione/Missy Nelaj
Most Congenial

- Marc Fonzetti/Natalie Esposito
- Steve Dragone/Laura Hannan
- Joe Porretta/Theresa Sundlin

Class Chatterbox

- Lou Intrieri/Judy Hazin
- Mike Russo/Grace Russo
- Tony Batelli/Lillian Oldja

Million Smile

- Mike Cannataro/Nicole Ward
- Jon Cooke/Gina Tasso
- Don Apolito/April Matera

Class Inseperables

- Kathy Brennan/Gina Tasso
- Fran Appio/Becky Merino
- Anna Linterno/Rita Linterno

Class Dreamer

- Brandon Damiano/Laura Hayes
- Anthony Ricci/Becky Merino
- Don Galante/Grace Russo

Class Flirt

- Matt DiBrino/Jaime DeStefano
- Anthony Ricci/Nicole Haussmann
- Steve Dragone/Dana Sarappo

Nicest Eyes

- Jon Cooke/Alexandra Wisnowski
- Craig Castner/Nicole Haussmann
- Mike Russo/Dana Sarappo
- Renzo Bellini
- Mark Facciollio
Typical Valley

Best Dressed

Typical M alley Most Mlctic Class Cutie

Joe Porretta/Natalie Esposito
Paul Benvenuti/Theresa Sundlin
Beth Napoli
Marc Fonzetti/Kara Mancini

Best Dressed

Mike Cannataro/Tiffany Siegel
Dave Sgro/Tammy Rudy
Tom Eisele/Rosie Capalbo

Mike Cannataro/Tiffany Siegel
Dave Sgro/Tammy Rudy
Tom Eisele/Rosie Capalbo

Don Galante/Kristine Innocent
Joe Sciarrone/Kara Mancini
Marc Fonzetti/Lauren Rosolen

Don Galante/Kristine Innocent
Joe Sciarrone/Kara Mancini
Marc Fonzetti/Lauren Rosolen

Most Artistic

Ribhi Huzien/Melissa Garbayo
Marc Fonzetti/Dana Sarappo
Joe Porretta/Nicole Haussmann

Class Clown

Jason Timmons/Kristin VanHandel
Mike Pasquariello/Michele Wells
George May/Chrissy Palkewick

Mark Facciollio/Lillian Oldja
Mark MacFarlane/Pam Munsey
Scott Henderson/Dana Grieco

Mark Facciollio/Lillian Oldja
Mark MacFarlane/Pam Munsey
Scott Henderson/Dana Grieco

Most Likely To Succeed

Michael Chipolone/Dawn Balady
Joe Porretta/Natalie Esposito
John Modica/Lucy Martinez

Michael Chipolone/Dawn Balady
Joe Porretta/Natalie Esposito
John Modica/Lucy Martinez

Most Musical

Michael Chipolone/Christina Feakes
A.J. Tesoriero/Gina Trombino
Micah Boutillier/Dawn Balady

Michael Chipolone/Christina Feakes
A.J. Tesoriero/Gina Trombino
Micah Boutillier/Dawn Balady

SENIOR POLLS/121
Passaic Valley Masque and Sandal's

Noises Off!
HOLIDAY PLAN

Christmas with the Three Bears

Directed By: Michael J. Sperrazza
Assistant Directors: John Balonze
Jennifer V. Surowitz
Choreography By: Krista Bilynisky
Court Musicians

EXTACY

Original Music

Roster: Danny Tafaro- Lead Vocalist
        Mark MacFarlane- Lead Guitarist, vocalist
        Emil Hemsey- Bass Guitarist
        Mike Palladino- Drums
        Steve Ciccarelli- Keyboardist

Extacy was formed in the early summer of 1993. Under manager, John Tafaro, Jr., the band has performed at places such as Escapades, Studio 1, the Silver Lining, and Backstage. The music is all original mainly written by Danny and Mark, but with input from Mike, John, and Emil. Extacy is a group of talented, young musicians, waiting to reveal themselves to the world of music.

FUNKY, HEAVY ROCK MUSIC

Roster: Diego Balbuena- Guitar, Lead Vocals
        Damon Bennett- Bass Guitar, Backup Vocals
        Jon Booth- Drums

Strange Fruit was formed in June of 1993. Their influences are groups such as Red Hot Chili Peppers, Lemonheads, Primus, George Clinton, Rush, and James Brown. They have recorded a demo and plan to release another one towards the beginning of the summer of 1994.

FABASE!

Improvisational Artistry

Roster: A.J. Tesoriero- Bass Guitar
        Emil Hemsey- Bass Guitar
        Steve Ciccarelli- Keyboards
        Tony Batelli- Drums

Fabase started as a conversation at Brother Bruno's with Tony, Emil, and A.J. They joked and laughed, and then decided it was a good idea and came up with the line-up. A.J., Emil, Steve, and Tony were all pals from two different bands and different musical styles. Steve came up with the name prior to it, where he got it, God only knows. All of them are eager to enjoy good times and good music and hope to see you at a show.

124/P.V. BANDS
Knights And Their War Horses

Amy Falconieri and Holy Macrae
White is the way to go

Toyota twins Dana Sarappo and Liz Markley

Andy Picarelli and Anthony Ricci
True Amigos

Don Galante and Mike Macaluso sporting their Jeeps

A horse! A horse! My Kingdom for a horse!
Richard III

Matt DiBrino and Melissa Garbayo—Can't wait for summer

Keep dreamin' guys

HORSEPOWER/125
Freshmen Class Advisors
Mr. Sileo, Mrs. Sullivan
Freshmen Class Officers
(Pres.) Mike Juliano, (V. Pres.) Stephen D'Amato, (Treas.) Carolyn Kaiser, (Sec.) Nicole Cruickshank, (Hist.) Dana Trovato
Class Advisor: Mrs. Konzelmann

Class Officers: (Pres.) Lauren Cooke, (V. Pres) Carol Jecki, (Sec.) Jody Beesley, (Treas.) Keith Kazmark, (Hist.) Jen Lionti

Class Advisor: Mrs. Ehret
Class Of '95
Preparing for Knighthood
Even before Medieval times, art had been an outlet for expression and creativity. It has always been a way to show feelings, state opinions and display artistic values. Art has been an escape from the outside world, a place to be free. That tradition continues today at Passaic Valley. Students are able to release their emotions through their artwork. Hard word and dedication breeds the excellence apparent in the art program. All of the hard work culminates in the Art Show, the ultimate display of talent.
Guilds and Clubs...
National Honor Society

President- Theresa Sundlin
Vice President- Michael Chipolone
Secretary- Lauren Rosolen
Historian- Jennifer Francisco
Treasurer- Poonam Shah

Passaic Valley Honor Society

President- Amanda Brown
Vice President- Dana Grieco
Secretary- Theresa Sundlin
Treasurer- John Modica
Historian- Renee De Santis

Student Senate

President- Joseph Porretta
Vice President- Natalie Esposito
Recording Secretary- Stephanie Lucas
Corresponding Secretary- Jeffrey Ariola
Treasurer- John Serapiglia

Varsity Club

President- Paul Benvenuti
Vice President- Michael Chipolone
Recording Secretary- Steven Verrone
Corresponding Secretary- Natalie Esposito
Treasurer- Dave Sgro
French Club

President- Michele Barbieri
Vice President- Lucy Martinez
Treasurer- Joseph Porretta (not shown)
Secretary- Nubia Reynoso

Italian Club

President- Paul Benvenuti
Vice President- Justin DiMinni
Treasurer- Stephen Verrone
Secretary- Karen Santaniello
Fund Raising- Robert Angelo

Spanish Club

President- Poonam Shah
Vice President- Theresa Sundlin
Treasurer- Lara Sokalski
Secretary- Trisha Bruno

Peer Helpers

President- Karen Santaniello
Vice President- Laila Uddin
Secretary- Michele Barbieri
Historian- Andrea Lorusso
Treasurer- Christina Feakes
Sgt-At-Arms/Publicity- Dana Grieco
Good Will Ambass.- Michael DePope
Stage Crew

Stage Manager- Jason Konzelman
Prop Masters- Amy Mazur, Christina Feakes

Stage Manager- Amy Gilbert
Prop Master- Michael DePope
Stage Manager- Robert Lorusso

Film Club

President- Laila Uddin
Vice President- Maggie Mari
Secretary- Amanda Brown

Drama Club

President- Jennifer V. Surowitz
Vice President- Lauren Arida Rosolen
Secretary- Jennifer DeStefano
Treasurer- Faith Maija Rosolen
Publicity- Kollen Meeker and Dawn Balady

Girls Show Chiefs and Committee Heads

President- Theresa Sundin
White Chief- Elizabeth Napoli
Green Chief- Jamie Leonardi
Key Club

President: Laila Uddin
Vice President: Michael DePope
Treasurer: Vanessa VanderBorght
Maria Tascca
Robert Angelo

Interact Club

President: Jennifer Francisco
Vice President: Jamie Leonardi
Secretary: Poonam Shah
Corresponding Secretary: Reem Khan
Treasurer: Christine Canazarro

Morning Announcers

Paul Benvenuti
Steven Verrone

Student Members To The Board

Marc Fonzetti
Natalie Esposito
Joseph Porrelta (not shown)
Audio/Visual Club

President - D.J. Sterba
Vice President - Dan Piccarillo
Treasurer - Herb Brychta

Lighting Club

President - Herb Brychta
Vice President - Michael Caruso
Treasurer - D.J. Sterba

TV Productions

President - Jamie Kimberly
Vice President - Pryesh Patel
Treasurer - Herb Brychta

Academic Team

President - Michael Chipolone
Vice President - Jason Komelman
Secretary - Seung Lee
Treasurer - Gina Kang
Jr. Statesman Club

Science League

Math League

Student Trainers Club
Concert Band

Choir

Attendance Aides

Library Aides
This year the Valley Green spotlights Passaic Valley’s multitalented stage crew. Supervised by Mrs. Laurel Corsini, this dedicated group works practically non-stop to construct the working sets for the fall, holiday, and senior plays. These backstage heros put in hours not just after school, but on Saturdays and vacation days to ensure that every prop is in its place and that every door opens.

In the past four years the “crew” has constructed fantastic sets for such plays as Starmites, Into the Woods, and Teach Me How To Cry, but the set for this fall’s Noises Off! was the most elaborate by far. Standing fifteen feet high and rotating for scene changes, this set demonstrated the carpentry talent of the students. But stage crew is not just for carpenters! Mrs. Corsini finds a job for everyone including painting, staining, sanding and wall-papering. Stage crew is made up of prop masters as well who are responsible for every piece of furniture and every item that is to be on stage.

Stage crew is by far one of the most challenging, educational, and fun activities offered at P.V. It acknowledges as many different talents and strengths as possible while stimulating creativity and building self confidence.

Sadly, stage crew loses seven valuable senior members including Pete Baccaro, Mike DePope, Christina Feakes, Amy Gilbert, Jason Konzelman, Seung Lee, and Laila Uddin. No need to worry though. The juniors, sophomores, and freshmen who have learned under their wings are ready to face the challenges and responsibilities ahead.
Ancient Witches And Warlocks

FRANK ARIOLO
ARCHITECT

“Good nature and good sense will save any engine.”

JAMES FERETTI

“A man should not go full speed.”

PATRICIA J. HEMSEY

“Pat” (11) - basketball special ed.

JAY MICHAEL LUCHI

“Luchie” (11) -ambi- tion to be a gun-totin’ man.

JAMES MERCADANTE

“You’re just in time for which the feels, the head, and the heart of a man go together.”

COMMERCIAL ARTIST

MARK C. WELSH weighs 170, wears size 40, has a high scholastic record of 85.5, and a great ambition to see the world.

NICHOLAS MICHAEL SAUTER

“Tutti-frutti.”

EDWARD SUGLING

“A passion for the most rewarding job.”

HENRY FRANK SIBARDO

“A huckster would be a gentleman, he remains a gentleman after he becomes a huckster.”

PAUL A. HOELSCHER

“Simplicity is our friend.”

EDWARD PETKUS

“Behold an active youth.”

VINCENT A. CARUSO

CHEMISTRY TEACHER

“Intelligence leads to activity, and activity to happiness.”

TIMOTHY PLATT

“Tim” - memories...

CHARLES EDWARD WARD IV

“Boy, I wish I could make a living writing.”

PV TEACHERS/147
New Jersey, tattooing under the age of 16 is illegal.
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Joseph Leonardi  |  1958
Jamie Leonardi

Nina Polizzotto  |  1964
Rose Marie Capalbo

Jules Braet  |  1964
Jessica Braet

Annette Conoscenti  |  1965
Cherie Marquez

Clement Grimaldi  |  1961
Cerelle Grimaldi

Claire Springfield  |  1964
Ryan Moscoso

Mary Ann Lyko  |  1964
Mark Facciollio

Theresa Giordano  |  1965
Elizabeth Napoli

Donna Marino  |  1963
Don Galante

Lynn Turner  |  1964
Amy Gilbert

Jane Currerri  |  1965
Michael Russo

Sharon Sachse  |  1965
Danielle Rickert
“Imagine This ...” was the theme of this year’s 48th annual Girls’ Show. President Theresa Sundlin, Green Chief Jamie Leonardi, White Chief Beth Napoli, and all the participants and advisors took part in the tremendous success of both teams. The show was presented to a sellout crowd on February 25, 1994.
1994 Imagine This ... 

White Committee Heads
Chief: Beth Napoli
Exercise: Natalie Esposito-Lisa Mastrogiovanni
Dance: Dana Sarappo-Kristen Bernice
Cheering: Tammy Rudy-Kathleen Brennan
Relays: Andrea Lorusso-Karina Dotto
Groupball: Kara Mancini-Amy Giarusso
Posters: Lillian Oldja-Jessica Braet
Tickets & Attendance: Nicole Ward-Renee Constantin

Advisor: Ms. Sandy
Greens

Girls' Show
Girls' Show night left the White team with 5 flags and the Green team with 1 flag. The White Dance "Models" won their victory over the Green Dance "Queen of Hearts." followed by the White Cheering "Boxers" who "knocked out" the Green Cheering "Knights." Finally, the White Exercise "Elvis" rocked and rolled their way to victory over the Green Exercise "Genies." White Relays and Cageball took flags, while the Poster flag went to the Green team.
In today's society, many students hold part-time jobs. With these jobs, comes a great deal of added responsibility. Over and above the pressures of academics, students who have jobs must also face the strain and stress of the workplace. Although holding a part-time job as a student may be difficult, it can be extremely rewarding. Working students enjoy the benefits of a weekly paycheck and a tremendous sense of pride. Perhaps, more important, they are able to prepare themselves for what lies ahead in the real world.
Investor confidence receives a big psychological boost on December 15, when 117 countries agree to expand the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), a 46-year-old treaty that sets rules for world trade. Economists estimate GATT could add $274 billion to the world's economy by 2002.

President Bill Clinton promises to withdraw almost all U.S. forces by March 1994. Somali forces release wounded American helicopter pilot Michael Durant in October after a disastrous U.N. raid results in the deaths of 18 American soldiers. Clinton promises to withdraw almost all U.S. forces by March 1994.

A devastating earthquake kills nearly 10,000 people southeast of Bombay, India, on January 30. "It may be Christmas, but no one is giving Alaska as a present to Russia," says Alaska Senator Frank Murkowski.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and Yasir Arafat, chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, shake hands after signing a peace agreement on September 13.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin casts his vote on December 12 for a new Constitution, which will give him sweeping powers and for representatives to a new Russian parliament. During a world tour, leader of the Roman Catholic Church, Pope John Paul II, makes a rare visit to the U.S. A crowd greets the pope as he arrives in Denver, Colorado, on August 14.

Emergency vehicles surround New York City's World Trade Center on February 26, after a bomb blast rips apart the office complex, killing six people and injuring more than 1,000 others. In August, authorities charge Muslim fundamentalist Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman with masterminding the bombing.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin casts his vote on December 12 for a new Constitution, which will give him sweeping powers, and for representatives to a new Russian parliament. "It may be Christmas, but no one is giving Alaska as a present to Russia," says Alaska Senator Frank Murkowski.

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and Yasir Arafat, chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, shake hands after signing a peace agreement on September 13.

During a world tour, leader of the Roman Catholic Church, Pope John Paul II, makes a rare visit to the U.S. A crowd greets the pope as he arrives in Denver, Colorado, on August 14.
In December, Damion Williams receives 10 years in prison for attacking Reginald Denny and others during the Los Angeles riots of 1992, which were sparked by the acquittal of four white police officers in the beating of Rodney King.

The sordid tale of teenager Amy Fisher hogs national attention, spawning two books, three television movies, and a year's worth of late-night talk show jokes. Fisher shot and wounded the wife of her lover, Joey Buttafuoco.

President Clinton and Vice President Gore unveil plans to "reinvent government" on September 1. The plan to save $108 billion by the year 2000 eliminates mountains of regulations and reflects a prevailing mood among Americans to change government.

Billionaire presidential aspirant Ross Perot goes on the road to oppose the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in autumn. Congress approves NAFTA in November as Perot's popularity declines.

Retired pathologist Jack Kevorkian, front, who helped his 20th patient end his life, is charged in September with violating a Michigan law that bans physician-assisted suicide, a law Kevorkian vows to ignore.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a federal appeals court judge, is confirmed in August as the 107th justice and second woman to serve on the Supreme Court of the United States.

James S. Brady gives thumbs-up as the Brady Bill becomes law. The signing ends a political fight that began after Brady was shot along President Reagan in 1981. The bill imposes a five-day waiting period on handgun purchases.

President Clinton, David Boren, and Vice President Gore unveil plans to "reinvent government" on September 1. The plan to save $108 billion by the year 2000 eliminates mountains of regulations and reflects a prevailing mood among Americans to change government.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a federal appeals court judge, is confirmed in August as the 107th justice and second woman to serve on the Supreme Court of the United States.

AP/Wide World
A major earthquake measuring 6.6 on the Richter scale strikes the Los Angeles area on January 17, 1994. The death toll rises over 50 and more than 20,000 are left homeless.

In November, fire storms hit L.A. County, burning 152,000 acres and hundreds of homes, causing $500 million in damage.

"There's nothing that can describe the way I feel when I see my parents crying. I just wish I could do something to help."

A farm family in Illinois flees with some of their belongings after floodwaters from the Mississippi River spill over their land in the worst flooding on record in the midwestern United States. On July 10, President Bill Clinton issues disaster declarations for the states of Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri and in August, Congress appropriates $6 billion for flood relief.

First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton leads the Task Force on National Health Care Reform.

The MTV animated sitcom "Beavis and Butt-head" becomes the focus of controversy in October after a five-year-old boy sets a fatal fire in an alleged attempt to mimic the actions of the cartoon characters.

U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno warns television network heads that regulation of violence on television is constitutionally permissible. "I want to challenge television to substantially reduce its violent programming now or else the government will have to intervene."

"Ives Bra*.

The Norearthquake..."
The computer-passionate hail virtual reality, a technology where the user puts on 3-D glasses with two small video screens and earphones, hooks up to a sensor that tracks eye and body movement, and then plays a "reality" cassette, giving the illusion of interacting with a computer-generated world.

Prospective college students panic at the introduction of a new 1994 SAT and PSAT test. Changes include a new math section which allows calculators, no section on antonyms, and longer reading passages. SAT now stands for Scholastic Assessment Test, changed from Scholastic Aptitude Test to eliminate the idea that it's an intelligence test.

The "Cretaceous weevil," a contemporary of the dinosaurs, is discovered. The weevil was trapped in tree resin some 120 to 135 million years ago. The resin hardened into amber preserving the insect much like the fictional storyline of Michael Crichton’s book, *Jurassic Park.*

Construction halts in October on the Superconducting Super Collider in Texas, after Congress votes against further funding for what would have been the world’s largest particle accelerator.
“The best way to produce smarter kids will be to educate them.”

—Newsweek

Mathematician Andrew Wiles of Princeton University reports in June that he has found a proof of Fermat’s last theorem, a problem whose solution had eluded scholars since 1637.

Denise Applewhite, Sygma

Astronaut Jeffrey A. Hoffman adjusts a camera installed in December to correct an optical defect in the orbiting Hubble Space Telescope.

NASA

Ground contact with the Mars Observer is lost in August, shortly before the spacecraft reaches Mars. Though suspicion falls on faulty controls in the spacecraft’s computer, scientists aren’t certain what caused it to fail.

NASA

Whirlpool builds an environmentally friendly fridge that doesn’t use polluting chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). It uses up to 50% less energy and saves up to $800 over a typical 20-year life. Models will sell in 1994 for about $400.

IM.E/Sipa Press

Apple Computer introduces the handheld personal computer, Newton MessagePad, hyping it as technology for “the new mobile society.” The electronic diary can send faxes and turn handwritten notes into printed messages.

Apple Computer, Inc.

Eight scientists who spent two years in a sealed, self-contained environment called Biosphere 2 emerge from isolation in September.

IM.E/Sipa Press

Reports of advances in embryology are misinterpreted as “human cloning,” creating a brief sensation in November. Although Human Genome Project scientists are optimistic about learning to treat single-gene diseases, like cystic fibrosis and sickle cell anemia, science does not have the ability to design superior beings or perfect children, as people feared.
Although media gossip says otherwise, the Whitney Houston and Bobby Brown show-business marriage stays strong. Houston, one of Hollywood's hottest stars since her film debut in *The Bodyguard,* wins eight 1994 American Music Awards, including best single for "I Will Always Love You" and best album for *The Bodyguard* soundtrack. Richard Corkery, LGI

The marital break-up of Burt Reynolds and Loni Anderson, seen here in happier days, dominates the tabloids. Kip Rano, Gamma/Liaison

Twenty-three-year-old movie actor River Phoenix dies outside a Hollywood nightclub of a drug overdose on October 31. J. Hoba, Sygma

Seventeen-year-old Charlotte Lopez is crowned Miss Teen USA. Raised in foster homes, Lopez captures America's hearts with her Cinderella story. Charles Bush, Shooting Star

The tally grunge look gives way to the '70s look. Love beads, peace signs, platform shoes, and bellbottoms make an appearance on fashion runways.

Model Kate Moss popularizes the waif look but draws criticism as an unhealthy thinness becomes the goal of many teenage girls. Terry O'Neill, Sygma
Testing their courage, many Americans seek such outdoor thrills as rock climbing and white water rafting.

Working adults stay in contact with their children by putting them on “beepers,” an electronic paging system that can tell the kids to phone home and goes great with this year’s heel-lighted sneakers and tiny portable telephones.

“I did not throw temper tantrums!
I went days and days and days without having a fit! Weeks!”
—Shannen Doherty

Shannen Doherty, the bad girl of the popular television program “Beverly Hills 90210,” makes tabloid headlines for her volatile behavior and quick marriage to Ashley Hamilton.

Charles Bush, Shooting Star

Opinionated radio and television personality Rush Limbaugh vents his views in The Way Things Ought To Be, which appears on the best-seller lists throughout much of the year.

Eddie Adams, Sygma

Car enthusiasts get a treat on TV’s “Viper,” where the star of the show is a crime-fighting sports car with car chases and macho heroics galore.

Run Davis, Shooting Star

Country singer Lyle Lovett and Hollywood beauty Julia Roberts surprise fans by tying the knot on June 27.
CBS's "David Letterman Show" comes up a winner in late-night talk show wars. The fall lineup pitted Letterman, shown here with guest Vice President Gore, against Paramount's syndicated "The Arsenio Hall Show," NBC's "The Tonight Show," starring Jay Leno, and Fox network's short-lived "The Chevy Chase Show."

Robin Williams plays a middle-aged nanny in Mrs. Doubtfire, a comic film about a divorced man who goes to extreme lengths to be with his children.

Teenage heartthrob Joey Lawrence from the television program "Blossom" launches a singing career.

The biggest movie in history with the largest cast, Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park is the top-grossing film of all time with $860 million in box office receipts. Colossal state-of-the-art animation and special effects make viewers jump out of their seats.

© Universal City Studios, Inc. Courtesy of MCA Publishing Rights, a Division of MCA, Inc.
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum opens in April in Washington, D.C. to sellout crowds. The museum replicates ghettos and death camps to tell the story of the Nazi murder of 11 million people. The most moving exhibit features a heap of real shoes once worn by some of those who were killed.

Schindler's List, a film about a German businessman who saves Jews from Nazi death camps, becomes a box-office hit and enhances the reputation of director Steven Spielberg.

Schindler's List, a film about a German businessman who saves Jews from Nazi death camps, becomes a box-office hit and enhances the reputation of director Steven Spielberg.

“IT may not bring anybody back alive, but it could remind people that another Holocaust is a sad possibility.”

—Steven Spielberg

Harrison Ford plays the elusive Dr. Richard Kimble, pursued by Tommy Lee Jones' relentless U.S. Marshall, in the summer chase-movie blockbuster The Fugitive.

The National Cable TV Association and the four broadcast networks draft plans to regulate violent programs and institute a rating system to help parents decide what their children should watch.

Author of Jazz and Beloved, novelist Toni Morrison in October becomes the first African American to win the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Tim Burton's stop-motion feature, The Nightmare Before Christmas, opens to rave reviews in autumn, assuring its place as a perennial holiday classic.

The National Cable TV Association and the four broadcast networks draft plans to regulate violent programs and institute a rating system to help parents decide what their children should watch.
Zooming to popularity
Lenny Kravitz tours with
his psychedelic-soul-
reggae sound after his
third album, *Are You
Gonna Go My Way*,
go's gold.
Mary Powell, LGI

Country dreamboat Billy
Ray Cyrus releases his
second album, *It Won't
Be the Last*, which climbs
into the top 10 along with
hit song "Somebody
New."
Marc Morrison, Shooting Star

Controversy dogs Michael
Jackson, who gave his
first interview in years to
Oprah Winfrey in early
1993. Jackson later
becomes tabloid fodder
when a 13-year-old
accuses him of sexual
abuse. Jackson cancels
the remainder of his
Dangerous world tour due
to health problems.
Sam Emerson/HARPO from Sygma

Singer Janet Jackson
makes her motion picture
debut as a teenage
hairdresser who writes
poetry in the film Poetic
Justice. Her album *janet.*
tops the charts.
Sygma

After achieving gargaritual
stardom, Nirvana returns to the
studio after a two-year hiatus to
record chart-topping *In Utero.*
Nirvana headlines this summer’s
1994 Lollapalooza tour, with
Smashing Pumpkins and the Beastie Boys.

Newlywed Mariah Carey
releases *Music Box* as
cuts "Dreamlover" and
"Hero" top the charts.
Carey tours the country and stars in a TV special
in the fall of 1994.
Spike Nanselro, Shooting Star

Bluegrass singer Vince
Gill, who came to fame
with "When I Call Your
Name," earns 8 Country
Music Award nominations
in August.
Tim Mosenthal, LGI

"AID
I'm d
 talkin
Prince changes his name to a male/female symbol and releases a greatest hits album, The Hits: Volume 1 & II. The purple one sells out Radio City Music Hall and opens the New Power Generation boutique in Uptown Minneapolis selling CDs, posters, and jewelry.

Pearl Jam with charismatic lead singer Eddie Vedder releases their second album Vs. to great acclaim. Pearl Jam takes tour awards at the MTV Video Music Awards in September, topping charts with “Daughter” and “Jeremy.”

Maurice Mentis—At his best on his 15th album River of Dreams, 44-year-old Billy Joel, master of pop and sweet doo-wop, goes on the road with what he says is his last tour.

MC Lyte—This year, MC Lyte goes lighter on the message, returning to fat beats and fat lyrics with Ain’t No Other.
Minnesota Twins designated hitter Dave Winfield on September 16 becomes the 19th player to make 3,000 hits.

Gold-medal-winning figure skaters Katarina Witt and Brian Boitano hope to bring home additional medals from the 1994 Winter Olympics in Norway.

Focus on Sports

Orlando Magic's Shaquille O'Neal is called the new crown prince of the NBA, and becomes a solid celebrity with a book, TV appearances, product endorsements, and a debut rap album called Shag Diesel.

Star quarterback Joe Montana, who led the San Francisco 49ers to four Super Bowl victories, becomes starting quarterback for the Kansas City Chiefs in 1993.

Super Bowl XXVIII
The Dallas Cowboys win 30 to 13 over the Buffalo Bills on Super Sunday 1994.

Focus on Sports

Chicago Bulls Michael Jordan announces his retirement from the NBA on July 23.

Alexandre 1 $12.5-million contract with Senators in the most lucrative ever in hockey.

Monica Seles, top-ranked player in women's tennis, manages a smile during her recovery from a knife wound inflicted by a spectator at a match in Hamburg, Germany, on April 30.

Focus on Sports

Gamma/Liaison

"The truth is, you can’t escape the hype.
—Michael Jordan
The thrill is gone.

—Michael Jordan

ESPN2, a sports cable channel for young people, makes plans to hit the screen with youth-targeted events like skateboarding, snowboarding, BMX biking, white water rafting and rock climbing.

The Toronto Blue Jays win their second consecutive World Series on October 23, when a ninth-inning home run by outfielder Joe Carter gives them an 8-6 victory over the Philadelphia Phillies in game six of the Series.

Focus on Sports

Chicago Bulls guard Michael Jordan jolts the nation with the announcement of his retirement in October. Jordan’s father James is slain July 23.

U.S. Champion and 1992 Olympic Bronze Medalist Nancy Kerrigan becomes the victim of an assault in January. Optimistic about her recovery, the Olympic Committee votes Kerrigan onto the U.S. team.

Basketball superstar Charles Barkley of the Phoenix Suns is named the NBA’s most valuable player in May 1993.

Focus on Sports

Texan Rangers pitcher Nolan Ryan retires in September at the age of 45 after a record-setting career.

Slugger George Brett of the Kansas City Royals retires from baseball in 1993, after 20 seasons and a career batting average of .307.

Stephen Dunn, Allsport

“You dream it all those years as a kid, and then here you are” —Al Leiter, Blue Jays relief pitcher
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“You dream it all those years as a kid, and then here you are” —Al Leiter, Blue Jays relief pitcher
Branch Davidian leader, David Koresh, who claimed to be Jesus, dies in a fire with 74 of his followers, in Waco, Texas.

Sarajevo, Bosnia’s capital, continues to suffer Serb shelling.

Japan’s Crown Prince Naruhito marries Harvard grad Masaka Owada.

Diana, Princess of Wales, separated a year from Prince Charles, curtails public appearances.

Florida State quarterback, Charlie Ward, wins the Heisman Trophy.

Pittsburgh Penguin center, Mario Lemieux, diagnosed with Hodgkins disease, returns to the lineup for an NHL record 17-game winning streak.

Texas.

Jurassic Park
The Fugitive
The Firm
Sleepless in Seattle
In the Line of Fire

Top Grossing Concerts
Bette Midler, Radio City Music Hall
Garth Brooks, Texas Stadium
Billy Joel, Madison Square Garden Arena
Grateful Dead, Sam Boyd Silver Bowl, Las Vegas

Top Selling Books
The Bridges of Madison County, Robert James Waller
See, I Told You So, Rush Limbaugh
The Way Things Ought To Be, Rush Limbaugh
Nightmares & Dreamscapes, Stephen King
Without Remorse, Tom Clancy

Top TV Shows
“NYPD Blue”
“The Simpsons”
“Roseanne”
“Home Improvement”
“David Letterman Show”
“Seinfeld”
“Coach”
“Murphy Brown”
“Blossom”
“Frasier”
“Murder, She Wrote”

Top Albums
Smashing Pumpkins, Siamese Dream
Liz Phair, Exile in Guyville
Tony Toni Tone, Sons of Soul
Yo La Tengo, Painful

Top Albums
Smashing Pumpkins, Siamese Dream
Liz Phair, Exile in Guyville
Tony Toni Tone, Sons of Soul
Yo La Tengo, Painful

Texas.

Japan’s Crown Prince Naruhito marries Harvard grad Masaka Owada.

Diana, Princess of Wales, separated a year from Prince Charles, curtails public appearances.

Florida State quarterback, Charlie Ward, wins the Heisman Trophy.

Pittsburgh Penguin center, Mario Lemieux, diagnosed with Hodgkins disease, returns to the lineup for an NHL record 17-game winning streak.


Lorena Bobbitt is found not-guilty due to temporary insanity for sexually mutilating estranged husband, John Bobbitt.

Chicago White Sox outfielder, Bo Jackson, his left hip held together by polyethylene and cobalt chrome, comes back after 18 months and pinch hits a home run in Comiskey Park.

International Olympic Committee picks Sydney, Australia, as the site of the summer Games in the year 2000.

Non-militant Naomi Wolf makes feminism popular again with speaking engagements across the country and her book Fire With Fire.

Two 10-year-old boys are found guilty of the kidnapping and murder of a 2-year-old in Liverpool, England.

Ford Mustang, at the age of 30, gets a more powerful engine and Motor Trends Car of the Year Award.

Panasonic 300 Multiplayers video game system, with CD quality sound and a 32-bit processor, bids to be one of the main vehicles on the data superhighway.

Barney the purple dinosaur shows no sign of extinction with sales of Barney-related merchandise topping $500 million. Barney plans a network TV special and a feature film.

The World Mourns:
Rudolf Nureyev, ballet dancer/choreographer
Agnes De Mille, American choreographer
Audrey Hepburn, actress/ Oscar winner
Dizzy Gillespie, bebop and jazzman
William Golding, 1983 Nobel laureate
Brandon Lee, action-star/ Bruce Lee’s son
Vincent Price, actor/ cult-star
Arthur Ashe, tennis legend
Reggie Lewis, Boston Celtics star
Bill Bixby, actor/director
Frank Zappa, ’70s pop music star
Davey Allison, NASCAR race driver

Emmy Lou Harris, Cowgirl’s Prayer
Digable Planet, Reachin’ (A New Refutation of Time and Space)
U2, Zooropa
Willie Nelson, Across the Borderline
LL Cool J, 14 Shots to the Dome
Sting, Ten Summoner’s Tales
Dwight Yoakam, This Time
Lemonheads, Come On Feel the Lemonheads
Soul Asylum, Grave Dancers’ Union
Whitney Houston, soundtrack from The Bodyguard
Dr. Dre, The Chronic
Guns N’ Roses, “The Spaghetti Incident?”

Meat Loaf, Bat Out of Hell II: Back Into Hell
Snoop Doggy Dogg, Doggystyle
MC Ren, Shock of the Hour
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Faculty & Staff
Thoughts On The Medieval Period

Contrary to popular misconception, the Medieval Period was not a "Dark Age". It was rather a time when scholars and monks rediscovered and preserved the glorious art & literature of ancient Greece and Rome. It is true, of course, that much like our own era, the Medieval Period was an age of violence and political turmoil; it was also a time of chivalry, honor, great noble quests, and perhaps a dragon or two.

Now that the end of the millennium is upon us, the resemblance between the Medieval Period and our own age is becoming clearer. Sadly, our own time, too, has been marred by terrible war and great upheaval, and not unlike the Middle Ages, which ushered in the magnificent 14th century Renaissance, our own scholars are dedicated to preserving and advancing the arts and sciences.

I wish the Class of 1994 well, and as we await the 21st century with great expectation and unlimited hope, we can anticipate that the coming era will inspire a new Renaissance, bringing your generation not only advances in the arts and sciences, but also in the human spirit.

Dr. Louis R. Centolanza
Superintendent
Science

Neil Aharrah, M.A.

Vincent Caruso, B.A.

Edward Costello, B.S.

Vincent D'Elia, B.A.

Edward lobst, B.S.

Carol Otterbein, B.A.

Frank Reaser, B.S.

Sheryl Renda, B.A.

Hank Sisbarro, B.S.
Math & Computers

Kenneth R. Malone, M.A.
Sheryl Brown, B.A.
Joan Smolen, B.A.
Claire Levash, M.A.

Mary Ann Duke, M.Ed., B.A.
Joseph Furmanek, B.A.
Elizabeth Santillo, M.A.
J. Peter Budelman, B.A.

Virginia O'Brien, M.Ed., B.A.
Jay M. Lijoi, B.S.
Suzanne Bridenburg, M.A.
Deborah Zisa, B.S.

Joseph Patti, M.A.T.
Eileen Sullivan, B.S.
Michael Gordon, B.S.
Salvatore Sileo, B.S.
John Salierno, M.A.

Anna Maria Intilli, B.A.

Lily Silverstein, M.A.

Anna Maria Betro, M.A.

Phyllis Pizzolato, B.A.

Cathleen A. Marquis, B.A., M.Ed.

Jim Loverdi, B.S.

Bernard Bender, M.A.

Thomas Patierno, M.A.

Arlene Alape, B.A.

Joseph Mazza, M.A.
Art

Laurel Corsini, B.A.
William DeGroot, B.A.
James Mercadante, B.A.
Robert Verrone, B.A.

Music

Chris Bernotas, B.S.

Raymond Frasche, B.S.
Industrial Arts Technology

Robert Callahan, B.S.

Joseph Janish, M.A.

Roger Tanis, M.A.

Harold Green, B.A.

Joseph M. Bombelli, M.A.

Frank Ariola, M.A.
Special

Debra Dross, Trainer
Jim Ferretti, B.A.
Jenai Agosta, B.A.
Cynthia Luques, B.A.

Abbot Bernstein, M.A.
Nancy Konzelmann, Librarian
Nicholas Sauter, M.A.
Adele K. Alper, B.A., M.Ed.
Gloria Schreiber, M.A.

Services

Sue Warcholik, School Nurse
Ronald Terzuole, B.A.
Karen Paulison, M.A.
Andrea LaPlaca, M.A.
Mr. DeGroot's art exhibit

Mr. Gaita's and Mr. Toth's art exhibit

Where are these GoodFellas going?
Secretarial Staff

Nancy Ariola
Debra Benvenuti
Helen Berndt
Patricia Couso
Jeanne DeBuono
Marge DeYoung
Marie Ferriola
Trudy Humes
Arlene Kazmarck
Barbara Loeb
Jacqueline McGarrity
Helen Morris
Ruth Pille
Shirley Ricciardi
Joan Stewart
Marilyn Young

Mr. Marion and the 50’s girls (secretaries)
The 1994 Yearbook Staff would like to thank the following people for their continuous support in making the '94 Yearbook a success.

Mr. Ball
Mrs. Helen Burndt
Mrs. Nancy Konzelman
Barbara Forbes
Mrs. Lorraine Famiano
Mrs. Barbara Loeb
Mr. John Wallace
Mrs. Patricia Couso
Mrs. Joan Gray
Mrs. Carol Samanchick

Jostens
Mrs. Shirley Ricciardi
Mrs. Nancy Ariola
Mrs. Marie Ferriola
Mr. Timothy Platt
Mrs. Ruth Pille
The Board of Education
Mrs. Debbie Benvenuti
Mr. James Mercadante
Mr. John Surowitz

Dr. Louis Centolanza
Mr. William DeGroot
Mr. Frank Ariola
Mr. Donald Ruccia
Mrs. Trudy Humes
Mrs. Carol Schatel
Mrs. Helen Morris
Mrs. Carol Dakes
Senior T.A.s
Mrs. Jean DiBuono

Looking Good Ryan!
Way to go Ryan!
Congratulations Ryan
Good Luck AJ - Mike, Claire, Colleen & Brian
Good Luck AJ - Thank you for being a great friend, Chris
Lots of Luck & Best Wishes for future Success. Love Aunt Rox & Uncle Pat
To Mark - Love and best wishes Uncle Mike, Aunt Cornelia & Cousins
You Love Always Aunt Jackie
The best of everything, with Love Chris Macfarlane
May everything you wish for come true. Best Wishes Uncle Walt & Aunt Chris
Paul B - You will always achieve success, in spite of being a Sinatra fan. Laurel
Dear Nicole, Good Luck to you in the future, Love Aunt Michelle.
Steve V - We did it our way - Paul
Congratulations John! You're a terrific big brother. Love Eddie
Congratulations, Dawn! Good Luck in college. Love Jenny.
Rebecca, The future's in your hands. Hold on to it. Love Dad.
Melissa M - You are such a good friend. Don't ever forget Mr. DH. Luv ya Karen S.
White Cheering #1 in 1994, WHITE VICTORY!!
Wonderful Dolores & Larry - Thanks for all you did & said to make a difference! Luv ya Cerel.
Cousin Dave - Che si dice? We made it! Paul
Paul B - Best of Luck to a great guy. Giants #1
Bonnie - Ronnie tonight? Love Cerel
Winona - "When I met you at the restaurant ... " Veronica
Winona - The Thane of Fife had a wife. Where is she now? - Cinderella
To my family and friends - Thanks for all you've done. Love Cerel
Good Luck to my little Cerel and the best future ever, Love Dolores.
Cerel - Remember the big one that got away, Lake Loughborough forever.
AG
Cerel - I will always love you. Uncle Sam CB and CP
Cerel - All love, happiness and preciosidad. - Daid. Dawn
Mommie 94. We will miss you, and we love you. Susan & Pat & the whole family
Congratulations Melissa - one of my favorite sisters-best of luck - Susan
Congratulations class of "94" and good luck in the future! Heather Dougherty
Congratulations Lynne! Love always! John & Marianne
John Pope & Son's Painting. Congratulations-Evelyn Koolray
Congratulations "big little sister from your "little" big sister, Hugs and kisses to the best Godmother around-Aunt Lynne-Love J.J.
Congratulations Lynne! Love Sue and Steve
Sending a big bear hug to my baby Love Mom
Good Luck and Thanks for all you've shown me! Don
Congratulations Evelyn Don's Mom and Dad
Evelyn Good Luck Don & Rosemarie Cerone
Manda-call 1-800-Gay-Males lately? Remember to ask for Bobby! Love. Jo-Ann
Amanda-Stay Away from those 1-800 numbers!! Love Mrs. Spinelli.
Amanda-Lots of Luck. Stay in touch-I'll always remember Disney World
Manda-Congratulations! Good Luck in everything you do! Love ya, Jobie
Louis I. Lots of Luck & Success Love, Joanne (cuz)
Louie-Best of Luck in the coming years & thanks for being a great brother.
Love, your sis. Tina
Louis I. Happy Graduation! Love the Agresta Family
Louis Intiressi (I Love You) Always Be Good And Kind As Now-Nonna. Louis Intiressi (H.S. "it's finally over" We wish you all the best, now & forever - Love You Mom And Dad
Nicole-Good Luck in the future. Love Grandma Tessa
Nicole-We love you and are proud of you Love Mom and Dad
Nicole-Good luck and much success Love John
Nicole-Best of Luck to a fine young lady-Love Aunt Rita Uncn Ron Joseph
Stephanie
Nicole-Good Luck in the future-Love Claudia
Frankie, Success & happiness always to my #2 son, Love Charlotte
You are a very mannerly young man. You are a pleasure to know & have for a neighbor. Edith & family
Frankie S. - Congrats! I'm a C.O.L. forever! Love Heather
Good Luck to my favorite cousin! Dan Cercone
Best of luck from Aunt Pat & Uncle John
Keep up the good work. Love you from Alex
Congratulations Frankie! Good Luck Love Christa
Frank, Good Luck in your future, & work hard. Love Grandpa
Frankie, Good Luck with your future and stay cool. Love, Joe.
Cher - Best of luck to a super sweetheart. Have a great time at college! Love Aunt Sandy and Uncle Vic.
Cherie - Congratulations on your last 4 yrs. May the same happiness and good fortune go to Ryan as you have.
Cher, Always stay as sweet and beautiful as you are now! Love You. Aunt Mary
Cherie, Stay as sweet as you are now. Forever. Enjoy your next 4 years - You'll have a blast. Kim.
Cherie. Follow your dreams, let nothing stand in your way, and remember nothing is more important than family. Love Chris.
Cherie - I have been a sis I've never had! Always remember late nights and those great talks! Love. Cher.
Cher, congratulations you finally made it. Good Luck in college and have a great time and go for the gold in whatever you decide to do! Love Keith Jason K. - Congratulations to one of our favorite people - Love Uncle Al, Aunt Barbara, Jodi, Robert & families.
Jason K. - Best of luck and congratulations. Love Aunt Mary Ellen & Uncle Tommy.
Congratulations Jason K - we're very proud of you! Love Aunt Kathy and Uncle Louis.
Jason K - see you on the golf course. Uncle Bob.
Jason K - May God Bless you with a bright ur e years ahead. Grandma Hufford.
Jason K - Congratulations on your graduation. Love Rob G.
Congratulations Jason - you made us all so proud. Uncle Bob, Aunt Nancy & Daniel.
Congratulations & much success. Love Grandma Konzelmann.
Congratulations Mikie! Love Non & Pop Muccio
Good Luck Michael Cannataro Love, Papa & Nana Cannatato
To my #3 brother Mikie I love you very much! Love, Marissa.
Good Luck Always Mike Cannataro. Love your brother, Steve.
Mike Cannataro - Best of luck Always Love your brother Rich.
Happiness Always Mike, Love Auntie, Uncle Bill and Lisa Tedesch
You love us Mike, Am, Bob, Matthew and Stephen Scozzi.
Good Luck Always, Michael Cannataro. Love your family.
To the best Looking Boy in PV. We love you very much! Mom, Big D, Rich, Jen & Marissa Cannataro
Good Luck Michael Cannataro From, Cribworld
When I say field, you say hockey. - Good luck, Miss Kowalski
To Mehtop - Good Luck in college. Love Lucy.
You love us Mike, Am, Bob, Matthew and Stephen Scozzi.
Congratulations Ryan! The Stride Family
Good Luck Ryan! Love, Anita & Aaron
Congratulations Ryan! The Carons.
Best Wishes Ryan, Joanne Rodriguez
Good Luck Ryan! Love, Jackie
Good Luck Ryan, The Thyberg Family
Congratulations Ryan. Love Grandma
Congratulations Becky. Good Luck in college.
Good luck to Becky, Love, Joe Zusto.
Best of luck Blacky, Love Ocky.
Happiness and best of luck always Love, Grince
Celissa, your on your way and I am proud of you Love, Gram
Good Luck Becky, Love, Nana
Good Luck Honey. Love, Pop Pop
Good Luck Becky, Love, Aunt Lillian
Becky-Rat - I love you always, Maddie-Rat.
To the best Looking Boy in PV. We love you very much! Mom. Big D, Rich, Love Lee.
Congratulations to all.
Good Luck to you in college Michele Wells. Love, Aunt Anna
You made it! Michele Wells. Love Aunt Anna.
Michele Wells - I Love You. Please don't forget me when you go to college - Love Spike
Michele Wells - Way to go love you - Gee Ged
Michele Wells - Thanks for all the rides! Good Luck in college. Love, Scott
Michele Wells - Thanks for graduating. Now I can finally have my clothes! Love Cheryl.
Michele Wells - I'm going to need a month to recover! Love you. Mom.
Michele Wells - Hurry yourself! You're going to college & Love Scott.
Michele Wells - When you go to college - Can I use your car? Love Cheryl.
Michele Wells - You can be. Love you.
Roses are red. Violets are blue. Thank you God for my little Sue.
To my future wife Sue, I love you. Love Keith
Congratulations To All.
Love and Peace.
To all of the Grads ... Peace.
To my darling Sue what the heck would I do without you and your money.
Hi Uncle Joe. I love you.
Congratulations & Good Luck, Love Denis, Karen, Mark, & Kristin
Good Luck Michael. Aunt Betty & Uncle Henry
Dani - Congratulations and thanks for all the candy! John Ryan.
Best of Luck in all you do. Love Grandpa.
Chryssy-Remember getting lost and the "Loser,"-Love Al D.
Chrissy-I Love You Hope you see me at W.P.C. Good Luck Cutiel-Luv Jackie
Chrissy-Hey Mon, Congratulations and Good Luck Love us, Hallima
Chrissy-May all your dreams come true! Love Ya, Mommy and Daddy
Chrissy-Let's go Byel! Love Ya Brittany
Dad R. - How much longer do we have? Love Chrissy R.
Amy F. - Thanks for everything. & Good Luck in the Future. Love Chrissy R.
Gina & Never-Get all the fun times-Good Luck Love Crissey R.
Jonathan C. - We're proud of you. Good Luck, God Bless. Be the best that you can be. Love Mom, Steve, Lauren and Sara

Boosters
Jonathan - Lots of good luck-Love Uncle Butchie, Auntie Ree & Kids
Jon C. Expect a poster blow up of Christmas '91-Somini!-Pestica
Jonathan-My handsome Grandson-You're the joy of my life. Good Luck & Much Success-Love Mom-Mom
Jonathan, My Grandson and You Are Really -Grand- Pop-Pop
Jon-Watch out for the ... wall! I Love You big bro-Lauren
Jonathan-Buona Fortuna! Passet Tutti Vostre Stradi Sono Fatto D'oro. Vostra
Cara Zia Adelina
to my Robin- Best of Luck Always Love Neesie
Robin-Stay Gold-Love Neessie
To Robin Neil, Much Love & Success Always- Neesie
Robin Neil, keep smiling, the best is yet to come-Neesie, Gina & Donna
Robin-Spend time now because in the future you will not have time to spend-Mark
Live it up now because you'll never see all your friends in one place again for 10 years...Joseph Carotti III
Robin-You're the best love-you GRAM & POP
Lots of Luck Always-Grandma
To my sweet granddaughter-Pop
The best of luck now and in the future-Grandma
Michael J.-Congratulations! God bless you. Love always, Dad, Mom, and Dom.
Itty & bitty = BFA- Evelyn
Krisi Pat-Pick & Evelyn Kedray = BFEE Evelyn
Don + Evelyn = 1-20-93 Always! Evelyn
Mom-thanks for everything ILLU!! Evelyn
To my 3 sisters thanks for every encouragement!-Evelyn
Congratulations Little Sister-Love Mare
We love you Aunt Lynne, Congratulations! Love Always Matt & Johnnie
Lauren Rosolen Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Mummo & Ukiki
Lauren- Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Mama and Papa.
Lauren- Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Lea, Rusty, Ray and Zach.
Lauren- Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Lisa and Bill.
Lauren- Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Faith.
Lauren- Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Liana.
Lauren- Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Uncle Bryan.
Lauren- Congratulations and Good Luck. Love, Eva, Bryan, Matja, Jana, Lahra.
Lauren- Good Luck & Success & Happiness. Love, Mom and Dad.
Melissa M.- I'll always be here for you. Love ya, Karen S.
Karen S. - You have made us so very proud. Love Mom and Dad.
Karen Santanilello-Best of luck in all you do. You deserve nothing but the best! Love, your sister.
Karen S.- Good Luck in college, Love ya. "Bro"
To my Granddaughter, Karen S., who always smiles, Love, Grandma Tessie
Nicole Petre- Have a great life! Love, Aunt Jean.
Anthony Batelli- We are proud of you! Aunts, Uncles and cousins in Italy.
Ryan McMahan- We love you, Ryan.
Rebecca Krattiger- Bratt, I am proud of you. Remember I am 2 steps behind.
Mommy.
Becky, JP, BK, AF, JD, OR The SR all that Gang.
April M- Greens will always rule everything including you! Love, mean green bk.
Kristine N Becky BFEE Danny N Becky ll-27-90
Michael Pasquariello- Good luck Michael, Steven
Good Luck Michael, Aunt Lucy and Uncle Angelo.
Good Luck Michael, Grandma.
Good Luck Michael, Grandma.
Good Luck Michael, Auntie Bebe and Uncle Henry.
Good Luck Michael, Aunt Angela and Uncle Frank.
Alan Bruggeman- Good Luck! Mary Ingrasselino.
Alan- Congratulations! Renee Ingrasselino.
Alan- Best of Luck, Fran Melia.
Alan- Success, Josephine Ingrasselino.
Alan- Lots of Happiness and Success, Judy Kallarick.
Anna Litterino- I'm gonna miss you so much! Good luck in the future! Don't forget me- Eman.
Bill Sandri- You are the best boyfriend a girl could ask for. Good luck! Love you always- Nicole Navarre.
Good Luck Rosemary
Congratulations Aunt Sissy. Love Joe
Rosemary, Roses are red, Violets are blue. You made us proud of you.
Rosemary "Alias" "Sissy" "Unbelievable"
Good Luck "Lil Miss Attitude" Rosemary "To the best Aunt ever"
My favorite witchy finally made it!!!
Good Luck Ro and the best of the everything
Rosemary- Get a job! Love, Brother Mike
To my little sister- Ro-Ro The Butthead
Good Luck Aunt Sissy
Congratulations Lucy! We're proud of you. Love Always Mom & Dad.
Best wishes to our lovely granddaughter, Lucy, Love Grandma & Grandpa.
Lucy, my big sister, I wish you a happy & healthy future. Love, Manual
Lucy, thanks for being the best sister anyone could have. Love Always Dora.

Enza - Good Luck with the future. Love Mom & Dad
Enza - "Sweetchea" I'm glad we met. Always love u Phil
Grace Russo - you're my bestest friend in the world. Love Enza
Phil Dilsio - I'll always love u - Enza
Fran C. - Thanx 4 always being there. Love BF Enza
Lots of Luck and success, Love Donna & Chuck
You'll always have a special place in my hart. Love Uncle Kenny
Way to go Sheril
Congratulations Sheri
We love you Sheril
Good Luck Sheril
Success, Happiness & Love always
I'm really proud of you. Your the greatest, Love Bob
Yea Sheri!! I know you would do it! Unlike me! Love You!
You will always be Grandma's Peaches
Good Luck Always by Happy, Love Aunt Ann & Uncle Don.
Hi Gorgeous! Lots of Luck! Love Always. Aunt Helen & Uncle Doug
Congratulations Ryan
Thank Goodness Ryan
We're proud of you. Ryan
Way to go, Ryan.
Congratulations Anna and Rita Love DiDio Family
Good Luck - Buona Fortuna Anna and Rita. Love Nomma & Gerry,
Mike Lomagro - Best of Luck Always Love, Mom, Dad, Joe, Nick & Chilli
Mike L. - "The Good Son" From Brothers Joe & Nick. "Good Luck"
Mike Lomagro - Best of luck in everything you do. Love Always Joe & Jen
Mike L. - Good Luck From your pal Chilli Will.
Mike Lomagro Congratulations Mike, we wish you the very best of luck in the future. The Morre Family
Mike Lomagro - Congratulations and good luck in the future! Rudy
Mike Lomagro, best of luck in the future. Love Uncle John & Aunt Marian
Mike Lomagro, the best of luck in the future & dreams. Aunt Pauline and Uncle Jack
Mike Lomagro, we wish you luck and happiness in the future. Love, Cousins
Dawn, Herbie, Jesse & Christine.
Jen F. - Congratulations and best wishes for a successful future Love Jeff.
Jen F. - Congratulations and best wishes! Love Nana & Pop-Pop
Jen F. - Congratulations and best wishes! Love Grandma and Grandpa Jen F.
Congratulations on the completion of four successful years. Love Mom & Dad.
Tiffany S. - Best of luck in college. Jen F.
I have my eye on you. John
Good Luck Holly. Mary Trawinski
Best of Luck no matter what you decide to do in life. Bill Stanlier
Get rid of Juba. He's a loser.
Nice hair Holly
Congratulations Holly.
Best wishes - The Hammert
To the student, what a great looking Mom.
Holly, pay back your mother.
Good Luck "Red"
Anthony Batelli - Good Luck! Uncle Vince & Aunt Marissa
Tony Batelli - Finally made it! Good Luck! Eugene Eleccion
Tony Batelli - Have a happy future in criminal justice - Mario and Jamie
Anthony Batelli - Good Luck in all you do. Love Uncle Emio, Aunt Maria and Pina & Enrico
Anthony Batelli - Congratulations! Love Uncle Louie, za Ida & Cousins.
Tony Batelli - Good Luck in college. Love Aunt Margaret & Uncle Don.
Kara Lynn - To a great niece who means the world to me. Love you very much. Aunt Anne.
Kara Lynn - Congratulations on graduation. I'm very proud of you! Love, Jeffrey.
Kara Lynn - Good Luck in college. I'm very proud of you and will miss you while you're away. Love Chris.
Kara Lynn - You always make me proud. Good luck in college. I love you.
Your Big Bro, Tommy.
Kara Lynn - We are so proud of you as usual. Love, Mother and Dad.
Kara Lynn - To a very special granddaughter. You are the sunshine of my life. Love You and God's Blessings always. Love Grandma.
Kara Lynn - Best of Luck and Much Happiness always to a special Godchild and fine young lady. Love, Lisa, Curley and Anna.
Kara Lynn - May God Bless You Always. Love, Sister Cidette Cullen.
Kara Lynn - Hard to believe our "little" cousin is graduating. Good Luck.
Love, Donna and Melissa.
Kara. Good Luck and Best Wishes in College, Love, The Mendillos
Kara Lynn - We wish you all the best life has to offer. Don't ever change.
Love, Mom and Dad.
KC JVM JS MH ND DR - GFFEII
Kara and Jenn - BFEE
KC-Shut up
Best of Luck!!! Luv Dar & Mike
Congratulations!!! Love Eileen & Mario
Suzy - thanks for being such a great sister! Love Lynne
Mare - thanks for always being here. Love ya Lynne
Alan - good luck in California! I miss you! Love Elynn
Don - thanks for everything. Love always Elynn
Dari. Congratulations. You really are the best. Tom
Antonella D. - Best of Luck Always! Love, Mom and Dad
Antonella D. - Bonnie Cancel - Love Maria
Anti - Good Luck, Flo
Anti D. - Best of luck and much happiness - Luv Yal Grace
Antonella D. - Bonnie! I am going to miss you! You are the best! I hope you do well. Love, Dan & Janine Eliezer
Antonella D. - Congratulations and best wishes to you always your friend
Jen
Antonella & Melissa BFFE
Anti, watch out - There’s a breeze! Oh, my eye! - Nick
Antonella D. - Buona Fortuna! Di Tua Seocia
Danielle, You’re the best! Love Ya Tom
Dan 2 years and 3 months. Wow! I love You. Dan
Dan Love You Forever plus infinity. Hey Dana Wake up! I got something for you.
Done! Love Danielle 3-9-92
Congratulations Danielle from the one who love you most. Dee
Margaret - #9 is pretty hot-Dani
Margaret, Kara, Jenn S, Jenn M, Nicole, and Danielle GFFE
Danielle Love Done. 3-9-92
Chris R: Let’s go for a walk. Thanks-Dani
Jenn S - Wildwood ’92 was great. ’94 will rule!! Dani
Jennifer: Wishing you happiness & success Love Aunt Sue & Uncle Mario
Jennifer: Best wishes on your graduation & great accomplishments Love Mom & Dad
Jennifer - Congratulations & Good Luck. I’m proud of you. Love Grandma
Jennifer, Congratulations, Success, Good Health & Happiness. Aunt Ro-Re
Jennifer-Wishing you Best of Luck Love Aunt Charlotte, Uncle Paul, Nan & Paul
Jennifer-Good Luck in college & Keep up the good work- Aunt Ida
Congratulations Jenn! Now GIVE ME MY CAR RACK!!! Love. Joe
WHEN YOU CALL ME NAME, DON’T YOU FORGET ABOUT ME, WHEN YOU WALK AWAY 3.
MB, JS, JM, DR, NH, KC-GFFE!!!
JS-Jackpot at Fountains of Way nell!!
KC-Shut Up!!
KC-JM-BB
Good Luck Jennifer Swartz-Love Uncle Nick and Aunt Georgette
Jennifer Swartz, May all your dreams and wishes come true-Love Nana
Jenn S - All the best to the best! (Not!) Congrats & Good Luck Love Tracey
Jenn S - Good Luck in college! Keep your eyes open for un muchacho gpaições! Love-Tracey
Jenn Swartz-May your life have few needs, no sorrows, many joys and much love & (a rich man wouldn’t hurt)-Love Aunt Rosemarie
Jennifer Swartz: “Pokey Baby”
MB + JS-BFFE!!
JB-Thanks for all the laughs when I needed them most! Love-JS
JB-Going to your room.
Mark - Good Luck & Best Wishes for all future endeavors. Thomas Eliezer
Mark - Love Luck & Success, Dan & Janine Eliezer
Good Luck & Best Wishes, Love & much success, Danny & Pop Nuccio
To our brother Mark - we love you & good luck! Desiree & Monique
To my lit. great grandson - Love. Luck & best wishes
Good luck and best wishes for future success - Stanley Parker
Good luck & best wishes Love You! - Judith Fusoar
Your name will be a hurdle. Love you & best wishes - Nana & Grandpa Bern
Good Luck & success in the future. Uncle Love Rob & Aunt Nancy
Congratulations Matt. Way to go, Love Bryan
Congratulations Matt. I’m thirsty, Love Cad.
Holmes, you did good! Love Dad
O’ye of little faith! Know you would do it. Love mom.
David, you are the sunshine of my life, Love Mom.
Paul, Congratulations and good luck in college, Love Aunt Angie
David: If brains, courtesy and intelligence are to succeed, there is no door you will not open. Best Wishes, Gil
David - you are number one - Love, Aunt
David: I love you - Michelle
David - I’m so proud of you! Always stay as nice as you are - love, mom.
Best of luck Bonnie. Love Grandma.
Your super Bonnie. Love Grandma
Good Luck Bonnie
Best of luck in Sis. Love Veronica & Benicia
Best of luck. Love Uncle Chris, Aunt Dawn, Chris & Nicky
Good Luck, Love Mike, Michele & Caitlin
Best of luck, Love Michael & Al
Bennie 90 for the best, Love Dryfuss
Bonnie, love from your furry friends, oreo & peanuts
Bonnie, you wish you the best. Mom and Dad.
Paul B. - Congratulations! I’m proud of you! Love, your sister. Gina
Diana S. you’ve been like a second brother to me Good job & good luck. Love Gina
Paul B - I’m proud of you and I know grandma would be too! Love Pop Pop
David Sr. - You have been like a son to us. Love Uncle Sal and Aunt Debbie
Paul B - good luck. We are proud of you - Love Nana & Nannuzzo
Paul B. - Congratulations! Next to Frank, you’re the greatest! Hanbo ’93!!
Big dog
Gina and Kathie-never get all the fun times-Good Luck, Love, Chrisy R.
Kathaleen-We love you always. Good luck. Love, Nanny and Pop-Pop
Kathaleen-You are very pretty-and Irish rose (not well). Love, Ett's
Kathy-Best of luck and may all your dreams come true. Uncle Terry
Kathy-Our favorite niece-We wish you health and happiness always, Love Aunt Tana and Uncle John.
Kathaleen-Our special Goddaughter. Congratulations! Love, Aunt Joy and Uncle Lewis
Kathy-To our favorite cousin-We wish you happiness always-Jim and Lewis.
Kathy-May all the previous times we spent together live in our hearts always, I love you Chris
Kathy- To a very sweet girl. Good luck and happiness always- Mr. and Mrs. DelToto
Kathy’s better to live one day as a lion, than 100 years as a lamb. Love, Uncle Brian
Kathy-Advice is what we ask for when we know the answer but wish we didn’t. Love, Uncle John and Aunt Nancy.
Kathy-God Bless You Always. With love, Grandma.
Congratulations Class of ’94 and Kathaleen. Love Uncle Brendan.
The Best of everything Kathaleen!! Love Aunt Betty and Uncle Ralph.
Kathy-Best of everything that life has to give. Love, Ruth.
Kathy-May your future be as bright as your eyes. Good luck always, Love, Grandpa and Grandma.
Gina-The Best of Everything-The DeVitos.
Gina-Big hat and “moon” visors. Perfect!! Do they know? Love ya, Kathy.
Kristen-So many memories and more to come. Friends forever. Love, Kathy.
Rob C. - You’re one in a million. Best of luck, Kathy.
Tammy R.-Never forget all the memories. White’s-4-ever. Lu Ya, Kathy.
Gina-Good Luck and the Best of Everything in your future. I love you, Love, Grandma.
The best of luck in life and everything good it has to offer. Love Alex Palazzo.
Gina-Tasso-Good Luck and Congratulations on your graduation. Love Ed Benedict.
Bean-The best of luck to the best sister. Love Tony.
Gina-Good Luck!! Love, Krystyna Sudol.
Good Luck Ginal! Love, Carol M.
Gina- Go For It!!! Love, Jimmy Bracken.
Gina-Keep up the good secretarial work and good luck in the future!! Love, Uncle Jimmy.
Gina-Good Luck to a beautiful girl!! Love, Sherri.
Gina-You have all my love! Love, Gary.
Buffy-Stay off of Hoover Ave. Chris.
Gina, I wish you all the success, love, and happiness this world has to give. Love Aunt Karen.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-You are a special person, I can only be proud. Love Aunt Mary Ann.
Gina-Mary-Best wishes and happiness always! Love and friendship, Darlene.
To my neighbor, the little girl who grew up to be a lovely lady, The Best to You.
Gina-You, Love Joyce Demarest.
To our other daughter, Kathy Brennan, your very special. We wish you health and happiness always. Love, Al Gerri, and Anthony.
G-Good luck with everything you do and may all your dreams come true!!!
Love Chrisy.
Gina-Congratulations! Good luck in the future. Love Vic and Chrisy.
Gina-Congrats!!! Good luck in the future. Love, Grace.
Gina-Good luck after graduation. Have fun and never regret anything. Love Renee Delantinis.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-Congratulations!!! Love Karen Riley.
Gina-You are a special person, I can only be proud. Love Aunt Mary Ann.
Gina-Mary-Best wishes and happiness always! Love and friendship, Darlene.
Gina-Good Luck in the future and fulfill your dreams. Love Morgan LaNewe.
Gina-Have a great life and I hope all your dreams come true. Remember Mrs. Duke. Love, Frank Salacek.
Gina-Stop “sweatin’” you know who. Good Luck, Love Enza.
Rino M.-I’ll never forget the little things we shared. Gina.
Gina-Good Luck in the future. Love, Palazzo.
Rob C.-We had some memorable times. I will not forget. Gina.
Gary-I Love You Always!!! Love, Gina.
Gina-Take your Vitamins! Don’t forget the Tropicana Original!! Ha, Ha, Ha.
Love, Gary.
Gary-Gary Are you taking yours? Love Ya, Me.
Kathy B.-Congratulations! Good Luck in the days to come. Love Gina.
Kathy B.-Congratulations! Good Luck in the future. Love Gina.
Kara Mancini-We made it!! Good luck in the future and I wish you much happiness, Love, Gina.
Kathy B.-They have been our secrets!! I won’t tell if you don’t tell. Love ya, Gina.
Chrisy R.- We have sooo many memories. I will always cherish them close to my heart. I love you and Good Luck, Gina.
Chris D-W. are off to see the wizard! Love Ya. Gina.
Kathy B-You are like a sister I never had. Thanks for always being there. I love you. Love, Gina.
Guys. I missed Kara's embarrassing moment. MMDW was fun, but MMDW '94 will be the best!!
Jaime-How many? Sorry, no more contest!!! It's all yours.
Jaime D-What ever we do, we always find laughter. I love You and Good Luck. Love, Gina.
Kara M-Remember all the great times and laughs we shared. I'll never forget them. Love, Gina.
Kat and Kara-They can see us. Watch out!!! Love, G.
Kristen B-There are so many memories and more fun to come. Love, Gina.
Chris-We are now Shoe Town buddies. Hope to have fun. Gina
DB in her skivvies!!! (Great Body).
Bob's fridge stocked with BASS.
DB bombed with 6 in K.
Kings Inn 2/25/94 w/ VL, DB, and BY.
Dina and Bob gettin fired.
Good luck Amanda from Roger & Neil
The best is yet to come Amanda, From the "Other Browns"
Good Luck Amanda from Andre
ABB- "May you always walk in sunshine"
Amanda - You're the top - Aim high - Love - BamandMimi
Andrea - We're so very proud of you. Keep up the good work. Love, 
Grandma & Grandpa
Best of Luck Amanda, Nick and Shari
Amanda - You are Special. From Rebekka
I love you cousin Amanda from xoxxo Ashley
Andrea - Luv ya Mom & Dad
DMNJJK - I love you guys and don’t forget me when I'm gone. Love, Kara.
Jenn and Lewis
Kara Mancini-Good luck and I'm always here to listen. Love, Kara Cullen.
DMNJJK - GFEE
Frank Salluce-Try hard. I'll always remember the hermit crab you named after me. Thanks
I think!
Best of Luck Cerel. With all your future endeavors-Maureen Cooper
Congratulations Cerel and Good Luck in College-Marie & Dick
Congratulations Laura. Wishing you nothing but the best of everything in your future. Love Always, Mom
Congratulations Laura! I wish you the best of everything-Eve Mark
Congratulations Laura! Wish you all the Happiness in the World. Love, Grandpa & Grandma
Amanda. You are the best! Aunt Eva, Uncle Larry & Lane
Amanda. Vet School Here We Come! The Tobiases
Amanda, Good Luck-Uncle Larry
Amanda. Love You-Lane
Amanda. To the Greatest-Love, Aunt Fran
Amanda. To a Special Person! Love Aunt Fran
Amanda, my cat is waiting for your attention-Love Aunt Joan
Amanda. Love you, and I wish you all the best of everything.
To Our Future Vet. Amanda-Good Luck-We love you! The Morrises
To a Special Friend, We love you-Jeff, Dena, Jackie, Mike
Special Wishes to a special person-Amanda Brown-Aunt Dot
Congratulations to Amanda Brown. A wonderful niece.-Uncle Wilber
Amanda. You're one step closer to achieving your goals. Drs. Janice and
Charlie Duffy
Dear Amanda-Wishing you much love and success in the future-Love Aunt 
Eleanor and Uncle Carmen.
You've only just begun-Amanda The O'Neills
Uncle Tyrone is so proud of you!
Amanda, keep it going! Love Christine Coleman
To Amanda.-We'll miss your hand made egg and ham croissants! Daniel
Seugling
To Amanda-Congratulations & best wishes in your college years! Joseph
Seugling
Dana-I'll never forget our 1st accidents or Loews! GFEE Luv Ya, Ang
Andrea-Thanks for being there. I'll miss you. Love, Dana
Melissa-Congratulations, we love you! Make us proud! Mom, Dad, Ann
Mark M., As friends come and go, I know my cousin will be my best friend
forever.-Alexandra
Kris V.-As we head down our separate roads, I'll never forget the best of
times we traveled together.-Alexandra
Kris V.-When times are tough, I'll always remember cartwheels down a
hill-Alexandra
Domenica, The closeness between us is something I could never have
shared with just anyone.-Alexandra
Lauren R.-Never forget. Jump, J.D., Dip, Madonna Concert, COF, Duran
Duran, Cancun, Novel, the inn, Rutgers & square one.-Alexandra
Alexandra-To a wonderful Godchild, that I am very proud of
Alexandra. We are so proud of you. Granddaughter, God bless you.
You-Grandma and Grandpa
Alexandra. Best of everything-God Bless You. Grandpa J.
Dee & Kellee- Never forget the day of positive! I love you my life! Alexandra
Alexandra: To a daughter we are extremely proud of. You are in our hearts 
always, God Bless you Mom and I. Alexandra
Good Luck Chris-Love Ya, Aunt Barbara
The Best To You Always Chris! Love Uncle Paul
Chris-You made it Cool! Love Robin & Gergo
Chris-Good Luck Love Donna, Ted, Ryan & Lindsay
Chrisy — I'm so proud of you! You're the Best! Love Your Sister, Lisa.
Chris — Good luck! I'm proud of u! Love Ya. Tommy
Chris-I can't wait until tomorrow! Love Ya, Uncle Tony
Chrisy-I'm so proud of you! Good Luck Always! Love Grandma
Chrisy-Congratulations to my baby! I Love You! Daddy
Chrisy-Always knew all that studying would pay off Love Ya Mom
Michael R-You have always been my sunshine and have kept me laughing.
You are the BEST! Love you, Mom
Michael R-May your every dream come true! With Love, Uncle Tom, Aunt 
Paulette and Jennifer
Michael R.-Three Two-One Blast Off!!! Love, M
Michael R.-Success and happiness in all you do. We love you. The Yiks.
Michael R.-Good Luck at BRILL. I might never miss you and your feet. Love, 
Mandy
Michael R.-Congratulations little Bro. Have fun in college. Love, Jennifer
Michael R.-Do good in college or I will bite you. Love, Sambucca
Michael R., "Watch your back:" — I'll always be behind you. Love, Dad
Have wonderful lives graduates of the Class of '94 Love, The Russo's
Rosie C.-We've watched you grow into a beautiful young woman and hope 
we will always be part of your life. Much love to you. The Russo's
Kara — Your kind comes in every nite! Love Chrissy R.
Mom - Do you want it wrapped? - Theresa
John Medica - Do you want a hot dog? - Theresa
Mike Russo - Info Scopppers Forever - Theresa
Mrs. Capalbo - Roothbeer? Noodo!!! - Theresa
Capalbo family - Thank you for everything - Theresa
Rob - Good Luck in everything Love your sister Theresa
Kara Mancini - I am the pool champ-Unstoppable - Theresa
Rose - That's terrific - you know - Fantastic
Sue Zv - Staples Rules - Great Fun - Theresa
Steve C - Jiffy lude - Fabase - Theresa
Thanks Theresa for everything Love Rob
Becky & Fran - Joe and the hippies - Theresa
NC Mamas bid a teary — Love Alway to The Rose & Mike.
Mandy - "Gear Up!"
Mike Russo - Roommates and Best Friends Forever! Love Rosie
Jon Cookie - I still love you! - Rosie
Mandy - You're the best best friend! B.F.F.E. Love Rosie
Theresa - Speed limits, traffic regulations, one way? Noope
Susie - Shut up Bevis! Sure - Staples is great fun - Cake
John M. - I think you want a hot dog - Love Rosie
Kara M. - You can call me too you know - Love Rosie
GREEN EXCERCISE - You made me proud! Thanks Love Rosie
Fabase loves Steve and Emil Forever!
Sundins Thank you! - Love Rosie
Yukies and Russos - Thank You - Love Rosie
Renee D. - You know we should have been in the Math League!
Gina & Kathy - You guys are the greatest! GT, KB, TR - B.F.F.E.
Gina, Kathy, Chissy, Kara, Jamie, and Tammy - B.F.F.E.
Gina, Kathy, Chissy, & Jamie We love you guys. Kara & Tammy
Kara M. You're the best. Remember everything! Love Tammy BFFE
Kara Mancini & Tammy Rudy BFFE 1991 to ...
Tammy Rudy - You mean a lot to me. Love Kara
Rosie C. - Don't forget the good times. Love ya, Kara
Kara C. - We've been threw it all. Good Luck at PS BFFE Luv Kara
Good Luck Joey-Connie Watson
Good Luck Joey-Pamela Eustace
Good Luck Joey-Lenore D'Agosta
Good Luck Joey-Beverly Loudson
Good Luck Joey-Judi Plafza
Good Luck Joey-Marie Nimeth
Good Luck Joey-Brenda S. EJ.
Good Luck Joey-Joe Nimeth
ALLMENDINGER, KAREN - We are very proud of you. We love and wish you all the happiness in the world. Love, Mom, Peter & Keith.

AYDIN, MEHTAP - We are so lucky and proud to have a daughter like you. You always tried your best. May your dreams always come true. We love you, Mom and Dad. Meral.

BAILLOUTINE, EDWARD - You have grown to be a truly amazing individual. Someone who is as loving, sensitive, compassionate and generous as you are is sure to be a success. Your family has an unmeasurable amount of love and faith for you and we will always stand strongly by your side. You have been blessed with so many wonderful talents and opportunities. Take advantage of them and always live life to its fullest. We love and admire you. Always, Dad, Mom, Jackie, Chris, Gina and Tony.

BATELLI, ANTHONY - Our "little boy" has grown into a very sensitive and loving young man. You have always been a combination of extremes—the ability to delight and drive to despair. Harness all your talents and focus all your energies and you will succeed. We are always proud of you. Your love and good wishes will follow you always. We love you, Mom, Dad, Eugene, Mario and Nonna.

BENVENUTI, PAUL - Over the past four years you have made us very proud of you. You have accomplished so much while at PV and we know you will continue to excel throughout your life. Aim high, you can do it! We love you, Mom & Dad.

BERNICE, KRISTEN - To my only daughter and my "best friend." I love you and have always been and will continue to be very proud of you. Your strong will and common sense will lead you to your dreams. Your brothers and I—"Yes, Even Kenny"—love you and support you in all you choose to do. You are a great daughter and a terrific sister. Love ya, Mom, Kenny and Gary.

BRAET, JESSICA - Although it seems like only yesterday that you were our adorable baby girl, we have watched you grow into a beautiful young woman. You have always been a source of pride for us. We know there is no limit to what you can accomplish. Your intelligence and integrity will take you far. We wish you all the happiness and success you deserve. You will always be special to us. We will always be here for you. Love, Mom, Dad and Justin.

BRITTING, ROBERT - Rob, you deserve the best because you are the best! You will succeed in all that you do because of your good instincts and independence. I have always been proud to have you as my first born son. Your brothers have always looked up to you and they have been right in doing so! I'll always be there for you. Love, Mom.

BROWN, AMANDA - Your birth announcement read: "For unto us a gift is given. For unto us a child is born." You are that gift, more precious than we could have ever imagined. May our pride and love encourage you to develop your full potential. Love, Mom and Dad.

BRUGGEMAN, ALAN - I am very proud of you. May your future be filled with success and all your dreams come true. .. BUT PLEASE GET A JOB. Always remember how much I love you, Mom.

BUCK, AMY - It doesn't seem that long ago you couldn't wait to start pre-school. Look at you now with all your new accomplishments. You've bloomed into an intelligent, loving, caring person who is a pleasure to know and we are so proud you are our daughter. We wish you the best of health, wealth and happiness and we love you always!! NGU/NGI Mom and Dad.

CANNELAR, MICHAEL - We love you Mike, and we're very proud of you. You've worked hard and we know that you will be blessed with happiness and success always. Always remember how special you are to us and how very much your family loves you. You're great! Love always, Mom, Dad, Rich, Steve, Jenna and Marissa.

CANNIZZARO, CHRISTINE - Life is a journey, love is your talisman, enthusiasm your cloak, faith your guiding light. Let courage be your silent companion, walk in peace and happiness. Love always, Mom and Dad.

CAPALBO, ROSIE - You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

CASILLO, LYDIA ANN - We wish you much success and happiness in your future. We are very proud of you. We hope all your dreams come true. You will always be our special baby. We love you so much. Mom, Dad, Lisa & Lori.

CHIPOLONE, MICHAEL - Congratulations! We are so proud of you. Wishing you continued success and happiness. Love always, Dad and Dom.

CICARELLI, STEVEN - You are a fine young man and a loving son. While I proudly admire and respect the person you have become, I humbly thank God for the gift of you. You are a "Class Act"—never compromise your standards. May you always be filled with love, and may you find someone worthy of all you have to give. Love, Dad.

CICARELLI, STEVEN D. - My Bi-centric birthday. From the moment you were born, you brought happiness and joy into my life. I am so very proud of you, Steven. May your life be filled with only good things, love, and health always. Love to my very special son—Mom.

COOKE, JONATHAN - Over the last four years I have watched you grow into a wonderful young man—always loving, always giving. I am so proud of you and all your accomplishments and your determination to always do your best. Now that you are off to college, I know that you will continue to work hard to prepare yourself for the "real world." I love you for who you are and all that you will become. May your dreams come true and know that God is always there to watch over you and guide you. God bless you always. Be happy, Love, Mom.

CULLEN, KARA LYNN - To our "little one" as Grandpa always called you. From the day you were born you have brought love, joy and pride into our lives. We waited a long time for a daughter but it was worth it. You are PERFECT. You have set high goals for yourself and we know you will achieve them. You deserve only the best. Remember you will always be "Daddy’s Little Girl." God bless you always. Love, Dad, Mother, Tommy, Chris, Jeff and Grandma.

DE POPE, MICHAEL - We are very proud you are our son. You have grown into a very caring and compassionate young man. You have always made us proud of all your accomplishments. Just follow your dreams. We wish you a future filled with health, happiness and success and always remember how much we love you and will always be there for you. Love, Mom, Dad & Bessie.

DE SANTIS, RENEE - We are very proud of you and know that you will be successful in whatever you attempt to achieve. We will always be there for you. Love Always, Mom, Dad and Jimmy.

DE VIN foil, MATTHEW - Although the memories of this yearbook will fade, the love, pride and joy you have brought into our lives will shine forever. The world is yours to conquer. Go for it Matt. You’re one in a million and the best is yet to come. We love you and we will always be there for you. Love, Mom, Dad, Rich and Brian.

DI MARTINO, CHRISTOPHER - We both wish you luck and happiness in the future. We know you will be successful in whatever you choose to do. Love Mom and Dad.

DIMINNI, JUSTIN - You have always brought great joy and happiness into our lives—not to mention a lot of love and laughter! It's been wonderful sharing in all your accomplishments and dreams. Remember our love and pride is always with you, and always will be. We love you! Love, Mom, Dad & Jenn.

DIN, DENNIS - Hurrah! You finally made it! We are so proud of you with your gift of luck and happiness in the future—now get a job! Love Mom, Dad & Carolina.

DULPON, JASON - You are definitely "A Piece of Work." You have achieved much in all your years. In you lies courage and strength of which we are proud of. May your years ahead be filled with joy, happiness and health. We wish you great success with your dreams and we are proud of you. Love Dad and Mom.

DURAN, MELISSA - Congratulations! We love you. We are very proud of the fine person you are. May you always be blessed with health & happiness. May your life be filled with accomplishment & successes. Always remember we are there to support you when you need us for whatever decisions you make in life. Love, Mom, Paul & Jocelyn.

FALCONE, AMY - Congratulations to our beautiful daughter. May your every wish come true and all the years ahead be filled with the best life has to offer. We love you and we will always be there for you. We’re so proud of you. Love, Daddy, Judy, Michael, Chris and Matthew.

FALCONE, ANTHONY - Our "little boy" has grown into a very sensitive and loving young man. You have always been a combination of extremes—the ability to delight and drive to despair. Harness all your talents and focus all your energies and you will succeed. We are always proud of you. Your love and good wishes will follow you always. We love you, Mom, Dad, Eugene, Mario and Nonna.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.

GAI, KELLY - You are a beautiful young woman. You have brought joy to our lives and our hearts swell with pride as we gaze upon the beautiful young woman you have become. Our prayer is that you will always seek goodness, have faith and follow your dreams. God bless you. With all our love, Mom, Dad and Frank.
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FIORARANCIO, JOSEPH - Congratulations and Good Luck on a bright and successful future we are all proud of you. Love. Mom, Dad, Carmelina & Sergio.

FONZETTI, MARC S. - We are so fortunate to have a son like you. Proud, happy and excited That's how you have made us feel. Always be yourself. We hope that health, happiness and success will always follow you. You are special. We love you. Love, Mom, Dad, and Elisa.

FRANCISCO, JENNIFER - To our daughter and sister who has grown into a mature and accomplished individual. Your positive approach to life will guide you in all your future endeavors and we know that happiness and success await you. Con- gratulations on your graduation and always know that we are here to support you. We are proud of you and all your achievements. Love Mom, Dad, and Jeff.

GALANTE, DON - The most rewarding thing we have ever done in our lives was raising a son like you. We are truly rich parents to have been so blessed. Your inner strength and caring ways have brought nothing but pride and joy to us. We are so proud of all you have accomplished. Now you are a man and loving memories of the past will carry you anywhere you want to go. All our love, Mom & Dad.

GALLIPOLI, DOMENICA - Domenica our first born and are #1 daughter. We are very proud of you. Dee, we want nothing but the best of everything for our little princess, you deserve the best. You light up our lives more than you know. We love you. Love Mom, Dad, Joey.

GARBAYO, MELISA - Mel, your tenacity was evi- dent almost from the moment you were born. Your sense of value and discipline as you grew could be an example to many growsups. Always working towards the world waiting for you. Your time worrying and for- ever caring. You have made us proud to be your parents, and you have done it in so many ways. If we had been able to choose the way we wanted you to be, I doubt we could have done a better job. We trust and pray that all your goals in life will be reached. We know you will continue to work hard to achieve them. Just know that we will love you and support you every step of the way. Love, Mom, Dad, and Lou

GARCIA, WALESKA - We are so proud of you. Watching you grow into a wonderful young lady, we wish you a future filled with happiness & great success. Love. Mom & Dad.

GRECO, DANA - You have made us so proud of you from the day you were born. Remember to al- ways reach for the stars and never settle for second best. We’re sure you will! We wish you a lifetime of love, happiness, and good health. Remember we love you and will always be there for you. Love, Mom, Dad, Marco, and Adriana (Feb- bles and Robert, too).

GRIMALDI, CEREL - May your future be bright and your dreams come true. I wish all the health, happiness and success in the world to a wonderful daughter. I'm proud of you. Love, Dad.

GRIMALDI, CERELI - You have made me very proud of you. Keep following your dreams and they will come true. You are on the right path. Whatever you choose for your future, I will stand behind you, and support your decision. I Love You. Love My.

GUTIERREZ, RICHARD - From the day you were born you have been a constant source of joy and pride to us. We wish you success in college and every- thing you strive for. Love always, Mom, Dad, and Anthony.

HANNAN, LAURA - I am both luck & proud to have a daughter like you. You have grown into a fine young woman. I wish you a future filled with hap- piness, success and much love. May you fulfill all of your dreams and know that I will always be there for you. Love Always, Mom.

HAYES, LAURA - You have grown into a very spe- cial person, we are proud of you. You are a caring, sensitive and compassionate young lady. You have given us so much to be proud of, now the fu- ture is yours, may all your dreams come true. As you undertake new challenges in the years ahead I wish you good health, happiness and continued success. We love you Laura, and will always be here for you. Love you always, Mom, Dad, John and Denise.

HERALD, DAVID - Whatever path you choose in life, may you always be blessed with health, hap- piness and good fortune. Always remember how much you are loved by mom.

HOFFMAN, MELISSA - We are very proud that you are our daughter, and a great sister. You have grown into a beautiful young lady. We wish you a future filled with love, happiness, and great suc- cess. Never forget how much you are loved. It seems like it was just yesterday that you were in Nursery School, and now you are graduating High School. Congratulations and God bless you. Love, Mom, Dad, and Scott.

INNOCENT, KRIS - Dear Kris, You have made us so very proud and you are such a joy. May all good things in life come true to you. Love Mom & Dad.

INTRIERI, LOUIS - In the past 4 years, we have seen you grow & mature into a handsome young man. You have proven yourself as a strong & capa- ble person who can handle some of the worlds greatest challenges, and come our victorious. We hope you take that same attitude with you at whatever you might choose to do in life. We may not tell you often enough how proud you made us as parents. Every parent should be as fortunate as us to have a son like you! You are special to us in every way. Always we will love you & be here any- time & anywhere for you! Love you. Mom & Dad.

INTRIERI, LOUIS - Congratulations! You ACTU- Allly made it through the last 4 years of high school. We are very proud of you. Thanks for all you've done for us. You're the best brother any- one can ever have. Good luck in everything! We love you! Love Tina & Angela

KAKATY, ADRIENNE - I am proud of you, honey and what you have accomplished in life consider- ing the personal tragedy and adversity that you faced. Your courage and determination is an example to many, and lead you to achieve whatever goals you strive to achieve in the future. Love, Dad

KRAM, LYNN - 18 years ago you walked into school hesitating, looking behind you to make sure we were still there. Today, as far as your ambitions and your dreams take you. We look behind, we are still there to love and support you. Mom, Dad, Kamal & Maya.

KILLEN, JOEY - Congratulations Joey! Through your accomplishments and struggles we are proud of the genuine person you are. We wish you wis- dom in your choices, ambition to achieve success in life, opportunity, and appreciation for the value of life, God, love, family, peace of mind and laughter. Love always, Mom, Dad, Chrissy.

KLOSS, LAURIE - Congratulations! We wish you all the best that life has to offer. May all of your hopes and dreams come true. Work hard towards your goal and you can accomplish much. Always keep your ”happy - go - luck”, personality for you truly do "Light Up Our Life" and We love you! With all our love, Mom and Dad & Eddie. P.S. "Good Luck" in the future but don't forget about me. Love Sparky.

KLOSS, LAURIE - Time has sure passed by and it is sure a pleasure to see how well you’ve done, es- pecially in "Volleyball" which we both enjoyed very much. Wishing you luck, good health, and happiness in the future. God Bless You - Love, Grandma & Grandpa Langara.

KOEING, CAROLINE - Good Luck at Penn State. Hope John likes to drive. We love you. Mom, Dad & Chris

KONZELMANN, JASON - There can be no one alive who is more proud of a child than we are of you. You have been a joy and a pleasure for us since the moment you were born. These seven- teen years have passed in just a heartbeat-and you have grown into such a terrific young man! The world will surely benefit from your winning personality, ready smile, sense of humor and steady focus on your goals. "Indeed?" May you al- ways remain true to yourself and strive to make all your dreams come true. We will always be here for you. We love you so much! "Ciao" for now. Love Mom & Dad

KRAITTRGER, REBECCA LYNN - To our beautiful girl You are #1! Go show the world what you are made of. We have always been and will always be proud of you. The world is a better place with you in it. Your independence and compassion will take you to your goal in life. Your future will be filled with hard work and fulfilled dreams. You light up our lives. Congratulations Princess! Always remem- ber we are there to support you and love you more each day. We love you Mom, Gram, Prince!

LABRUNA, DINO - We wish you a future of better health, much happiness and continued success al- ways. I'm sure you will achieve your future goals. Good luck in college. We love you very much! Love ya, Mom, Dad, Katherine and Christopher.

LANDAU, SHAWN - You are going to be making important choices and decisions that will affect your life and your future. No matter what you choose, we will always have our support and our love. We will always be here for you. We hope you don’t wander too far away from us as time goes on but just far enough away to satisfy and fulfill your dreams. You have given us much joy and laughter in our lives and we love you for that and much more. We wish you good health, much hap- piness and success. Always remember how much you are loved. Love Mom, Dad, and Corey.
LEONARDI, JAMIE - What a pleasure it has been watching you grow into a wonderful young lady. You are a beautiful person inside and out. Reach for the stars and your future will always be bright. Your brother, sisters and I are very proud of you. You fill our lives with love and happiness. I want you to remember to always be happy ... this is just the beginning. Love always, Mom.

LOMAGRO, MICHAEL - Wishing you the best of luck in anything you decide to do always! "Congratulations" to Love always, Mom, Dad & Brothers - Joe & Nick.

LoRUSSO, ANDREA - To Andrea, our daughter and sister. The best part of life is just beginning for you. Go out into the world and keep making us proud just as you always have. Stay happy. Love Mom and Dad, Robert and Jonathon.

LOVAGLIO, FRANK - We wish you the very best and hope you succeed in everything you do. Love Mom & Dad.

MACALUSO, MIKE - Over the past four years we have watched you mature into a wonderful man. We are so proud of all you have accomplished. Not once have you let your disappointment stand in your way. Your determination will bring you much success in life. We hope your future brings you as much happiness as you have given us. Best of luck in the future and remember we are always here for you. Congratulations to a fine son and brother. Love Mom, Dad, Jason and Joe.

MacFARLANE, MARK - We are all so very proud of you, you have filled our lives with happiness and love. As you embark on a new future reach for the sky and make all your dreams come true. Love, Dad, Mom, Desiree, Monique and Dad Mark 13

MacRae, HOLLIE - You truly are our Princess, filled with ambition and confidence in everything you do. You’ll always be extra special to your Mom, Love you always, Mom, Dad. Jumbo.

MALDANO, JESSE - Jesse, We didn’t think you could do it. Congratulations we are proud of you - Love, Mom, John, Robert, & Ashley.

Mancini, KARA - We are so proud of you. Always remember to be strong and continue having the courage to follow all your dreams ahead and continue believing in yourself. Our lives are richer and our hearts are filled with so much love because of you. We wish you all the happiness and success you deserve. Love, Mom, Dad, Tommy and Alyssa.

Mandato, JENNIFER - We are so very proud to have such a caring and loving daughter. You are blessed with all the tools to attain whatever goals you set. We desire all the best that life has to offer. We love you, Mom, Dad, and Joseph.

Marconda, ENZA - Congratulations to a special daughter and a special sister. We wish you a future filled with great success. Love Mom, Dad, and Umberto.

Marino, JAMES - Best wishes for a successful future ahead. You’re a go getter James you can do it. You have the right ideas now go for it. Good Luck! Love Mom & Dad.

Markley, Elizabeth - From the first PV graduation that you attended to your own has been journey! You’ve always been there for us with a smile, a laugh, or a hug. No matter where your road may lead, we’ll always be there for you. We’re so proud! Congratulations and all the best! Love Mom, Doug, Grandma Marquez, Cherie - We love you very much and are very proud of the fabulous person you are! Love Mom & Keith.

Marshall, SHERI - I couldn’t be more proud of you! If you’d like me to remain proud never do what I did on 12-26-93 at “Who’s Brought the Dog?” I love you! Dawn.

Marshall, Sheri - Word’s can’t express my feelings for you. You are the love of my life, and you made me so happy in the last year. I know these 4 years haven’t been the easiest, but I also know you’ll be glad you stuck it out. Now that you’ve decided to continue on and work for your dreams, I know nothing will stop you. The best is yet to come. I love you with all my heart, if not in body, Happy Graduation. Sweetheart, Love, Jimmy.

Martinez, LUCY - You bring sunshine, love and joy to our hearts with your beautiful personality and sparkling smile. May success follow you through college and your future life and may all your dreams come true. Make the most of all your wonderful talents. We are proud of your achievements and love you dearly. God bless. Mom, Dad, Dor, Manuel.

Mazur, BRIAN - We love you! You are very special to us! We wish you the best in all you do! Love Mom, Dad & Amy.

McCave, KERRY - Love and Happiness all of your life. Love, Mom, Dad, Larry and Erin.

McMahon, Ryan - Congratulations Ryan! We knew you would make it all along, but you sure shook us up every now and then. We wish you the best of luck in anything you decide to do. Remember, we’ve always been here for you in the past, and we’ll always be there if you need us. Love, Mom & Dad.

McMahon, Ryan - Congratulations Ryan! We are all so very proud of you. You are a very special person and we love you very much. You have brought so much happiness into our lives. We wish you a future filled with health, happiness and success. Always follow your dream. Love always, Mom, Dad, Jennifer and Daisy.

MelaFchik, Robert - Congratulations! We are all so very proud of you. You are a very special person and we love you very much. You have brought so much happiness into our lives. We wish you a future filled with health, happiness and success. Always follow your dream. Love always, Mom, Dad, Jennifer and Daisy.

Meola, Melissa - You are and always will be very special to me! It’s hard to believe my “pumpkin” is graduating high school. Please know that my love will always be there for you! Always remember ... live each day, dream of tomorrow and always remember what you have learned yesterday. Success, health and happiness ALWAYS. My love, Mom.

Meola, Melissa - You have filled our lives with love and happiness! We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. It’s been a joy watching you become the lovely person you are today. We wish you all the happiness you’re so deserving of and hope all of your dreams become a reality. Love always, Daddy & Dotti.

Miller, Wayne - Good luck and success in the future in whatever you do. Love, Mom and Dad.

Minieri, Michael - Having a son like you is knowing a special kind of closeness we seldom talk about because there is no need, because its real there always. Wanting you to have the kind of life you really want, for one knows better than you what road you need to follow and about what goal you must pursue. Today and always we are very proud of you, Love, Mom, Dad, Michelle & Megan.

Modica, John - Congratulations! We’re proud of you. Your determination and self motivation will lead you to success and happiness. Love, Mom and Dad.

Modica, John - We’re proud to say that you are our nephew. May all your dreams come true. We love you! Aunt Pat, Uncle Pete, Aunt Barbara, Aunt Karen and Uncle Michael.

Modica, John - You are an asset to the family. I wish you the best that life has to offer. Congratulations! Love, Grandma Minnie.


Moscoso, Ryan - I always knew you could do it and I’m very proud of you. Your life brings you everything that you hope for and things you never even dreamed of. No matter where you go or what you do, remember I’m here for you always. Love, Mom.

Nagel, Jason - May life be good to you and bring you much happiness in whatever you do. We all love you and will always be there for you in all your endeavors. Dad, Mom and Allison.

Napoli, Beth - Another chapter of your life is coming to an end, but there is a beautiful bright future ahead! Follow your dreams and know that we share them. We are full of pride and love for the beautiful young woman who will always be our "little girl." Love Mom & Dad.

Nargiso, Elizabeth - Watching you grow, sharing your life, and just being there for you has brought more joy and happiness than you could ever know. You’re so special and such a wonderful, kind, caring, and beautiful daughter and sister. We’re so proud and blessed to have you, we couldn’t ever want for more. You are cherished and deeply loved. We’ll always be there for you and we know you’ll make us very proud of you. “Follow That Dream!” We wish you a lifetime fully filled with health, happiness, love and success. Love, Mom, Dad, John.

Neil, Rob - Good Luck Good Health and the Best of everything in the future. Grandma & Pop.

Neil, Rob - Congratulations on this happy day. We are very proud of you. With hard work and determination anything in life can be yours. Love Mom and Dad

Nguyen, Peter - Congratulations, we are all very proud of you. We wish you all the happiness and success in all your future endeavors. Be happy always. We love you Mom, Dad, Anh, Bich, Truc, Vu, Linh.

Oldjia, Lillian - We are very proud of you. May your future be filled with good health, happiness and success. Love, Mom, Dad, Mikko and Lydia.
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OLDJA, LILLIAN - We are very proud of you, but you still have lipstick on your teeth. Good Luck and Love always. Alex and Vesna

OLDJA, LILLIAN - May all your dreams come true. Sweet dreams.

O'NEILL, DAVE - Dave, follow your dreams but keep one foot on the ground. We are behind you every step of the way and support. Be happy, healthy and wise. Love, Mom, Dad and Di-

PALKIEWICZ, CHRISTINA - Hans Christian Anderson could have written a beautiful story about you - actually, maybe he did. Love, Mom. 

PALKIEWICZ, CHRISSY - To my darling daughter, You have made my life complete and filled my heart with joy & happiness. You have grown into a beautiful young woman. I am so proud of you and know you will be successful in your chosen career. Always remember that I am here for you and my unconditional love is yours for all of eternity, I Love You, Daddy.

PASQUARIELLO, MICHAEL - You've made the past 17 years very entertaining, especially the last four! We pray that your life is filled with happiness and great success. Work hard and do your best. We'll always be there for you. Love, Mom, Dad and Steven.

PATTERSON, KELLY - Little by little you can change your world. You can do wonderful things. You don't have to achieve the impossible, because the possible is achievable for you. We are very proud of you. Love always Mom & Dad

PERONNE, TRACEY - Congratulations Tracey. May your future bring you the happiness that you have given to us. Love Mom & Dad

PICARELLI, ANDY - We love you and are very, very proud of you! You have made our lives so happy, by giving us joys and pleasure to cherish forever. You are very special to us. today, tomorrow and always. Thank you for making us so proud of you as a son and brother to look up to and admire. We will always be there for you and want you close forever. May all your dreams come true. Love always Mom, Dad and Mike.

PICO, NATALIE - You've come a long way & I'm so proud of you. I know you will be successful in whatever path you choose. Love Mom.

PORRETTA, JOE - You are a wonderful man. There aren't enough adjectives available, or room to print here, all of your outstanding attributes. From the moment I first saw you, the second that you were born, you're the love of my life & I hon-

PUGLISI, CRAIG - We're very proud to have a son like you. We can't believe how quickly the years went by and your finally graduating. We wish you the best of luck, health and happiness. We love you very much and we will always be there for you. Love, Mom, Dad & Kristen.

QUIGLEY, PATRICK - Your qualities and strengths have always made us so proud of the special per-

RASPANTINI, CHRISTINA - Christy, you have brought so much love and laughter into our lives. You have always been "one of a kind", that's a special quality Christy, so don't ever lose it. We are very proud of you and love you very much! Thanks for being you. Hang on to those dreams! “Love Ya” Dad, Mom and Lisa.

RICCIARDIELLO, GINA - You have made us very proud of you. Reach for the stars and don't settle for less. Our hope for you is to be happy and loved in whatever you do. Love, Mom, Jaime and Courtney.

RICKERT, DANIELLE - Congratulations, Sweet Pea! The past four years have quickly gone by and now you are looking forward to your college years. You have always made me proud of you and I hope that your future years are filled with love, happiness, and joy. May all your dreams come true and much, much more! Love Always, Mom.

ROLLS, KEVIN - I am and always will be proud of you.

ROMAINE, MATT - Believe in what you do! Do what you believe in. May you always achieve your goals. We love you. Dad, Mom & Rhyan.

ROMEO, MICHAEL - My son who I am very proud of. I wish you good health and good luck at RETS Campus. Love, Mom.

ROSolen, LAUREN - We are very proud of all your accomplishments. You have worked hard and deserve the best life has to offer. May God Bless you now and through all life’s experiences. We love you. Mom, Dad, Faith & Melissa.

RUDY, TAMMY - We are very proud of you. We wish you the best in all you do. Remember to fol-

RUSSO, GRACE - We are very proud of you. We wish you all the success and happiness in all you do. Always remember that we're here for you. May all your hopes and dreams come true. We love you. Love, Mom, Dad, Michelle, Daniela, and Lori.

RUSSO, MICHAEL - These four years of trials, trib-

SARAPPO, DANA - To Dana, You have given us so many reasons to be proud of you and moments to treasure. We all hope you accomplish everything you want from life. You deserve the best, because you are the best. Love, Mom, Dad, and Lori. But-

SCHURMAN, DJ - Daddy and me are so proud of you. Hope your future is everything you want it to be. We love you very much and will al-

SIEGEL, TIFFANY - Sometimes we think about all we’ve tried to do for you as parents, while you were growing up, but realize all you’ve given us ... So much love, so much pride and joy and so much fulfillment. So now, as you approach this next stepping-stone in your life, we can reflect on all we’ve given you, but come to realize you’ve given us so much more! You’re a very special part of our lives and we are very proud of you and all your accomplishments. We love you very much. Mom & Dad

SIEGEL, Tiffiny - All your life, as we’ve watched you grow, our love for you and pride in you has continued to grow as well. You have become a fine young man in whom we have the greatest confidence for a successful life. Believe in your-

SINACCLIER, ALICE - We are very proud of you. We want you close forever. May all your dreams come true. Love always, Mom, George & Nanci.

SINACCLIER, ALICE - Love you. Mom, George & Nanci.

SLOOD, NICOLE - You are very special to all of us. You have made us very proud of you and we all know that you will accomplish whatever you set out to do. “Maybe some day we will hear you on TV.” Love, Mom, Dad, Claudine and John.

SOUTHERN, JAY - We are so proud of you and love you very much. You are the one who will make us feel proud. Our love will follow you on the path you choose. Love, Mom & Dad.

SRAVINI, THOMAS - We are so proud of you and all you've accomplished and experienced. May you focus on your dreams and goals and may suc-

SANDRI, WILLIAM - You are so very special. We're so proud of the way you've grown through high school, and we know you'll do great in the fu-

SANTARELLI, JENNIFER - Where have the years gone? Our “baby” graduating high school. Reach for the stars and always be yourself. Success will surely follow. We are proud of you, love you very much and will always be behind you. Love, Mom, Dad, & Tracey.

SANTARELLI, JENNIFER - You may be our second child but you will never be second to none. Daddy and I are very proud of you. We love you — our litt-

SARDELLA, KAREN - You may be our second child but you will never be second to none. Daddy and I are very proud of you. We love you — our little "sunshine" girl. Love, Mom, Dad, Michelle and Car-

SARRETA, DANIEL - All your life, as we’ve watched you grow, our love for you and pride in you has continued to grow as well. You have become a

SCHURMAN, DJ - Love you very much and will al-

SCHURMAN, DJ - All your life, as we’ve watched your growth, our love for you and pride in you has continued to grow as well. You have become a

SUGROW, DAVID - Congratulations for 4 years of ex-

SUGROW, DAVID - Congratulations for 4 years of excellence at P.V. We are so proud of your accomplishments and excited about your fu-
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TASSO, GINA MARIE - Honey, we are very proud of you. The happiness and love you always give your family is what we wish for you and more. Remember we're always here for you and we love you. Love, Mom, Dad & Anthony.

TESORIERO, ANTHONY - How lucky we are to be blessed with you as our son. You have filled our lives with so much love and happiness. May your future be full of love, health, and happiness. May your future be full of love, health, and happiness, and may all your wishes be for yours. We love you and may God always watch over you. All our love - Mom, Dad and Mike.

THOMPSON, BONNIE - Wishing you all the best in the future. We love you a lot. Your the Greatest Bones. Love ya, Mom and Dad.

TROMBINO, GINA - Sometimes we wish you were a little girl again, but we know that could never be. You have grown into a lovely young lady. We hope that all your dreams will come true for you. But most of all remember that we will always be here for you no matter where life leads you. We love you and are very proud of you. Love Always, Mom, Dad and Chrissy.

TUMINO, SAL - Dear Sal, wishing you the best of everything, health, happiness and wealth. With much love, Mom, Debbi & Donna.

VACANTE, BRIAN - Best wishes for a happy future and success in all you do. Grandmother and Grandfather.

VALENTINE, LAUREN Lauren. keep sight of your dreams and make them reality. We're very proud of what you've accomplished and the caring young woman you've become. Love you Mom and Jim.

VAN DYK, TRACY LYNN - "Follow your dreams wherever they lead you." Never settle for less than what you want. You have a strong and persistent mind. Strive for your goals and you will be happy. We are proud of you and love you very much. Mom & Dad.

VanHANDEL, KRISTIN - We love you very much and know that anything you set out to accomplish in life can be yours. May you also paint your way to a picture filled with health, happiness and success. Love, Mom, Dad and Melanie

VARNECKAS, STEVE - Dear Steve, As you look to the future, you will see a whole new world ahead. You have made your family very proud, and we are confident you will continue to do so as your life moves forward in a new direction. We truly wish you every happiness! Love, Mom, Dad, Don and Nan.

VERRONE, STEPHEN - Your Graduation Day has arrived. Thank you for fulfilling all our hopes and dreams. You've made us proud by all that you have accomplished. You've worked hard and deserve all of the credit. Set your sights high and you will achieve success. We love you. Mom, Dad and Mike.

VITALE, SCOTT - I wish you health, wealth, happiness & good luck in whatever you decide to do - but how about letting me in on what that is!!! Love, Mom.

WARD, NICOLE - We hope you know how happy and proud you have made us. Cole, you have been the light that any parent would love to have. We wish you all the happiness and success in the world. Remember that we will always be there for you. Love, Mom, Dad, Andrea & Michael.

WARRIN, WENDY - May you achieve all of your dreams. I'm very proud of you and wish you the best. Congratulations. Love, Mom.

WELLS, MICHELE - These have been four very hard years. But don't worry. I have proven what I said all along ... You can do anything you set your mind to do. Remember to always reach for the stars and you will succeed in whatever you attempt to do. The world is unfolding before your eyes - with each new chapter there will be new challenges, accomplishments, dreams, hurdles and exciting new loves - just take the time to enjoy each one. We have always been very proud of you and know that you will continue to grow into the fine young woman we knew you would become. Love Mom, Cheryl and Scott.

WELLS, MICHELE - May the wind be always at your back leading you to a future filled with happiness and success. You know I've loved you from day one and you know Pop did too. Love, Nana.

WELLS, MICHELE - Congratulations! You've reached a major milestone in your life - one of many more that still lie ahead of you. Remember that you can be anything that you want to be. Reach for your dreams and never let them go. Don't settle for anything less. We're all proud of you and wish you a lifetime of happiness, success, and health. And love, Aunt Amy, Uncle Larry, Lauren, Chris, and Jonathan.

WISNOSKIX, ALEXANDRA - "To be a child is to know the fun of living, to have a child is to know the beauty of life." You have given us many proud times to remember in our lives. Always keep up your great ability for creative writing & poetry, (NUSA's best)! Don't ever forget your "circle of friends." Reach for the stars, you deserve them. Never forget how much you are loved; you are all in our hearts. God bless you. Love, Mom & Dad, Grandma, Grandpa & Da Di Joe.

ZVALAREN, SUZANNE - We had our ups and then our downs but through it all we held our ground. We wish you all the best for your future, happiness, health, love, security, and dreams that come true, and possibly a dolphin to call your own. With all our love remember you will always be our #1SE702 Gotcha Moonie. Love 4-ever Mom, Dad, and Alisa.

BELLINI, RENZO - May you find your dreams and reach your goals and may happiness always follow you - Love you always Mom, Dad and Giana.

BRENNAN, KATHALEEN - Our graduation wish to you is for good health and happiness, with these, all things are guaranteed. With focus in life, they will lead you to the success you deserve. Enjoy your time in college. We love you. Mommy, Daddy, and Kim.

BUKOWCZYK, MARGARET - You are very special to all of us. You have brought great joy to our lives and made us proud of you. We wish you a future filled with love, happiness and success. Love Always, Mom, Dad, Mark and Jeremy.

CORSI, FRAN - We wish you a wonderful future and remember to always reach your goals successfully! Love always, Mom and Dad.

DAMIANO, BRANDON - You've got a tremendous talent, use it to your advantage and you'll realize your dreams. We wish you much success and happiness. You've always made us smile! Love You Mom, Dad, Ian & Jason

EMOLO, TOMMY - We know it's been tough, but you've made it! Love Mom, Dad & Christine

ESPOSITO, NATALIE - Your enthusiasm, your strength of character and your individuality are your greatest assets, trust in yourself and they will succeed. Thanks for all the years of fun - Wow, hasn't it been great! Love Mom, Dad, and Gina

LANDAU, KATHRYN - You are going to be making important choices and decisions that will affect your life and your future. No matter what you choose we will always have our support and our love. We will always be here for you. We hope you don't wander too far away as time goes on but just far enough away to satisfy and fulfill your dreams. You have given us much joy and laughter in our lives and we love you for that and much more. We wish you good health, much happiness and success. Always remember how much you are loved. Love Mom, Dad, and Corey.

BRENNAN, KATHIE - I'm so proud of you and all you've accomplished during your high school years. The memories are sure to bring you joy and the years ahead will bring you happiness and love always. Daddy

DRAGONE, STEPHEN - We always knew you had what it takes. We are extremely proud of the young man you have grown up to be and all that you have achieved! You always amazed us with your classy style and touch of pizzazz! You got it, go with it. keep everyone laughing with that unique sense of humor of yours along with a smile. We wish you lots of luck, happiness, and success congratulations! Mom, Dad, Christine, and Marco. Nonna, Antonnette, & Peter

ECKERT, ELIZABETH - Sometimes we wonder why you were so small. You are now a grown woman, and you have brought great joy into our lives. We will always love you. Love from Grandma, Grandpa, and Aunt Karen.

FABRI, ROBERTA - I am so proud of you! You have always been our little princess in blue. You will always be our little girl. I love you with all my heart. Love, Donna & John.

GOLDENBERG, KARLA - I was so proud of you on that day you were our perfect little girl. Well success does not come easy but Success is ours. For today we are very proud of the fine, responsible, young lady you have become. Build upon the solid foundation we have set down for you and success will also be yours! Whatever you do or wherever you go, you can be assured of our love, support, and encouragement. We trust and love you unconditionally! And we wish for you all the best things that life has to offer. God Bless You! All our love forever, Mom, Dad, Julieann & Dinamarie. P.S. Remember those famous words "B.A.G.Y.A.B."

To my favorite graduate-We wish you much success and happiness in the years to come. You have always made us proud and we're sure you will continue to do that. We love you and will always be here for you. Much love, Mom and Dad

MATERA, APRIL-JOAN - It seems like only yesterday we brought you home from the hospital. But in fact it is almost 18 years since that wonderful day. You had some hard times like when you hit a softball flying while riding your bike and broke your wrist and the time your sister accidentally hit you with a baseball bat and broke your nose. But through it all you have grown and matured into a beautiful and thoughtful young woman. I know you will keep up the good work in college and make us all proud of you. We love you very much. Love Mom and Dad

SALLUCE, FRANK - I have enjoyed every minute of your growing years. Nothing could ever top the happy memories of all the steps you have taken. Now, I look forward to watching the steps you take as you approach your adult years. My best advice to you is to remember your roots, and to them your self, be true. And love you & I love you & I wish you happiness & success. I will always be here for you. even when you think you don't need me. Love forever, Mom.

SALLUCE, FRANK - I am darn lucky to have had the privilege of watching you grow from a little critter to a big bopper. Now that you're a grown up fellar. all your kinfolk is counting on you to do yourself proud. I know you want to be like your ide, Jethro, but you can't sit around eating vittles all day. The only thing you learned about the moon, is when you drink it and shine all day. Love, Ma

MATERA, APRIL-JOAN - It seems like only yesterday we were our perfect little girl. Well success does not come easy - but Success is ours - For today we are very proud of the fine, responsible, young lady you have become. Build upon the solid foundation we have set down for you and success will also be yours! Whatever you do or wherever you go, you can be assured of our love, support, and encouragement. We trust and love you unconditionally! And we wish for you all the best things that life has to offer. God Bless You! All our love forever, Mom, Dad, Julieann & Dinamarie. P.S. Remember those famous words "B.A.G.Y.A.B."

To my favorite graduate-We wish you much success and happiness in the years to come. You have always made us proud and we're sure you will continue to do that. We love you and will always be here for you. Much love, Mom and Dad

Mr.

WC
Mr. Sayegh,

Thank you for all your guidance and dedication. Without it, we would have never been able to make the yearbook a success!

Thanks for Everything
We'll miss you!

Love,
The 1994 Valley Green Staff
To Paraphrase Shakespeare—
This Was A Class—
When Comes Such Another!
With All My Love And Fondest
Hopes For Your Success In Life.
Thank You For Being A Part Of
My Life And For Allowing Me To
Share In Yours.

Sincerely,
Carol Schatel
HERE'S TO THE WINNERS, THOSE WHO MOVE MOUNTAINS. HERE'S TO THE CLASS OF 1994

CONGRATULATIONS TO MICHAEL RUSSO AND CLASSMATES

Wenzel Agency
Charles L. Russo - Agent
218 Autumn Street
Passaic, NJ 07055
(201) 777-5334

To Danski,
Congratulations!
We are so very proud of you. May you always have everything you want, and may you want for nothing. Continue the success that you had in P.V. to follow you through college. You deserve the best because you are the best! WE love you!
Mom, Dad, Lori, Nana, Pops, Aunt Joan and Uncle Fred, Button, and Onyx

CENTRAL CLEANERS
174 Central Avenue (Across From Robo Car Wash)
Passaic • 473-5378
Dry Cleaning/Laundering Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6:30 Sat. 7:30-5:00
Good Bye And
Good Luck
Class Of '94!

Love,
Amanda, Ashley,
Joseph, Dan,
Maggie, & Jo-Ann

Congratulations Amanda!
Love
Danny, Karen,
Joseph, Daniel, and Corinne
AMANDA
Just what I always and only wanted:
A LITTLE GIRL WITH CURLS

You are my joy, my love, and my friend!!
Love, Mom

My baby....my first born....the
daughter who always makes me so
proud....my friend. May we always
stay as close and share our
thoughts. As you mature, from mere
girl to that wonderful thing called
womanhood....live your life to its
fullest, have no regrets. Whatever
you try in life, do it for yourself,
live your dreams and
always be happy. Congratulations,
Andrea, have a fabulous life.

Cherie,
Always reach for the top!!
You deserve the best of every-
thing. I'm so proud of my
beautiful, sweet daughter.

I love you,
Mom
Best wishes to Class of '94' and to a sweetheart of a girl named Robin.

To Jennifer, Congratulations and best of luck in all you pursue

Love, Mom, Dad, & Joseph

Rudy Filko
117 Haverhill Avenue
West Paterson, NJ 07424
Telephone/Telefax: 201-278-9357

License No.: 53002

EXTERMINATING CORP.
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL SERVICE
Gina,
I have had the privilege of knowing you for 18 years. You have grown from a sweet, adorable little girl to a strong, intelligent, and beautiful woman. My wish for you, Gina, is for all of your wishes to come true.

With all my love,
Aunt Karen

Best Of Luck
Class Of 1994

From All Your Friends At
TECHNIPLAST, INC.
231 Main Street
Little Falls, N.J. 07424
First Russian National Home, Inc.

Hall For All Occasions
Banquets • Meetings • Dances • Weddings

4 - 6 Woodhull Avenue

SINGAC, NEW JERSEY
07424

Phone 256-9634
Jennifer Swartz,
Best wishes, good
luck, and much
happiness in
whatever path you
may choose. We're
very proud of you!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Dr. Pamela Casperino
Dr. Victor Salvador
General Dentistry
775 Union Blvd.
Totowa, NJ 07512

Best Of Luck
In The Future!

The STAFF OF FSR, INC.
Salutes Our Favorite
Graduates

Bill Sandri
&
Marc Fonzetti

Good Luck Class Of 1994!
MARCFONZETTI
YOU’RE #1 IN OUR BOOK
CONGRATULATIONS!
UNCLE RAY AND AUNT NANCY

A.J. - Congratulations!
We love you and are very proud
of you. Good luck in all you do.
God Bless you.
Love - Grandma and Pop

A.J. - Congratulations on this very
important milestone in your life. We are
very proud of you and wish you success in
college. We would also like to congratulate
all your classmates and hope their futures
are filled with health, happiness, and
success.
Love, Mom, Dad and Mike.
Congratulations!!
Dennis Din
“Class Of 1994”
Love,
Mom, Dad,
And
Carolann

Kara Lynn Cullen
Congratulations!
We Are All Very Proud Of You And Your Accomplishments.
Love,
Dad, Mother
Tommy, Chris,
Jeff, And
Grandma

TO JENNIFER MANDA,
FROM THE FIRST TIME I MET YOU I KNEW YOU WERE GOING TO BE A SPECIAL PERSON IN MY LIFE AND YOU ARE! THROUGH THE GOOD TIMES AND THE BAD, THE HAPPY AND THE SAD YOU HAVE REMAINED A SHINING STAR. ENJOY LIFE TO THE FULLIST, JEN, BUT MOST OF ALL BE HAPPY! I LOVE YOU!!

YOUR GODMOTHER & SECOND MOM,
CAROL

CONGRATULATIONS RENEE!
ALL OUR LOVE FOREVER!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD, AND JIMMY

BODY BASICS
Nutrition Center
Tony & Mike Raspantini
207 McBride Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07501 (201) 977-8533
Congratulations
Rosie!
We Love You!
Aunt Ginger, Uncle
Phil,
Bryan, And Kevin

Best Of Luck Dana
And The
Class Of 1994
ENZO'S PLACE
100 3rd Avenue
Paterson, N.J.
(201) 523-8686
Mom, Dad, Marco,
And Adrianna

MacRae Plumbing & Heating Inc.
6 WESTERHOLT AVENUE
WEST PATERN, NEW JERSEY 07424
(201) 365-1370
(201) 256-8340
JIM MACRAE & JIM MACRAE JR.
Specializing In Complete Bathroom Remodeling
Congratulations to a Beautiful Granddaughter!

Grandma & Grandpa Avino

Danielle Boycks
Good luck in all that you do in your life and be happy!
Love Always,
Grandma & Pops, Uncle Bernie, Joe, Donald, and Doctor Kenny - '82, Mom & Tom, Dawn, & All your cousins

Marcliff Insurance Agency
76 E. Main St.
P.O. Box 160
Little Falls, New Jersey 07424

(201) 256-0100 Clifford N. Mowrey Agent
Congratulations Lillian Oldja
And The Rest Of The Class Of ’94
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR JOE SUCKOW!
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU!
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS!

LOVE,
DAD, MOM, BETH,
GRANDPOP

Rosie And Michael

The World Is A Stage . . .
And You Are Our Stars!!!
We Love You Both!
Mom, Dad, & Frank
Mom, Dad, & Jennifer
I'M ALWAYS HAPPY WHEN NEW FRIENDS CAME INTO MY LIFE BUT OLD FRIENDS ARE ALWAYS BEST FRIENDS I KNOW THAT'S TRUE BECAUSE OF YOU. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 1994 THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES LOVE, GINA AND KATHY

Carafello Catering & Co.
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Wide Variety of Hot & Cold Buffets

EDWARD J. CARAFELLO
942-9069

Outdoor Power Equipment

NORTHEAST EQUIPMENT
245 Union Boulevard
Totowa, New Jersey 07512
942-0347

1190 Route 23 South
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
239-8575

STIHL
TORO
HONDA

Safes • Service • Parts
Theresa
You Are The
Greatest!
Love,
Dad, Mom,
& Robert

COMPUTER FLOORS, INC.
INSTALLATIONS AND SERVICES

19 Richmond Street
Clifton, New Jersey 07011

TOR SUNDLIN

(201) 340-3666
(212) 564-4998
FAX: (201) 340-1565
Dear Fran,
Best of luck for a bright and happy future.
We love you so much!
Nino, Lucia, Little Angiolina, & Pietro

Congratulations Laurie Kloss
Class of ’94
Welcome Aboard!
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Eddie

CRIB CITY
Juvenile & Teenage Furniture
227-4548

Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 10:00 to 9:00
Tuesday & Friday 10:00 to 5:00
Saturday 10:00 to 6:00

36 Route 46
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
227-4548

141 Route 4
Paramus, NJ 07652
843-1505

"Specializing In Juvenile & Teenage Furniture"
"Shop Our 2 Locations"
Congratulations
Amy!
You Have Always Made
Us So Proud And Success
Will Always Follow You.
Go For It!! Buck #28
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Lil' Buck
GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 1994!

Remember when we used to say "There's a long way to go?"
Never really gave it much thought
What little we did know
For another year has passed us by
And soon we'll be on our own
To get a job and settle down
And to call someplace home
Staring at the hour glass
The sand is almost gone
best we can do.

The clock on the wall is striking twelve
We must be moving on
Our time for play has disappeared
But we never had a fear
We shared some laughs and some smiles
And soon we'll shed a tear
The road of life has many paths
Don't know which to pursue
Don't know what the future holds, but we'll do the

Love .... Margaret, Jenn, Danielle, Laura, Jessica, Jenn, Nicole, Nicole, Kara, Enza, Renee, Kara, Kathy, Jaime, Kris, Chrissy, Gina, Tammy, Kristen, Natalie
FASHION SHOW

AUTOGRAPHS